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ABSTRACT 
Framed, Imprisoned, Overheard: The Gothic Inheritance of Victorian Poetry 
Olivia Loksing Moy 
 
A lonely damsel’s imprisonment within a castle or convent cell; the 
eavesdropping of a prisoner next door; the framed image of a woman with a mysterious 
past. These are familiar themes from 1790s gothic novels, which exploded onto the scene 
with milestone works like Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho and Matthew 
Lewis' The Monk. They are also key features, however, of canonical nineteenth-century 
poems, from Tennyson’s “Mariana” to Browning’s “My Last Duchess.” In this 
dissertation, I argue that tropes of the gothic novel became disseminated in poetry of the 
Victorian era, manifesting as formal features that have not heretofore been recognized by 
scholars as essentially gothic. While most scholars recognize gothic poetry only in a 
small subset of poems that include ghosts, graveyards or superstition, I contend that 
gothic tropes became definitive of what we now regard as quintessentially “Victorian” 
poetic forms: the dramatic monologue, women’s sonnets, and Pre-Raphaelite picture 
poems. “Framed, Imprisoned, Overheard” explores feminist arguments and 
interdisciplinary crossings between painting and poetry, focusing on both canonical and 
lesser-known poems of major Victorian poets. Close reading fiction by Ann Radcliffe, 
Matthew Lewis and Mary Wollstonecraft, and poems by Charlotte Smith, John Keats, 
William Wordsworth, Robert Browning, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Christina Rossetti, 
D. G. Rossetti and G. M. Hopkins, I offer a revisionist history that looks beyond the 
small subset of poems about ghosts or other “gothic” themes, demonstrating how 
innovations in 1790s sensation fiction contributed to the evolution of major Victorian 
verse forms. 
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GOTHIC TROPES, POETIC FORMS: 
RADCLIFFE, MONK AND THE VICTORIAN POETS 
 
 
 “That’s my last Duchess painted on the wall, / Looking as if she were alive.” 1 In 
many ways, the Duke of Ferrara, whose voice opens Robert Browning’s famous poem, 
looms as a gatekeeper to this dissertation, standing as an imposing presence in Victorian 
poetry and also as a symbol of gothic villainy. Evolved from earlier iterations of 
Porphyria’s Lover, Johannes Agricola and Tennyson’s St. Simeon Stylites, the Duke 
figures as a charismatic anti-hero, a speaker that marks the success of the dramatic 
monologue with Browning’s 1842 publication of Dramatic Lyrics. But more than just a 
landmark figure in the development of nineteenth-century lyric tradition, the Duke also 
embodies something inherently gothic in his character of the iniquitous patriarch. Here 
we have an Italian aristocrat who delicately boasts and gestures towards the figure of a 
woman who has been silenced, murdered, and frozen within a frame. He is a figure 
reminiscent of the murderous counts in the spectacularly popular gothic novels of the 
1790s.  
Characteristically, gothic novels are populated by three stock figures: the 
egomaniacal, murderous husband, as seen in our Duke; the damsel in distress, 
imprisoned, framed, or already dead; and the sanctimonious monk figure whose lust 
outweighs his love for God. Such counts, monks and damsels are sprinkled throughout 
Victorian poetry, allowing one to detect a gothic cast of characters transformed into their 
analogous poetic counterparts. The Duke of Ferrara is a literary descendent of Ann 
                                                
1 Robert Browning, “My Last Duchess,” in The Poetical Works of Robert Browning, vol. 3: Bells and 




Radcliffe’s tyrannical Italian Count Montoni; Tennyson’s “St. Simeon Stylites” mirrors 
the blasphemous egotism of Matthew Lewis’ monk Ambrosio; D.G. Rossetti’s pictured 
women are objectified and mystified like the famous waxen image in Mysteries of 
Udolpho. The recurring figure of trapped women especially—from Mariana in the 
moated grange to the Lady of Shalott—represents Victorian reincarnations of gothic 
victims. These women, frozen by art or banished to castle cells and convents, are drawn 
from Shakespearean and Arthurian tales, but they are also variations of Radcliffe’s dark, 
frustrated heroines. 
We can read Browning’s Duke as a descendant of gothic fiction, but not only 
because he assumes a dark, iniquitous character. My Last Duchess is chilling and 
memorable due to the Duke’s formal pyrotechnics, particularly in his manipulations of 
the audience that are revealed by the very end of the poem. He borrows set tropes from 
the gothic novel, casually orchestrating instances of overhearing, imprisonment, and 
bodily framing. These formal elements imitate the suspenseful, chilling machinery of 
gothic fiction and are incorporated into the Duke’s speech—glibly, inconspicuously and 
without any explicit acknowledgment of the gothic tradition.  
This dissertation proposes a connection between gothic fiction of the 1790s and 
Victorian poetry, tracing a line of literary influence that manifests in both thematic 
content and formal techniques. Reading fiction alongside verse, I argue that Victorian 
poetry adopts and transforms a range of tropes that were central to the 1790s gothic 
novel, leading to innovations in verse form that absorbed and naturalized content from a 
“scandalous” novel genre. Confessions overheard in jails of the Inquisition, romantic 
lyrics sung by trapped maidens, the sudden revelation of supernatural symbols as mere 
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objects— these signature themes become transfigured into canonically Victorian verse 
forms, including dramatic monologues, women’s sonnets and Pre-Raphaelite picture 
poems.  
This migration of thematic motifs into poetic forms exemplifies a distinct way in 
which Victorian poets eagerly reinvented Romantic conventions while adapting 
novelistic models. Focusing on fiction by Ann Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis and Mary 
Wollstonecraft, and poems by Charlotte Smith, John Keats, William Wordsworth, Robert 
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Christina Rossetti, D. G. Rossetti and G. M. 
Hopkins, I offer a revisionist history that looks beyond the small subset of Victorian 
poems typically considered “gothic,” recognizing ways in which Browning’s dramatic 
monologues, Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti’s sonnets, and D.G. Rossetti’s 
framed picture poems are gothic in their formal construction. These poets and their subtle 
absorption of gothic content show how the 1790s gothic novel influenced poetry in ways 
that became central yet remained inconspicuous in mainstream Victorian poems. My 
project thus conceives of genre formation as a process that occurs dynamically not only 
across periods, but across genres and class lines, from “low” Romantic novels to “high” 
Victorian poetry. 
To this end, the dissertation takes obvious connections between the 1790s gothic 
novel and nineteenth-century verse to push them yet further. Can gothic poetry be more 
than just ballads and romances featuring spells and spirits? To most readers of Romantic 
and Victorian poetry, gothic poems are those that harness the dark, mysterious and 
supernatural; Byron’s romances, “Goody Blake and Harry Gill” or Goblin Market all fit 
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the bill.2  But by expanding our understanding of “gothic” to mean more than just 
thematic influences, we can see it is not only a smattering of poems that inherit a tradition 
of the gothic, but a critical mass of mainstream poetic forms that incorporate gothic 
tropes. This dissertation thus redefines the term “gothic” to mean more than the usual 
thematic elements (dungeons, superstition, revenants) and to encompass the formal and 
structural configurations of the genre as well. This study seeks to offer an explanation of 
how and why certain poetic forms came to dominate nineteenth-century British poetry by 
looking back toward the gothic as one possible line of influence for these formal 
evolutions.  
Why pair the gothic with Victorian poetry? While extensive critical work has 
discussed the gothic in relation to Romanticism and the Romantic poetic tradition,3 
studies of the Victorian gothic tend to center on novels (Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, 
Villette) and short fiction (“The Picture of Dorian Gray,” “The Mysteries of London,” 
“The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”), where gothic elements feature 
prominently and thematically.4 Considerations of the gothic in nineteenth-century poetry 
                                                
2 Lord Byron makes use of vampires and spirits in The Giaour, “The Burial: A Fragment” and Manfred; 
“Goody Blake and Harry Gill” comprises part of the poems in Lyrical Ballads that utilize the supernatural 
or superstitious; Christina Rossetti’s Goblin Market, considered a gothic fantasy poem, serves as a central 
example in Ellen Moers’ “Female Gothic: The Monster’s Mother”; see The New York Review of Books 
(March 30, 1974) and Ellen Moers, Literary Women (London: The Women’s Press, 1986).  
 
3 For comprehensive studies of Gothic-Romantic criticism over the last fifty years, see for example Robert 
D. Hume, “Gothic Versus Romantic: A Revaluation of the Gothic Novel,” PMLA 84, no. 2 (March 1969): 
282-90; Michael Gamer, Romanticism and the Gothic: Genre, Reception, and Canon Formation 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Dale Townshend and Angela Wright, ed., Ann Radcliffe, 
Romanticism and the Gothic (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014). In each collection, gothic 
texts are primarily assembled by their common thematic elements. 
 
4 The final chapter of Susan Gubar and Sandra Gilbert’s Madwoman in the Attic is the only chapter 
reserved for analysis of Victorian poetry. It offers readings of “Goblin Market” and poems from Christina 
Rosetti’s Maude, but mostly goes on to discuss the poetry of Emily Dickinson. Likewise, the collection of 
essays Victorian Gothic: Literary and Cultural Manifestations in the Nineteenth Century offers one essay 
by R.J.C Watt on “Hopkins and the Gothic Body.” The rest of the collection features studies of the gothic 
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often rely on texts by the same familiar authors, such as Edgar Allan Poe and Algernon 
Charles Swinburne, or around more obscure poets who are part of a particular subset, 
such as poets of the Spasmodic school.5  This dissertation challenges the conception of 
the gothic as a separate subset of literature relegated to the same few writers, by attending 
to the formal figurations of the gothic in canonical Victorian works. I turn my critical 
attention toward works of poetry especially, investigating verse forms where ghosts and 
dungeons are not so easily hidden within novelistic subplots.  
A study of the gothic necessarily bears anxieties about its minorness. The 
aesthetic components of horror, supernaturalism, violence and over-ornamentation seem 
to resist canonicity.6 These elements, cast as unnevenness of style, make it easy to write 
off gothic elements as aesthetically defective or indicative of immature writing. For this 
reason, few studies discuss gothic works in conjunction with major poems of the 
established Victorian canon. This sense of minorness makes it difficult to read the gothic 
as an important vein in poets like Tennyson, Browning or Arnold. When recognized in 
the verse of major poets, the gothic is invoked in highly biographical terms, as in the lives 
                                                                                                                                            
elements in prose by Dickens and Wilde, as well as in lesser-known poets like Mary Elizabeth Coleridge 
and Julia Margaret Cameron. Poetry is not subsumed under the term “fiction” and is thus underrepresented 
in The Cambridge Companion to Gothic Fiction. Alison Milbank’s contribution to the collection on 
“Victorian Gothic” considers only prose. See Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, “Strength in Agony: 
Nineteenth-Century Poetry by Women,” in The Madwoman in the Attic (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1979), 539-650. Victorian Gothic: Literary and Cultural Manifestations in the Nineteenth Century, 
ed. Ruth Robbins and Julian Wolfreys (New York: Palgrave, 2000). Alison Milbank, “Victorian Gothic in 
English novels and stories, 1830-1880,” in The Cambridge Companion to Gothic, ed. Jerrold E. Hogle 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002). 
 
5 Spasmodic poets of the 1850s include Philip James Bailey, William Aytoun, Sydney Dobell and 
Alexander Smith. For an interesting discussion of the Spasmodic poets and “poets of sensation” or the 
“fleshly school of the 1870s,” see Jason Rudy, Electric Meters: Victorian Physiological Poetics (Athens: 
Ohio University Press, 2009) as well as the special edition of Victorian Poetry 42, no. 4 (Winter 2004). 
 
6 Robert Hume has compared Gothicism to a poor, illegitimate relation of Romanticism, allocating it to the 




of Elizabeth Barrett Browning or G.M. Hopkins, or treated as a symptom of inexperience 
in youthful works such as Browning’s Pauline and Barrett Browning’s “Legend of the 
Brown Rosarie.”7 For these reasons, I have chosen to read canonical poems from the 
nineteenth-century through a gothic lens. One way in which I attempt to rehabilitate the 
gothic from its marginality is by insisting upon its critical relevance to mainstream works 
from the Victorian period. Whereas Sandra M. Gilbert and Sarah Gubar’s The 
Madwoman in the Attic identified gothic themes in common amongst a “women’s club” 
of female writers, including Emily Brontë, Eliot, Austen and Dickinson, my dissertation 
gives equal weight to readings of texts by male and female authors.8 I also focus on 
works of poetry, counterbalancing the heavy emphasis on the novel in nineteenth-century 
gothic studies. 
An influence study between gothic sensation novels and high Victorian poetry 
crosses class boundaries, recognizing the integration of the more popularized “trash of 
the Minerva Press” into the realm of Britain’s poet laureates. It also fills in the 
chronological gap in usual narratives of gothic studies. The 1790s craze for sensation 
fiction did not die out, only to be followed by the revivalist fin de siècle movement; 
rather, gothic content and motifs appear steadily until the 1890s, in poems as well as 
novels. Methodologically, this project presents a complex case of cross-genre criticism, 
                                                
7 Lewis himself used the excuse of youth to apologize for the indiscreet language and themes in his earlier 
versions of The Monk. The fourth edition of the novel makes many changes to mitigate the charges of 
scandal against Lewis’ writing.  In this version, there are fewer references to sexual lust, with Ambrosio 
described as an “intruder” rather than a “ravisher.” The moment of rape itself, expressed in the words that 
Ambrosio “indulged in excesses” in the first three editions, becomes described such that he “committed an 
error” in the fourth. This notion that gothic content and machinery can be censored out or excised for more 
mature iterations of a text is exactly the kind of marginalizing treatment of the Gothic that this dissertation 
hopes to work against. 
 




scrutinizing the ways in which authors like Radcliffe critiqued Romantic poetry, poking 
fun at the genre next-door. Radcliffe’s exaggerated use of the egotistical sublime and 
elegiac sonneteering indulge in and satirize Romantic poetic conventions that a 
succeeding generation of Victorian poets would test as well. This opens up new avenues 
of collaboration in eighteenth- and nineteenth- century literary studies, building on the 
cross-genre work of scholars like G. Gabrielle Starr and Dino Felluga who have theorized 
the incorporation of poetry in nineteenth-century novels, or elements of the novel in 
poems.9 
The span of this dissertation connects a wide range of literary-historical moments 
from 1780 to 1890, including the Romantic Sonnet Revival and the rise of the 1790s 
gothic novel, the dramatic monologue, Victorian women’s sonnets, and the Pre-
Raphaelite Brotherhood. Finally, the tracing of tropes, forms and their transformations 
draws a strong line of influence that challenges the essentiality of subgenres that scholars 
have come to consider distinctively “Victorian” or “Romantic,” unfolding new ways of 
thinking about the evolution of poetic forms. By bridging two distinct subfields in 
English literature, I draw an unconventional thread of influence across periods and across 
genres, while inverting the standard critical prioritization of Romantic poetry and 




                                                
9 G. Gabrielle Starr’s Lyric Generations provides an integrated history of the rise of the British novel and 
developments in Romantic poetry, pointing out their mutual cross-genre influence, while Dino Felluga 
investigates the hybrid forms of poetry and novel in the Victorian verse-novel. G. Gabrielle Starr, Lyric 
Generations (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004). Dino Felluga, “The Victorian Verse 
Novel,” in The Blackwell Companion to Victorian Poetry, ed. Richard Cronin, Antony Harrison and Alison 




GOTHIC TROPES, POETIC FORMS 
 
In his 1800 Preface to Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth famously lambastes “frantic 
novels, sickly and stupid German Tragedies, and deluges of idle and extravagant stories 
in verse” for “blunt[ing] the discriminating powers of the mind” and reducing them “to a 
state of almost savage torpor.”10  Here he refers specifically to sensational gothic works 
such as Matthew Lewis’ Monk (1796) and Ann Radcliffe’s Mysteries of Udolpho (1794), 
the latter of which sold over 23,000 copies by 1816. Wordsworth’s mission in his poems 
was to cultivate a new readership, one that could learn to be excited without “gross and 
violent stimulants.” Gothic novels, though popular, were universally maligned for their 
immoral content, their authors cast as members of “the German School” and “the terrorist 
school.” Wordsworth no doubt overstates the split between poetry and gothic fiction, but 
this divide is still perpetuated today in our own academic divisions, where gothic studies 
are primarily centered around a small subset of texts and authors.  
This dissertation contributes to criticism by bridging together the often discrete 
specialization of “gothic studies,” research of a genre historically associated with minor 
works, with studies in mainstream nineteenth-century poetry, which avails itself of more 
canonical texts. It offers a platform to place the invaluable work of gothic scholars like 
Fred Botting, Robert Miles and David Punter, who helped define the central 
characteristics of gothic literature, in conversation with formalist scholars of Victorian 
poetry like Isobel Armstrong, Herbert Tucker, Carol Christ and Caroline Levine.  In 
particular, my project works to distance gothic from being defined by a set of familiar 
                                                
10 William Wordsworth, Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, 2nd edition (1800), in William Wordsworth and 
Samuel Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads 1798 and 1800, ed. Michael Gamer and Dahlia Porter (Toronto: 




themes and to define the gothic in terms of the innovative forms that its authors employ 
instead.   
While gothic themes are easily identifiable, gothic form has been more difficult to 
pinpoint. Scholars have recognized the way in which Radcliffe’s capacious novels absorb 
various subgenres, including sensation fiction, sentimental fiction, poetry, diary and 
travel writing.11  This hybridity is no doubt productive in linking Radcliffe studies with 
works outside of a gothic sub-canon. But underneath all this hybridity, what are the 
literary forms and devices specific to the gothic itself?12 Throughout this dissertation, I 
identify gothic forms that function independently of thematic content, including gothic 
overhearing, gothic confinement, gothic framings and a gothic mode of reading that 
embraces shock and surprise. These forms in turn influence nineteenth-century poems 
that can include gothic themes, but are not predicated upon it. The work of this 
dissertation thus invites collaboration between those critics interested in gothic and those 
                                                
11 For more on Radcliffe and the subgenre of Romantic women’s travel writing, see Jane Stabler, “Taking 
Liberties: The Italian Picturesque in Women’s Travel Writing” European Romantic Review 13, no. 1 
(2002): 11-22; Benjamin A. Brabon, “Surveying Ann Radcliffe’s Gothic Landscapes” Literature Compass 
3, no. 4 (2006): 840-45; George Dekker, The Fictions of Romantic Tourism: Radcliffe, Scott, and Mary 
Shelley (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005); Marshall Brown, “In Defense of Cliché: Radcliffe's 
Landscapes,” in The Gothic Text (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005). 
 
For considerations of Radcliffe’s gothic heroines as Romantic poet figures, see for example Ingrid 
Horricks, “ ‘Her Ideas Arranged Themsleves’: Re-Membering Poetry in Radcliffe,” Studies in Romanticism 
47, no. 4 (2008): 507-27 and Beatrice Battaglia, “The ‘Pieces of Poetry’ in Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries 
of Udolpho,” DQR Studies in Literature 39, no. 1 (2007): 137-151. 
 
12 One defining formal element of the gothic is its excess: the gothic itself is a highly self-reflexive genre 
that deals in hyperbole and satires of its own conventions. It is purposefully derivative and recycles the 
same “mysterious” tropes of skeletons, buried secrets, and ancestral discovery, which often descend into 
camp. This is evident in the distinction between “old” and “new” gothic, a binary theorized by Robert 
Heilman, where the old “primitive” gothic seeks just “the relatively simple thrill or momentary intensity of 
feeling, but “new gothic” challenges and satirizes these patterns by engaging in “anti-gothic” realism. But 
again, this formal element is hinged on thematic conceptualizations of the gothic. For Heilman, Jane Eyre is 
the inaugural figure of the “new” gothic. See Robert Heilman, “Charlotte Bronte’s ‘New Gothic,’” in From 
Jane Austen to Joseph Conrad: Essays Collected in Memory of James T. Hillhouse, ed. Robert Rathburn 




interested in the development of Victorian poetic forms, such as the dramatic monologue 
(Britta Martens, Linda Hughes, Dorothy Mermin, Glennis Byron), women’s sonnets 
(Angela Leighton, Marjorie Stone, Amy Billone, Constance Hassett) and Pre-Raphaelite 
poems associated with visual art (David Riede, Florence Boos). In other words, this 
dissertation means to open doors between camps of criticism by demonstrating that the 
incorporation of gothic forms need not rely on the supernatural nor a set of thematic 
clichés.  
The most significant contribution of my Gothic-Victorian framework is that it 
offers a model for theorizing literary influence across the genres of novel and poetry, not 
merely in the conventional mode of one-to-one influence that traces common themes 
(“Gothic violence in Lewis and Poe,” for example) or literary devices (“Landscape 
description in Radcliffe and Hardy”). Instead, this project takes on the challenge of 
tracing the transformation of novelistic themes into poetic forms, a much more elusive 
task because of the way gothic tropes become subsumed and naturalized in Victorian 
poetry.  
The transformation of tropes into forms differs from a simple hybridization of 
poetry and prose. The verse-novels of George Meredith and Arthur Clough show us what 
it looks like to stage a novel in verse, while the novels of George Eliot and Thomas 
Hardy demonstrate how poetic elements can be incorporated into prose.  But how can 
gothic tropes, even when separated from their thematic associations, become integrated 
into poetic forms?  
The cross-genre influence I trace manifests in two different ways.  First, I 
approach the novel as a space in which authors can experiment with poetic forms by 
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subjecting them to different contexts. In Chapter One, for example, I turn to various 
moments in Radcliffe and Lewis’s novels that contain identifiable seeds of the dramatic 
monologue. What do these novelistic scenarios teach us about the limitations of poetic 
formal elements like audience and overhearer? What separates dramatic monologue from 
lyric? What are the conditions or permutations that can push a poem from one category to 
the next?  
Second, poetic forms that subsume gothic tropes tend to enact the gothic themes 
they echo.  In my discussion of the “gothic sonnet” in Chapter Two, poets and speakers 
invoke violent imprisonment just as a character might in a gothic novel, but they embody 
this self-confinement formally as well, figuring the sonnet as a prison with oppressive 
rules of rhyme and meter. Such formal figurations lend these gothic sonnets a poetics of 
inevitability and doom without relying on the imagery of ghosts or corpses.  
 
 
THE GOTHIC INHERITANCE: A DOUBLE TRADITION 
 
For sources of gothic influence, I focus almost exclusively on novels by Ann 
Radcliffe and Matthew Lewis, figures who represent two major poles of the 1790s gothic 
sensation craze. Critics have typically used Lewis and Radcliffe as figures to mark a 
distinction between what is deemed “male gothic” and “female gothic.”13 According to 
Radcliffe herself, the difference between male and female gothic was an emphasis on 
terror versus horror. Terror, which depends on obscurity, forms the basis of the sublime, 
                                                
13 The term “female gothic” was first coined by Ellen Moers (1977), who emphasized the gothic genre as a 
genre founded by women and written for women. See Ellen Moers, Literary Women (London, The 
Women’s Press, 1978), 90. The “female gothic” plot usually consists of an orphan in search of an absent 
mother, threatened by a feudal patriarchal figure, courted by a weak suitor figure. Male gothic plots are 
purportedly more violent and Oedipal. See Robert Miles, “Ann Radcliffe and Matthew Lewis,” in A 




whereas horror depends on gross materiality, offering explicit representations of the 
threat.14 While horror draws disgust from its readers, terror can be ennobling and lead 
readers toward beauty and sublimity.15  
I recruit these terms conditionally, primarily as an analogy for understanding the 
difference between gothic that is obvious and thematic, versus the gothic that is formally 
identifiable through set conventions of structure and form. In my readings, the terms 
“male gothic” and “female gothic” are neither exclusive nor definitive: Radcliffe no 
doubt recruits the shocking, violent themes of male gothic, though less heavy-handedly 
than Lewis, while Lewis utilizes the patterns of gothic overhearing and gothic framing 
that I identify in Radcliffe. But in my study of the gothic’s formal presence in Victorian 
poetry, a genre in which themes of violence and scandal are downplayed, the female 
gothic serves as a much more useful source of formal influence. 
Lewis, in the tradition of Walpole’s Otranto and Beckford’s Vathek draws on 
sensationalism to stir and shock his readers. The Monk, vehemently denigrated by critics 
but also hailed as a work of genius, combines the most wrenching physicalizations of 
gothic themes, including rape, infanticide, religious heresy and literally buried secrets, all 
components of the male gothic tradition. Lewis was accused of immorality and wild 
extravagance and faced a scandalous lawsuit that threatened his status as a Member of 
Parliament. Coleridge deemed The Monk “pernicious” because of the way it “blend[ed], 
                                                
14 See Miles, “Ann Radcliffe and Matthew Lewis,” 41. 
 
15 Gothic criticism itself has created a tension in reading the male/female dichotomy in the tradition. Robert 
Hume has argued that the defining feature of the gothic plot was not a persecuted heroine fleeing, but “a 
complex villain-hero,” who creates a tangled web where no meaningful or moral answers can be found. 
Feminist critics instead suggested that the Gothic tradition was practically created by women writers, who 
took inspiration from Walpole and ran with it; afterwards, male gothic writers would try to wrest back 




with an irreverent negligence, all that is most awfully true in religion with all that is most 
ridiculously absurd in superstition.16 Within the male gothic genre and in The Monk 
especially, supernaturalism is left an unresolved problem in the far-flown, mysterious 
endings of the novels.  
 While Lewis represents the “male gothic” for his use of “sickly” superstition, 
Radcliffe was able to combine her gothic fiction with elements of poetry, landscape 
writing and sentimental fiction. Made famous through her wildly successful novels 
including The Castles of Athlin and Dunbayne (1789), A Sicilian Romance (1790), The 
Romance of the Forest (1791), The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and The Italian (1797), 
Radcliffe was considered the dominant gothic innovator of her time, with these five 
major novels spawning countless imitations and chapbooks, and influencing the Marquis 
de Sade, Sir Walter Scott, Edgar Allan Poe and Sheridan Le Fanu. Her novels show a 
deep connection to Romantic poetry, especially Romantic ideals of beauty, terror, 
obscurity, imagination and the sublime.  
Radcliffe and the “female gothic” tradition serve as the main touchstones for 
poetic comparison throughout the dissertation in several ways.  First, her understanding 
of Romantic poetic ideals sets her off as a useful point of influence for Victorian poets in 
the way that she overuses and satirizes Romantic poetic conventions. As much as 
Radcliffe’s novels continually utilize Romantic clichés, they also critique their own 
repetition and ubiquity, as my chapters will show. Radcliffe offers modes of 
experimentation with key patterns of Romantic lyric like overhearing and confinement 
that innovate in the same vein as Victorian poets responding to these traditions. Her 
                                                





recognition of the humorous, self-satirizing modes of gothic makes her novels a site for 
Romantic critique, an important point of commonality between the gothic novel and 
poetry of the later Victorians. 
The single greatest contribution of Radcliffe to the gothic tradition is her 
innovation of the “explained supernatural” or “realist supernatural” tradition, where 
towards the very ends of her novels especially, a long explanation is provided that helps 
disabuse her heroines of any mystical suspicions: the light in the window is not a ghost, 
but servants; the haunting spirits of murderers or rapists actually turn out to be minor 
banditti; mysterious groans of a ghost are actually those of a prisoner behind a trap door. 
Undercutting the shock of “male gothic” endings and disavowing supernatural causes at 
the ends of her plots, Radcliffe mixed gothic machinery with the novel of sensibility, 
forging a new genre of romance that did not center around superstition. Because 
Radcliffe’s gothic utilizes poetic realism rather than Lewis’ outward superstition and 
supernaturalism, the gothic elements of her novels can be more easily subsumed into the 
language of high Victorian poetry, avoiding the heavy-handed mechanisms of dead 
infants or satanic interventions. As Deborah Rogers has comically stated, “Ann Radcliffe 
was a great deal too enlightened ever to have anything to say to a ghost. In those days the 
ancient love of superstition had faded, and the new groping after spiritual presences had 
not begun.”17 In Radcliffe’s novels, the supernatural is always feared, but the possibility 
of supernaturalism always thwarted by the end. The more shocking and mystical 
elements are veiled in Radcliffe’s novels, creating a more palatable mode of gothic from 
                                                
17 Deborah Rogers, The Matrophobic Gothic and Its Legacy: Sacrificing Mothers in the Novel and in 
Popular Culture (New York: Peter Lang, 1994), 165. Michael Gamer uses “Goody Blake & Harry Gill” as 
a model of how Wordsworth and his readers could indulge in supernatural stories while maintaining an 




which Victorians poets could draw. Radcliffe’s contribution through the innovation of the 
“realist supernatural” provides the basis for much of this dissertation because it shows 
how even if the outwardly manifest aspects of the gothic were maligned and disregarded, 
what could be preserved of the genre was incorporated into high Victorian poetry and 




GENDER DISTINCTIONS AND FEMINIST COMMITMENTS 
 
This divisive language of “male” and “female gothic” reveals the tensions 
surrounding gender in gothic texts and gothic criticism, in which the divergent treatment 
of male bodies versus female ones yields uneasy conclusions. Gothic texts are potentially 
subversive and revolutionary, realizing transgressions and unleashing repressed violence 
and sexual desires, though ultimately containing these desires. Yet these liberating 
releases and their sudden suppression are often at the cost of women characters. 
Femininity is associated with wild emotions and hysteria, which should ultimately be 
repressed; women’s bodies are represented as expected sites for pain or disfiguration, 
with passages depending on often pornographic description fueling the plot’s struggle 
between “the beater and the beaten,”18 the losers and the winners.19 The gothic is 
infamously conservative in its portrayal of women, upholding patriarchal values 
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especially in endings that belittle the adventures and agency of its female characters.20 
Mary Wollstonecraft famously criticized Burke for his “gothic notions of beauty” and his 
defense of sexist chivalric ideals amidst the context of the French Revolution: “Will her 
form have lost the smooth delicacy that inspires love, when stripped of its gothic 
drapery?...Is there no beauteous proportion in virtue, when not clothed in a sensual 
garb?”21 Throughout my dissertation, the presence of women, both authors and 
characters, plays an important role, and the looming figure of “Mother Radcliffe” carries 
the feminist thread underlying this entire project. Her gothic novels double as sentimental 
fiction that rely on charged expectations of gendered expression and gendered 
suffering—but in her repetitive construction of sighing heroines and their dispelled fears, 
Radcliffe also satirizes these female stereotypes. I am interested in the ways that the 
gothic can be empowering for women characters, women authors and women readers, not 
only through Freudian and political readings but through its formal figurations as well.   
How is gothic form subversive of gender norms? Does Victorian poetry simply 
reappropriate the gothic heroine as an embodiment of the precept of “suffer and be still”? 
Because of the reactionary political and feminist implications of any gothic text, my 
study of nineteenth-century poems attends especially to their treatment of women, 
women’s bodies and formal structures or patterns that are cast in female terms. My first 
chapter on Browning and the dramatic monologue builds upon the important 
rehabilitation of women poets like Augusta Webster and Amy Levy, achieved by 
                                                
20  David Punter and Elisabeth Bronfen reconsider the gothic genre in terms of trauma theory in “Gothic: 
Violence, Trauma and the Ethical,” in The Gothic, ed. Fred Botting (London: Routledge, 1996), 7-21. 
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Dorothy Mermin, Cynthia Scheinberg and Glennis Byron, as well as studies of the 
women’s sonnet revival and problems with autobiography in studies of women poets 
(Angela Leighton). Chapter Two traces the representations of women sonneteers and 
their poems across the turn of the century, including fictionalizations of such female 
figures and the critical tendency, almost impossible to avoid, of conflating poetic analysis 
with biography. In Chapter Three, gender studies converge with the digital humanities, in 
a discussion about the representation of women’s bodies, definitions of pornography and 
the reproduction of such images.22 Each formal innovation I explore suggests that the 
gothic tropes so disempowering to women are not always reified, but often resisted as 





The Duke’s infamous performance of hide and seek, show and tell perhaps signals 
yet another female figure hidden from view, unnamed but omnipresent—that of Ann 
Radcliffe, whose realist supernatural produced the innovation of new gothic techniques. 
In Browning’s poem, the victimization of the Duchess certainly recruits themes of gothic 
fiction, but the way in which the Duke reveals his hand also employs several of 
Radcliffe’s formal constructions. First of all, he wages an accusation against his wife that 
invites a sympathetic, overhearing audience to participate in his trial of morals. He 
reveals the fact of his murder, not by open confession, but through a dynamics of 
                                                
22 On this topic, see Martin A. Danahay, “Dante Gabriel Rossetti's Virtual Bodies,” Victorian Poetry 36, 
No. 4 (Winter 1998): pp. 379-398.  The exhaustive archive of visual images provided by NINES and edited 
by Jerome McGann makes the poems and paintings discussed in this chapter more accessible for readers, 





eavesdropping where a gothic reader listening in also participates in this structure of 
guilt. Next, he signals an absent and voiceless woman silenced by the cruelty of a proud, 
strict patriarch (“all smiles stopped”). Finally, the Duke presents us with the image of a 
woman cast within a picture frame who figures as an aesthetic object, or a mere piece of 
artwork, until we suddenly realize this image corresponds to a real, dead body—only to 
be once again substituted by a new, living wife. In a moment of perspective swap, a 
woman once worshipped for beauty is now condemned as a seductive temptress, then 
replaced by another angelic figure. The Duke’s formal manipulations correspond to 
gothic tropes that are taken up by Victorian poets in the first three chapters of this 
dissertation: staged overhearings, celebrations of female confinement and the framing of 
female faces and bodies. These signature tropes of the gothic novel soon became 
conventionalized in poetry of the Victorian era, manifesting as forms that we recognize 
and teach today as canonically Victorian. 
Each of my chapters pairs a trope from the gothic novel with the development of a 
specific poetic form, moving through the work of major British poets from the 1770s to 
1870s. In Chapter One, I read Browning’s dramatic monologues against scenes of 
overhearing in the gothic novel. The Victorian dramatic monologue casts the reader as an 
eavesdropper overhearing a speaker’s confession or conversation. This same triangulated 
positioning occurs quite literally in many scenes of 1790s gothic novels, in castle 
dungeons and prisons where secrets are overheard by a jailed criminal listening in from 
an adjacent cell. Throughout this chapter, gothic novels serve as a testing ground for 
experimentations with Romantic lyric and its ideals of purity and spontaneity. What does 
it look like when romantic confession is staged? What kind of audience is expected of 
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criminal confessions in poetry and in novels? I explore how Radcliffe positions the 
overheard prisoner, a common trope in her novels, as a puppet that ironizes lyric 
conventions. In often comic scenes of failed confession and comic overhearing, Radcliffe 
stages early models of the overheard lyric, in the same vein that Browning’s early work 
Pippa Passes serves as a prototype for the dramatic monologue.  Browning’s experiments 
with speech acts of overhearing, accusation and confession come to full, demonstrative 
fruition in his dramatic monologues from the 1830s to 1840s, which perfect a poetic 
formula for triangulating blame between accuser, accused and auditor. Thus, many of 
Browning’s speakers sound suspicious and self-incriminating because their speech-acts 
exude an air of criminality inherent in the formal configuration of guilty overhearing 
itself. Recognizing this gothic indebtedness accounts for the flavor of criminality and 
suspicion inherent in so many Victorian dramatic monologues. By entitling his first pair 
of dramatic monologues “Madhouse Cells,” Browning calls attention to a gothic 
genealogy from which his poems inherit a thematic vein of social outcasts and gothic 
confinement, as well as a formal hermeneutics of accusation and collusion present in the 
very speech act. This gothic afterlife is present even in Browning’s later monologues that 
lack the usual gothic or criminal themes. For example, we can see inquisitional 
accusation and triangulated guilt employed even by speakers like Andrea del Sarto, the 
faultless painter. 
Chapter Two offers a literary history of the figure of the female sonneteer and its 
evolution in three stages, from representations of Charlotte Smith in the 1780s, to the 
fictional elegiac “poetesses” satirized in 1790s gothic novels, to the reenvisionings of 
female authorship in Victorian sonnets by Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina 
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Rossetti in the mid-century. Radcliffe’s heroines are often lyric poets themselves, and 
their lyrics reflect their own limitations within a gothic plot: namely, they make the most 
of restricted space and freedom. I argue that because gothic novels portrayed female poet 
figures as melancholy, domestic figures writing to elegize their woes, the sonnet form 
came to take on gothic associations of confinement and victimization, a legacy with 
which Victorian sonneteers, particularly women poets, had to reckon.  In major 
metasonnets written after 1790, the confinement of the sonnet form itself becomes 
conflated with the plight of the trapped gothic damsel.  In these poems, the stanza 
becomes not only a “room” representing spatial measurement, but a cell of imprisonment. 
This chapter examines the trope of liberty-in-restraint, a familiar message from the gothic 
novel that reassures young women that their confinement in a castle, dungeon or convent 
offers them safety and protection. This message is also rehearsed in metasonnets by 
Wordsworth and Keats, for example, where each poet defends sonnet form by likening 
the poem to a maiden trapped or bound. This notion of a “gothic sonnet” informs my 
reading of poems by Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti, where the sonnet 
represents a formal prison that the female poet-speaker both resists and inhabits.  
Barrett Browning and Rossetti were portrayed as sonneteers who doubled as 
gothic victims in their own lives, and they actively exploit and even embody gothic 
associations of spatial confinement in their own sonnets and “sonnets of sonnets.” They 
inherit the gothic associations between women in sonnets and spatial confinement, but 
they transform the gothic message—that female imprisonment is salutary and 
productive—into an opportunity for recovering female agency.  Barrett Browning and 
Rossetti achieve this by assuming the role of the oppressor themselves, imagining the 
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sonnet as a gendered self-prison. Barrett Browning utilizes the language of gothic 
motherhood and construes the sonnet as a prison and womb, while Rossetti structurally 
intensifies the constrictions of sonnet form through innovative uses of bouts-rimés and 
sonnets with more rules.  Rossetti fully responds to the burden of a gothicized women’s 
sonnet tradition in her mock-gothic novella Maude. In both cases, these poets’ new 
modes of self-imprisonment are simultaneously constraining and empowering.  
I then turn to Pre-Raphaelite poetry and the difficulty faced by readers who must 
confront female bodies—in paintings and poems—that seem alternately fleshly and 
symbolic. Chapter Three explores the images of women in “picture poems” that D.G. 
Rossetti composed to accompany his paintings of the 1860s, sometimes inscribing them 
directly on the frame. While Rossetti’s treatment of models and his representation of 
women as “fleshly” aesthetic objects are usually considered objectifying, his paintings 
also achieve an uncanny effect, where the framed woman seems to come to life as she 
seems to look back out at us past the frame of the painting. The subjects of Rossetti’s 
paintings subvert the positions of viewer and object, since agency is wrested back upon 
the model or the woman being framed. For the viewer of such paintings and poems, this 
shift elicits an uneasy reading experience, where one must navigate the physical details in 
these depictions of framed women and objects as simultaneously artistic and lifelike, 
supernatural and realist, decorative and meaningful.  
I argue that Rossetti’s discombobulating “trick” played on the reader has a 
precedent in climactic moments of the gothic novel, when a corpse turns out to be wax or 
a framed portrait turns out to be a real face: The objectified bodies of women, either 
framed, dead or imprisoned, seem to come to life in spectacular scenes, rendering the 
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distinctions between artwork and reality shockingly inexact. The response of surprise and 
horror in such moments of reward is a defining aspect of the gothic reader’s experience. 
The gothic novel’s uncanny, eleventh-hour switch forces readers to amend their vision of 
what is real and what is fake, an experience in uncertainty that serves as a mode of 
reading integral to appreciating Pre-Raphaelite art and the symbolic realism of D.G. 
Rossetti in the 1860s and 1870s. Here, I draw a connection between the gothic novel’s 
distinct mode of “realist supernaturalism” and the “realist symbolism” of D.G. Rossetti’s 
works that so irritated his critics. The vehement attacks against Rossetti’s “fleshly 
school” of poetry channeled some of the same anxieties harbored by opponents of the 
gothic “terrorist” school. Understanding the experience of the engrossed, participant 
“gothic reader,” I argue, is central to appreciating the shifting meanings between detail 
and symbol, reality and art in Rossetti’s work.  This helps to resuscitate the reception of 
Rossetti’s poem-paintings from critiques of fleshliness or aesthetic failure, particularly 
for works that have only in the last thirty years been elevated in the canon. 
Finally, a concluding chapter on the poetry of G.M. Hopkins brings together all 
the formal gothic features of Victorian poetry explored in the first three chapters. I show 
how seamlessly these tropes have been incorporated into Hopkins’ monodramas with 
God, the celebrated violence in “The Wreck of the Deutschland” and the horrifying 
darkness in his so-called “Terrible Sonnets.” Hopkins, as a late Victorian poet writing 
well in the 1880s, demonstrates a formal indebtedness to the gothic novel one hundred 
years later. I use Hopkins’ theories of inscape and instress to analyze tropes and 
formalisms that engage with innovations around confessional poetry, sonnets, and 
symbolic realism, just as we have seen in the gothically inflected works of the Brownings 
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and Rossettis. For Hopkins, the experience of spiritual doubt invoked within his verse is 
not simply an experience of quiet religious meditation, but a shocking, bodily experience 
of vision and revelation that is characterized by fear and uncertainty. 
 
LOOKING FORWARD  
While the first three chapters each revolve around a specific form (dramatic 
monologue, sonnet, picture poem), paired with representative poets of each (Robert 
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti, Dante Gabriel Rossetti), 
these pairings are of course not exhaustive. They invite the investigation of similar formal 
developments by other poets— the dramatic monologues of Tennyson, the sonnets of 
Michael Field, or picture poems by William Morris, for example. Many more 
explorations can be built on other poetic forms in addition to the three I have chosen, 
expanding upon gothic aspects of the sonnet cycle or sonnet sequence in particular. 
Further analysis of the gothic in dramatic monologue would also bear fruitful research on 
the gothic inheritance of modernist mask poetry, such as that of Eliot, Pound, Yeats or 
Mina Loy. Scholarly contributions could also attend to the poetic influence of gothic 
novels other than those by Radcliffe and Lewis, such as those by Clara Reeve, the 
Marquis de Sade and Sheridan Le Fanu, as well as penny dreadfuls and the many 








GOTHIC OVERHEARING: ACCUSATION AND CONFESSION  
IN BROWNING’S DRAMATIC MONOLOGUES   
 
 
“That song has always seemed to us like the lament of a prisoner in a solitary cell, ourselves listening, 
unseen in the next.”23 
 
 
Many poems of Robert Browning are recognizably gothic in their explicit themes 
and imagery, particularly those composed at the beginning of his career, including 
Pauline (1833), “Porphyria’s Lover” (1836), “Johannes Agricola in Meditation" (1836) 
and “My Last Duchess” (1842). They are populated with gothic personae, most 
recognizably the two stock characters of the tyrannical, jealous husband and the 
egomaniacal cleric, both of whom are self-justifying, god-defying firebrands.  
Browning’s poems also share the anti-Catholic, anti-Italian tone of so many Radcliffean 
novels set during the Inquisition. But aside from thematic resonances, these poems share 
with the gothic novel a formal dynamics of overhearing, confession and accusation. I 
argue that the gothic novel’s potent backdrop of the Inquisition models overhearing as an 
occasion for accusation, trial and self-confession, establishing gothic associations that 
permeate Browning’s poetry and help to account for the suspicious, incriminating tone 
characteristic of his many speakers. This poetics of guilt and collusion gives the Victorian 
dramatic monologue its particular flavor and is inextricably entangled in the very form 
itself.  
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By re-publishing his first dramatic monologues as a pair entitled “Madhouse 
Cells” (1842), Browning was calling attention to a genealogy from which his poems 
inherit an overtone of accusation and confession, even in poems that do not obviously 
share the thematics of social outcasts or gothic confinement. Browning’s speakers create 
a blanket of oppressive discomfort on the part of their listener in the way that they present 
the murderous act, by way of an offhand remark or a point of subtle pride in nefarious 
accomplishment. This discomfort is based on the structure of overhearing, which forms 
the basis of the dramatic monologue through a triangulation of speaker, auditor and 
audience.24  Such stagings of overhearing are also ubiquitous throughout 1790s gothic 
novels, particularly in the context of criminal confession, where Radcliffe and Monk’s 
gothic heroines, prying about the castle, overhear suspicious plots in which they are 
embroiled. In this chapter, I establish a connection of influence between the two. Once 
we recognize that this trope of overhearing was established in gothic novels forty years 
prior to Browning and Tennyson’s “reinnovation” of the form, we can begin to 
understand the presence of many critical components—collusion, cruelty, silence—that 
are inherently associated with the Victorian dramatic monologue but not with Romantic 
lyric. By tracing this connection, I argue that the role of the unwitting yet complicit 
                                                
24 In 1947, Ina Beth Sessions defined a dramatic monologue as a poem that includes all, some, or many of 
seven characteristics: speaker, audience, occasion, interplay between speaker and audience, revelation of 
character, dramatic action, and action in the present. See Ina Beth Sessions, “The Dramatic Monologue,” 
PMLA 62 (1847): 503-16. Robert Langbaum conceived of dramatic monologue as a form where the reader 
is affectively engaged in the conflict of feeling sympathy and judgment of a speaker, where these two 
reactions are opposed. See Robert Langbaum, The Poetry of Experience: The Dramatic Monologue in 
Modern Literary Tradition (New York: Random House, 1957). Jennifer Wagner-Lawlor and Dorothy 
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voyeur is transferred from the figure of the gothic protagonist to that of the Victorian 
reader. 
The stakes of this reading are not only to trace a historical debt of Browning to a 
preceding generation of novelists but to articulate a connection that alters our readings of 
Browning’s non-sensational poems in three ways. Even in dramatic monologues that do 
not reveal some criminal wrongdoing in plot, the poems still take on the mode of a 
confession, evoking the suspicion and guilt inherent in the triangulation of gothic 
overhearing. First, like the many egotistical villains that populate gothic fiction, dramatic 
monologists consistently betray themselves, their speech acts unfolding as self-
incrimination precisely because they do not know they are “on trial” or being listened in 
on. Second, regardless of the innocence or guilt of a speaker’s character, wrongdoing and 
suspicion pervade Browning’s dramatic monologues nonetheless because the reader is 
incriminated as a guilty overhearer, where innocence is denied in almost inquisitional 
fashion. Third, this gothic genealogy makes us attentive to a gender dynamic, including 
forced silence and imprisonment, which we might not otherwise have noticed. In all these 
ways, the dramatic monologue is inherently religious and gendered through inquisitional 
overtones. 
Recognizing such a gothic inheritance resonates with existing criticism on 
Browning and dramatic monologue form, such as Robert Langbaum’s articulation of a 
reader’s response to dramatic monologues as one of sympathy competing with 
judgment.25 Reconsidered with the influence of the gothic novel in mind, Langbaum’s 
ruling of sympathy or judgment can be recast as a performed reiteration of the verdict 
                                                




delivered in criminal hearings, where Grand Inquisitors dispense rulings of mercy or 
condemnation. Throughout the gothic novel, heroes and heroines, wrongly accused, are 
made to choose between silent resistance and self-incrimination in their responses to their 
tyrannical accusers. These gothic power dynamics are mirrored in Browning’s poems, 
and Jennifer Wagner-Lawlor’s “The Pragmatics of Silence” explores the role of the silent 
audience in dramatic monologues.26 The sooner that a reader can separate him or herself 
from the poem’s audience, or “you,” the more easily a “silence of intimidation” can give 
way to a “silence of resistance,” opposing the speaker’s tyranny. Dorothy Mermin, in The 
Audience in the Poem (1983), identifies the “felt possibility of…interruption, whether it 
actually occurs or not” as the defining marker of a distinctively Victorian auditor.27 This 
chapter explores this possibility of interruption, particularly through scenes of 
overhearing in Radcliffean gothic where lyric is interrupted and privacy compromised, in 
scenes that feature both comedy and cruelty.  
This chapter begins by outlining “gothic overhearing” in novels by Radcliffe and 
Lewis as a trope that engages with forms of lyric and lyric mistakes. These moments are 
presented in both romantic and criminal confession, especially in the context of 
Catholicism and the Inquisition. Next, I trace the rhetoric of criminality that is latent in 
early Romantic configurations of the gothic and dramatic monologue in the reviews and 
conversation poems of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Finally, I work chronologically through 
the poems of Robert Browning, from the overtly gothic early works to later works from 
1864, which seem to resist or even disavow gothic sensation. Gothic influence, so easily 
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recognizable in the cravenly, egotistical speakers of early Victorian poems, comes to 
surface only formally in later Victorian poems like “Andrea del Sarto,” which rely on the 
same formal underpinnings of gothic accusation and inquisitional aggression. Even in 
refutations of gothic sensation, as in the poem “Mr. Sludge, ‘The Medium,’” Browning 
subtly evokes an aura of suspicion by means of poetic techniques like masked 
confessions, accusations, and overhearing. By encouraging a new approach for reading 
poems that are not traditionally deemed “gothic,” this study naturally extends from 
Browning’s works to influence our readings of the dramatic monologue more widely, 
informing readings of Felicia Hemans, Augusta Webster, Amy Levy, Letitia Elizabeth 
Landon, Tennyson, and even the mask poetry of modernists like Eliot and Yeats.28  
 
GOTHIC OVERHEARING 
 Victorian reinnovations of the dramatic monologue redefined the role of 
overhearing in poetry; departing from Romantic lyric, Alfred Lord Tennyson and Robert 
Browning created poems where lyric speech was not direct soliloquy professed in 
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solitude, but carefully staged, with a speaker’s confession often overheard by a third 
party. Whereas an audience overhearing a speaker is cast in a positive light within a 
Romantic context, assuring us that a poet is uttering truthful, “pure” emotions, the 
overhearing in dramatic monologue is often shrouded in suspicion. Dramatic monologists 
may reveal their own crimes and peccadilloes, while readers, assuming the role of 
eavesdroppers, are wedged in an uncomfortable position of silence and collusion.  
Romantic lyric in its ideal form was famously theorized by J.S. Mill, who equated 
true poetry with spontaneous confession that is unconsciously “overheard.”29 At a 
moment situated in between the gothic novel craze of the 1790s and Victorian 
reinnovations of the dramatic monologue, Mill articulated a now-classic definition of 
lyric poetry as it was conceived in 1833: “Eloquence is heard; poetry is overheard.” 
“Poetry is feeling confessing itself to itself in moments of solitude.” “All poetry is of the 
nature of soliloquy.”30 The moment that a speaker acknowledges his audience cheapens 
this project, and the purity of an overhearing audience is compromised. Poetry gives way 
to “mere eloquence”; pure confession descends into staged performance.  
The following section demonstrates the proliferation of staged overhearing in 
various scenes of the gothic novel that each imitate but complicate Mill’s ideal of what 
pure overhearing might entail. As in all gothic romances or adventure novels, overhearing 
serves as a trope that propels plot in particularly useful ways: the overhearing of some 
key information may help reveal the identity or location of a buried object or missing 
link; it may convince a doubtful heroine that her suitor does, in fact, love her.  Scenes of 
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overhearing are so frequent in the gothic novel as to become a rehearsed and tired trope, 
including instances of both criminal and romantic confession. However, the repetition of 
overhearing scenes does not merely provide comic relief or contribute to the repetitive, 
self-referential nature of the gothic genre. They are scenes that each engage and 
experiment with the transmission of lyric, often ironizing this Romantic ideal, and 
contributing to the project that Browning and his contemporaries partook in—of 
stretching the bounds of Romantic lyric until they resembled a quite different form, that 
of the dramatic monologue.   
 Mill’s lyric ideal functions best in some sort of poetic vacuum, spontaneously and 
organically, without any staging. But set within the trappings of incident and narrative 
context, the line between true poetry and mere eloquence is a thin one at best. Radcliffe’s 
The Italian seems to offer an archetypal example of Romantic and romantic overhearing, 
or at least what this might look like within the framing of a prose novel. Without regard 
for any audience or auditor, the true lyricist effuses genuinely and spontaneously, 
attempting to offer up true poetry in Millian fashion:   
From the bowery lattices of a small pavilion within the orangery, he perceived a 
light, and the sudden hope, which it occasioned, of seeing Ellena, almost 
overcame him. It was impossible to resist the opportunity of beholding her, yet he 
checked the impatient step he was taking, to ask himself, whether it was 
honorable thus to steal upon her retirement, and become an unsuspected observer 
of her secret thoughts. But the temptation was too powerful for this honorable 
hesitation; the pause was momentary; and, stepping lightly towards the pavilion, 
he placed himself near an open lattice, so as to be shrouded from observation by 
the branches of an orange-tree, while he obtained a full view of the apartment. 
Ellena was alone, sitting in a thoughtful attitude and holding her lute, which she 
did not play. She appeared lost to a consciousness of surrounding objects, and a 
tenderness was on her countenance, which seemed to tell him that her thoughts 
were engaged by some interesting subject. Recollecting that, when last he had 
seen her thus, she pronounced his name, his hope revived, and he was going to 




Vivaldi, when he listened to this, was immovable; he seemed as if 
entranced; the sound of her lute and voice recalled him, and he heard her sing the 
first stanza of the very air with which he had opened the serenade on a former 
night, and with such sweet pathos as the composer must have felt when he was 
inspired with the idea. 
 She paused at the conclusion of the first stanza, when Vivaldi, overcome 
by the temptation of such an opportunity for expressing his passion, suddenly 
struck the chords of the lute, and replied to her in the second. The tremor of his 
voice, though it restrained his tones, heightened its eloquence. Ellena instantly 
recollected it; her colour alternately faded and returned; and, before the verse 
concluded, she seemed to have lost all consciousness. 
… 
One evening that Vivaldi sat with Ellena and Signora Bianchi, in the very pavilion 
where he had overheard that short but interesting soliloquy, which assured him of 
regard, he pleaded with more than his usual earnestness for a speedy marriage.31  
 
These passages, complete with “eloquence,”32 “overhear[ing],” “soliloquy,” “passion” 
and “earnestness,” work magically to create a scene that Mill might deem worthy as true 
poetry. Ellena is perfectly pure and unassuming in her utterances; Vivaldi is thoroughly 
shrouded from observation; the two figures perfectly play the role of earnest speaker and 
accidental overhearer. Vivaldi, certainly no guilty voyeur, proves through actions that his 
intentions are pure: “He was going to discover himself and appear at her feet, when she 
spoke and he paused.”33 This scene seems to boast all the qualities of Mill’s ideal lyric, 
posing a standard model of conventional, romantic overhearing where a speaker professes 
his feelings in “total unconsciousness of an audience.”34 
Yet even if this scene is cast as spontaneous and “pure” without any sense of 
theatrical manufacturing, it is almost comical and hyperbolic in its delivery.  Ellena is not 
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only unaware before professing the name of her lover that he will hear—she is 
unconscious to an even comic extent: “before the verse concluded, she seemed to have 
lost all consciousness.”35 Vivaldi, similarly, seems “immovable” and “entranced.” Within 
this moment of overwrought eloquence and perfectly unstaged avowals of lyric and love 
is a touch of the ridiculous, with its heavy-handed description of “earnest” lovers who are 
hilariously “unsuspecting” to the point of unconsciousness.  
In the works of both Radcliffe and Lewis, scenes of failed overhearing abound, 
with deliberate efforts to complicate, challenge, or mock a Millian ideal of “unconscious” 
speech. These memorable instances of thwarted lyric provide occasions for humor and 
irony while also engaging in pointed literary criticism of an ideal of lyric overhearing. 
Radcliffe is in fact deliberately playing with the conventions we associate with Romantic 
lyric, poking fun at the clichés of pure lyric confession as Mill may have imagined it. As 
the following examples will show, Radcliffe continued to push the limits of sentimental 
convention, staging gothic versions of overhearing in its various imperfections and 
deformations. Indeed, throughout the novels of Radcliffe and Lewis, one can witness a 
series of experimentations testing how far the limits of lyric can be pushed.  Each 
variation results in an example of lyric failure that, collectively, paves the way for the 
form of the dramatic monologue. 
 
MISTAKEN SPEAKER IN UDOLPHO 
Gothic overhearing is marked by three factors: the ironic impossibility of 
unselfconsciousness; the sense of guilt transferred from speaker to unwitting auditor; and 
                                                




a potential sense of sympathy for the speaker, no matter how guilty he may be. The 
proliferation of overhearing scenes throughout the gothic novel provide a rich sampling 
of passages because they riff upon the cliché of recurring gothic structures, providing 
comedy and self-awareness of the genre, but they satirize Romantic lyric conventions at 
the same time.  Staging poetical scenes within the narration of a novel, these authors are 
simultaneously engaging with ideals of the poetic tradition as well, experimenting across 
genres in innovative fashion. In the following scenes from Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries 
of Udolpho and The Italian, and Matthew Lewis’s The Monk, we will see how lyric 
convention is ironized and criminalized, yielding experiments in subtle critiques of lyric 
convention and of the Millian ideal of “pure” overhearing. 
 For the majority of examples found in Radcliffe and Lewis, “gothic overhearing” 
equates to failed overhearing, in the sense that they would miserably fail Mill’s test of 
pure lyric transmittal. Gothic overhearing not only capitalizes on the limitations and 
failures of lyric confession, but also injects humorous blunders with serious implications 
of guilt and cruelty. Perhaps the most humorous failure of overhearing comes from 
Radcliffe’s Mysteries of Udolpho (1794), a novel rife, perhaps even overwrought, with 
Romantic and poetical themes, like the sublimity of the mountainous landscape, 
recollection in tranquility, the power and restorative effects of imagination in nature, and 
poetic composition in moments of solitude.  This connection to poetry is announced in 
the novel’s full title, “The Mysteries of Udolpho: A Romance; Interspersed with Some 
Pieces of Poetry.” The protagonist, Emily, is nurtured by her introspective father St. 
Aubert, and tends to operate within a particularly Wordsworthian understanding of 
poetry.  Her home, the beautiful La Vallée, contains a wood much like the groves of 
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Wordsworth’s Lake District, in which the spirit of her late mother lurks.  (Critics have 
often noticed how the Mysteries of Udolpho announces its own foreign setting in the 
opening lines of the novel as 1584 Gascony, yet one quickly forgets this proclaimed 
setting, and feels imported right back to England.) At times, Emily seems to be a 
veritable Lucy Gray, frolicking through the woods and finding remnants of poems and 
changes in the landscape that betray the presence of a guardian spirit.  
Throughout Udolpho, one persistent mystery includes the authorship of the 
literary and lyric fragments the heroine encounters. Inheriting an intensely Romantic and 
poetic legacy, Emily often hears strange music when traveling in the woods or resting 
among villagers. She comes across sonnets carved into tree bark, or left upon a 
windowsill. Here too, she must deduce who the secretive poet might be who is leaving 
her such tokens of affection.  In one particular scene, which prolongs our anticipation 
over the course of several chapters, Emily is finally united with the fellow prisoner whose 
voice she has been overhearing while trapped for days on end in Count Montoni’s castle.  
She has listened to the strumming and singing of this voice from her bedroom, has 
imagined their romantic reunion, and arranges through her servant Annette and a male 
servant, Ludovico, to finally meet him face to face.  She is certain, of course, that the 
lyric soliloquizer is her fiancé Valancourt. Serendipitously, the lyric serenader escapes 
from his prison cell and rescues Emily in a moment of sudden danger and distress. Yet it 
turns out that the mystery lyric singer is not Valancourt, but a newly introduced character 
named Monsieur DuPont, who has also loved Emily from afar. The shock against her 
romantic and poetic expectations is so great, that Emily falls unconscious on the floor. 
Upon reviving, she says nothing, but bursts into tears and then struggles away from 
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DuPont, while Annette, in loud outbursts, expresses the exasperation and disappointment 
felt by all three:  
 
‘O, sir!’ said she, in a voice, interrupted with sobs; ‘O, sir! You are not the other 
Chevalier. We expected Monsieur Valancourt, but you are not he! O Ludovico! 
How could you deceive us so? My poor lady will never recover it—never!’ The 
stranger, who now appeared much agitated, attempted to speak, but his words 
faltered; and then striking his hand against his forehead, as if in sudden despair, 
he walked abruptly to the other end of the corridor.36  
 
In this scene, the ideal of romantic lyric as true feeling confessing itself in solitude 
becomes debased and devalued. Readers are meant to register DuPont as a foppish foil to 
Valancourt, Emily’s true love. Contrary to any Wordsworthian “spontaneous overflow of 
powerful feelings” of an “egotistical I,” here, the anonymity and authority of the lyric “I” 
is negated, as is any assumed familiarity or comfort in recognition of a certain speaker.37  
Suddenly, it matters exactly who is speaking, unlike in Keats’ “Ode to a Nightingale” 
where the poet-speaker poses an unspecified but all-subsuming voice. Monsieur DuPont 
proves that a lyric poem imperfectly overheard can be one big mistake; and what is more, 
a lyric speaker can be an unwanted voice. In this experience of failed lyric—awkward, 
inconvenient, embarrassing—“true feeling,” or what J.S. Mill defined to be lyric poetry, 
is made ridiculous and discounted.  
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This scene in Radcliffe models the degradation from Romantic lyric—with one 
speaker and one projected listener—into a triangulated monologue, overheard by an 
audience.  Radcliffe reminds readers that romantic lyric, meant for a lover’s ears only, is 
always in danger of becoming triangulated. In this moment of ironized sentimental 
overhearing, DuPont falls victim to the cruel reception of his auditors, while the 
communal disappointment of Annette, Emily and Ludovico contribute to the comedy of 
this scene. Acknowledging his embarrassment through faltering speech and comical 
choreography, DuPont’s reaction also implicates the cruelty of his listeners. By the 
novel’s end, DuPont’s dignity and standing is never quite salvaged. Udolpho concludes in 
traditional Radcliffean fashion, with a happy marriage for Emily, and inheritance and 
property restored to the rightful female heir.  Readers are meant to forget about the only 
loser of the story in terms of plot, the slighted lyricist, Monsieur DuPont. Most 
importantly, in the angelic characters of Emily St. Aubert and Annette, one can recognize 
the automatically inherited guilt or wrongdoing of the unassuming overhearer or voyeur. 
To assume the role of lyric overhearer is to partake in some transgression, of hearing 
what one shouldn’t, of offering sympathy to a criminal or harsh judgment of an innocent 
victim.  
 
J.S. MILL: OVERHEARING THE PRISONER NEXT DOOR 
DuPont’s particular variation of lyric failure teaches one lesson that deflates 
Mill’s lofty poetics: dramatic overhearing must be carefully staged; “utter 
unconsciousness of a listener” is an impractical ideal. Monsieur DuPont exhibits what 
Herbert Tucker describes as “a kind of sublime idiocy,” while his failure in lyric 
overhearing puts pressure on yet more lines from Mill’s essay: “Poetry which is printed 
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on hot-pressed paper, and sold at a bookseller's shop, is a soliloquy in full dress and on 
the stage. It is so; but there is nothing absurd, in the idea of such a mode of 
soliloquizing.”38 As I will demonstrate in the second half of this chapter, Browning’s 
dramatic monologues feature exactly this: speakers made absurd by their mode of 
soliloquizing.  Their polished braggadocio often slips into self-incrimination and 
unwitting confession. 
 While there are a few straightforward soundbytes that have survived from Mill’s 
essays on poetry, deeming all poetry as “overheard,” “spontaneous,” and “of the nature of 
soliloquy,” there is one sentence that holds a particular significance in the context of 
especially gothic overhearings: “That song has always seemed to us like the lament of a 
prisoner in a solitary cell, ourselves listening, unseen in the next.”39 This line, perhaps 
less familiar to readers of Mill’s essay, is a sentence that he excised in his revisions, and 
one that Herbert Tucker has zeroed in on as absurd and impractical: “How many of us in 
that next cell?” asks Tucker. “Does one eavesdrop in company?”40 Mill’s trope of 
eavesdropping on the “prisoner next-door,” one that Radcliffe staged quite literally in her 
fiction, must have been omitted from the essay precisely because it overextends the limits 
of Romantic lyric. This image of the lone, incarcerated lyric speaker was perhaps too 
compromising a portrayal of what a lyric setup entails: A prisoner, lamenting in a solitary 
cell, with multiple overhearers, pushes the limits of lyric too far beyond its bounds.  With 
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this, the original lyric setup has become tainted, uncomfortable, and threatening.  It has 
garnered, in effect, all the trappings of a dramatic monologue. This notion of the poetic 
speaker as victim, imprisoned, trapped, and outnumbered by his auditors embodies the 
affective and formal elements of Browning’s signature monologues.  By stretching the 
limits of what lyric entails, Radcliffe, much like Mill’s excised sentence, does violence to 
the ideal of the valiant lyric speaker and his poetic mission to seek purity and truth. 
Indeed, the gothic overhearing so fundamental to Browning’s poems bring out just these 
elements of cruelty, disappointment, and imprisoned surveillance.  
 
CONSCIOUSNESS OF AUDIENCE IN THE ITALIAN 
 What might a profession of love sound like without a lover to overhear it? In The 
Italian, Radcliffe presents a failed attempt at romantic confession where the dashing 
Vincentio Vivaldi aims to profess his love through the time-honored technique of the 
troubadour, but without success.  
On this night, enthusiasm inspired [Vivaldi] with the highest eloquence, perhaps, 
which music is capable of attaining; what might be its effect on Ellena he had no 
means of judging, for she did not appear either at the balcony or the lattice, nor 
give any hint of applause…The musicians, unsuccessful in their first endeavour to 
attract attention, removed to the opposite side of the building, and placed 
themselves in front of the portico, but with as little success; and, after having 
exercised their powers of harmony and of patience for above an hour, they 
resigned all further effort to win upon the obdurate Ellena. Vivaldi, 
notwithstanding the feebleness of his first hope of seeing her, now suffered an 
agony of disappointment…41 
 
Any reader would agree that Vivaldi fails as a poet in this scene, yet here the poor suitor 
even fails at mere eloquence, for he reveals a dogged consciousness of his audience (or 
lack thereof).  Radcliffe’s description of Vivaldi’s romantic confession shares some of 
                                                




the lofty romantic vocabulary of Mill’s essay—earlier in the passage, the suitor sings 
with a “fine tenor,” “exquisite delicacy,” and the “most simple and pathetic expression,” 
“so tender, so imploring, yet so energetic.” Yet this failure in “spontaneous effusion,” 
juxtaposed alongside the embarrassing practical and physical details of their endeavors, 
almost plunges the scene into bathos. The two men shift awkwardly from window to 
window; they sing and play for more than one hour; but the staged romantic setup fails 
and the suitors leave, disappointed and physically fatigued from their failed conquest. 
This particular variation of lyric failure teaches one lesson that again deflates Mill’s lofty 
poetics: dramatic overhearing must be carefully staged; “utter unconsciousness of an 
audience” is an impractical ideal. With no overhearer to complete the familiar and 
formulaic trope, lyric overhearing falls flat and is made absurd.  Like DuPont, Vivaldi 
here exhibits Tucker’s “sublime idiocy[;] lyric isolation from context distempers 
character and robs it of contour, as Socrates said long ago in the Ion.”42 Just as this 
passage does, dramatic monologue subverts the premises of Mill and lyric. The 
monologists in Browning’s Men and Women, Dramatis Personae and “Madhouse Cells” 
make the case precisely for catering to an audience, tailoring each line of their speech in 
order to manipulate and persuade a specific overhearer. Unlike Vivaldi, who here is a 
failed lyric speaker, the calculating Duke of Ferrara knows when to rhyme and when not 
to, offering up a scripted masterpiece that, to unsuspecting ears, sounds like natural 
conversation. This passage in The Italian shows the first prerequisite for successful lyric, 
which is in fact the presence of an overhearing audience. 
 
                                                




UNRECEIVED LYRIC IN THE MONK: THE UNASSUMING AUDITOR  
 To function effectively, lyric confession must also include a properly-staged 
auditor who correctly perceives and understands the song she happens to hear. In the 
following passage from Matthew Lewis’s The Monk, romantic overhearing gets thwarted 
not due to any fault of the lyric speaker, but because the unassuming auditor thinks it 
must be for her neighbor instead. The young Antonia, supposing she hears the strains of 
her lover Lorenzo, rushes to the casement. Down below, Lorenzo offers up serenades to 
reassure her of his affections, although he has not obtained her uncle’s consent for an 
official attachment. 
 
His stratagem had not the desired effect. Antonia was far from supposing, that this 
nightly music was intended as a compliment to her: She was too modest to think 
herself worthy such attentions; and concluding them to be addressed to some 
neighbouring Lady; she grieved to find that they were offered by Lorenzo. 
[Followed by lyrics to the serenade.]43    
 
Amusingly enough, Antonia fails to receive the true lyric experience of overhearing 
because she is too insecure of her own worthiness as the poet’s subject or addressee. 
Here, Lewis mocks the traditionally silent female figure as the focal point of the sonnet 
and other forms of erotic poetry. This object of affection should be unassuming, coy, and 
out of reach, yet not so demure as to entirely miss the point. Here, though a lyric 
overhearer is not absent, she is aloof and unreceptive, causing the poetic moment to fail 
within its own empty formalism.  Presenting touchstones for Browning’s later poems, 
                                                




Lewis critiques the figure of the poetic audience that is unassuming to the point of 
childlike ignorance, lacking the confidence so necessary to properly receive lyric 
communication. In other words, Antonia has downshifted herself from the rightful role of 
“hearer” to mere “overhearer,” listening in on what she thinks is someone else’s love 
lyric. As we can see from the last several examples, the overhearing of lyric is not so 
easily “spontaneous,” but must to some extent be staged and orchestrated in order to 
include all the essential pieces. 
 
CRIMINAL CONFESSION 
While romantic confession in the gothic romances of Radcliffe and Lewis show 
various instances of what romantic lyric looks like when it is imperfect and 
compromised, criminal confession plays an even more defining role in the gothic novel. 
Criminality and overhearing are persistently conjoined in gothic, particularly inflected by 
the context of the Spanish Inquisition in sixteenth-century Catholic Italy.  In novels such 
as The Italian and The Monk, scenes abound where the machinations of guilty monks are 
overheard, proving them to be greedy conspirators rather than holy men. Even in novels 
with no inquisitional subtext, scenes of overhearing implicate haughty nobles who entrap 
the young women they are meant to protect. In The Romance of the Forest, Adeline 
frequently listens through the door of the abandoned castle where she has sought refuge, 
gathering from snippets of conversation that her supposed protector actually wishes to 
trade her to a libidinous marquis for freedom from his ruinous debt. In The Mysteries of 
Udolpho, Emily St. Aubert eavesdrops from doorway to doorway within the castle, 
hearing sobs, murmurs, and groans, trying to glean information about her situation. 
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Because gothic heroines are imprisoned and kept in ignorance of their futures, they 
naturally eavesdrop and overhear at every opportunity.  Despite being innocent in any 
criminal context, they are forced into a realm of transgression by assuming the role of 
eavesdropper. As Radcliffe describes, “Emily, when the gondolier dashed their oars in 
the water, and put off from the steps of the portico, felt like a criminal, who receives a 
short reprieve.”44 It is only upon leaving Udolpho and its environment of secrecy and 
overhearing that she feels relief from the sense of criminality. One unique characteristic 
of the 1790s gothic novel is that scenes of overhearing, even those that do not feature 
collusion or crime, still engender a sense of wrongdoing and suspicion due to a sense of 
unease in the very structure  of triangulation. Even in moments of romantic overhearing, 
the eavesdropper is cast in a position of awkward or cruel listener, experiencing 
Langbaum’s mixture of “sympathy” and “judgment.” As seen in the example from 
Udolpho, even the most innocent of parties (Emily, Annette and Ludovico) can suddenly 
become cruel listeners of an unwitting speaker. 
This confusing conflation of the innocent and guilty is best seen in the stock 
gothic character of the confessing monk. In The Monk and The Italian, the character of 
the confessor, ostensibly meant to listen in on the sins of the devout, instead assumes the 
role of the deepest sinner, who often finds himself performing soliloquies expressing 
remorse or mustering up courage to strike again. By casting the character of a monk as 
the villain, Lewis and Radcliffe confound the roles of confessor and confessee, forgiver 
and sinner. The confessor doubles as a criminal who seeks sanctuary under a disguise of 
holiness, and one who acts as a sinister confidant to others. This subject-object confusion 
                                                




is further enhanced by the ambiguity in meaning of the word “confessor,” which can 
denote either the monk authorized to take confession, or the member of the congregation 
professing his sins.  
This image of the transgressive monk serves as a model for various memorable 
characters in Victorian poetry, including the monk of the Spanish Cloister and the Bishop 
who orders his tomb, but more importantly, it establishes the model for contradiction and 
self-conflict within a single, sanctimonious character: confession and judgment, 
criminality and forgiveness, holiness and sin all compete within a single consciousness. 
From Radcliffe and Lewis to Browning, we can see how the thematic threat of extracted 
confession led to the formal development of a villain’s self-proffered soliloquy or 
bastardized prayer.  To this end, egotistical monologues featuring criminality can be 
considered yet another version of romantic, lyrical confession, but engaging in an 
essentially narcissistic romance with the self. 
 Criminality and Catholicism converge as themes in Radcliffe’s The Italian (1797) 
which, drawing upon the anxieties of an English Protestant audience, begins with a group 
of tourists visiting an Italian cathedral in 1758. They express disbelief upon learning that 
a suspicious looking man appearing near the confessional booth is actually a murderer 
who has taken refuge under the protection of the Catholic church.  
 
“An assassin!” exclaimed one of the Englishmen; “an assassin and at 
liberty!” 
An Italian gentleman, who was of the party, smiled at the 
astonishment of his friend. 
“He has sought sanctuary here,” replied the friar; “within these walls 
he may not be hurt.” 
“Do your altars, then, protect the murderer?” said the Englishman. 
“He could find shelter nowhere else,” answered the friar meekly. 
“This is astonishing!” said the Englishman; “of what avail are your 
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laws, if the most atrocious criminal may thus find shelter from 
them!...Never!”45  
 
Here, the English travelers are appalled at the moral leniency of the confessor who is 
content to forgive and protect a murderer.  The Englishman’s shock not only betrays a 
xenophobic impulse, but also reflects his offense at what can be considered an affront to 
standard Romantic, lyrical values concerning privacy and audience.  In the context of 
Catholic confession, the pouring out of crimes into the ear of the confessor echoes the 
conscious outpouring in Mill’s definition of eloquence: “Eloquence is feeling pouring 
itself out to other minds, courting their sympathy, or endeavoring to influence their belief, 
or move them to passion or to action.”46 Such confession, directed at the specific 
audience of a cleric, is at odds with the unconscious effusions of the English lyric poet. 
To read this scene in cultural and literary terms, English poetry is posed against Italian 
eloquence.  
At the heart of the Englishman’s surprise is the fact that an assassin can even 
recruit the sympathy of an audience. In his mind, the proper lot of an assassin is to be 
shunned by society; the criminal’s speech should fall on deaf ears, with only perhaps God 
to listen to his poetic outpourings.  A confession should be a pure statement for the self or 
for God; it should not be a practical statement meant to secure safety from an abbot who 
receives the request. This expectation of audience reception becomes the crux in the 
debate between civilized and barbaric religious custom. Like Mill, the Englishman is 
offended by the eloquence of a confessing speaker, who should instead be practicing 
poetry, and soliloquizing in pure self-utterance. The baldness of addressing such speech 
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to someone other than God is precisely the impudence seen in the most brazen of 
Browning’s monologists, like Porphyria’s Lover, who gloats that “God has not said a 
word!”47 Confession thus manifests as a foreign mode of expression that is 
simultaneously purposefully manipulated and self-conscious. The bastardized prayer of 
characters in gothic novels of the 1790s set a crucial formal example for the 
sanctimonious soliloquy of Browning’s dramatic monologues. 
  
OVERHEARING IN THE INQUISITION 
Throughout the gothic novel, the lurking threat of forced confession poses the 
cruelest form of disclosing inner feeling, either unto oneself or before an audience of 
judges.  This is best represented in the prisons of the Inquisition and the hovering threat 
of torture, lack of justice and Kafkaesque, bureaucratic power of its religious institution. 
In both The Italian and The Monk, the jails of the Inquisition pose a dangerous peril, 
made infamous through gossip and historical repute; they are places where torture 
instruments are meant to extract confessions of guilt from their victims for a cruel panel 
of overhearing judges.  
That day [of Ambrosio’s Trial] arrived. At nine in the morning his prison door 
was unlocked, and his Gaoler entering, commanded him to follow him. He 
obeyed with trembling. He was conducted into a spacious Hall, hung with black 
cloth. At the Table sat three grave stern-looking Men, also habited in black: One 
was the Grand Inquisitor, whom the importance of this cause had induced to 
examine into it himself…Ambrosio was beckoned to advance, and take his station 
at the lower end of the Table. As his eye glanced downwards, He perceived 
various iron instruments lying scattered upon the floor. Their forms were 
unknown to him, but apprehension immediately guessed them to be engines of 
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torture. He turned pale, and with difficulty prevented himself from sinking upon 
the ground.48  
 
The cruel physicality of the Inquisition creates three main dynamics of gothic 
representation that carry over into Browning’s monologues.  First, it presents the idea of 
unwitting confession, or spontaneous speech extracted by physical force. For the 
inquisitor, self-incrimination becomes a highly valued and coveted form of speech.  Next, 
it presents the auditor or judge as assuming a position of guilt and corroboration in 
torture.  The Grand Inquisitors, clothed and hooded, present the most brutal and 
anonymous sources of violence in The Monk. Finally, due to a sense of outrage against 
the inquisitor’s cruel tactics, it elicits a sense of sympathy for any criminal within the 
hands of the Inquisition, no matter how culpable he may be.   
 In this world, a prisoner’s actual innocence or guilt becomes insignificant, as all 
value and judgment is placed upon his self-confession. 
When the Executioners prepared to put him to the question, when He saw the 
engines of torture, and remembered his pangs, which they had already inflicted, 
his resolution failed him entirely. Forgetting the consequences and only anxious 
to escape the terrors of the present moment, He made an ample confession. He 
disclosed every circumstance of his guilt, and owned not merely the crimes with 
which He was charged, but those of which He had never been suspected.49  
 
Here, the threat of violence induces Ambrosio to invent fictions and become a poetic 
speaker who can innovate, extemporize, and proliferate stories upon demand. In the 
torture chamber, self-accusation is mechanically and physically produced. Historically, 
during the Roman Inquisition beginning in 1542, one could be accused without knowing 
the identity of the accuser.  Upon arrival in a town, the soldiers of the Inquisition would 
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first call for people to offer themselves up in self-incrimination, after which they would 
receive tips from informants, who were often merely acting upon personal grievances and 
rivalries. As the narrator of The Monk explains the general practices of the Inquisition to 
an unfamiliar reader, 
In these trials neither the accusation is mentioned, or [sic] the name of the 
Accuser. The Prisoners are only asked, whether they will confess: If they reply 
that having no crime they can make no confession, they are put to the torture 
without delay. This is repeated at intervals, either till the suspected avow 
themselves culpable, or the perseverance of the examinants is worn out and 
exhausted: But without a direct acknowledgment of their guilt, the Inquisition 
never pronounces the final doom of its Prisoners.50 
 
While criminal confession becomes a highly politicized mode of speech, intensifying 
national and religious tensions, the refusal to confess becomes highly coveted and heroic.  
Subtitled “The Confessional of the Black Penitents,” The Italian places great purchase on 
confessional utterance and the economy of oppressing, withholding or extracting speech.  
The female characters throughout The Italian are threatened less by physical harm 
or the potential of rape than by the more horrifying danger of self-incrimination. Ellena, 
her supposedly dead mother, and her aunt are not bound to silence, as are most characters 
in the gothic novel, but rather are challenged to hold onto their silence and avoid self-
incrimination. Their refusal to speak is a means of survival; female heroism lies not in 
action, but in silence and stoicism. Emily St. Aubert refuses to sign her property over to 
Montoni; Agnes refuses to admit her sin of breaking convent rules and becoming 
pregnant.  Even at the moment of arrest by the Inquisition, Ellena does not speak in her 
own defense, but gasps inarticulately and falls senseless; it is Vivaldi who utters her 
disavowal on her behalf: “She acknowledges no crime,” replied Vivaldi; “she only 
                                                




perceives the extent of the malice that persecutes her.”51 A female character must not 
admit to any crimes “to save [her]self from undeserved sufferings,” [lest she] “should 
then incur deserved ones.” As Ellena asserts, “The very dissimulation which I should 
employ in self-defence, might be a means of involving me in destruction.”52 Female 
characters are pressured to self-incrimination through verbal threat and extortion, while 
male characters risk having confession physically extracted from their bodies through 
methods of torture.53  
In turn, forced confession, especially that extracted through instruments of 
physical torture for which the Inquisition was famous, yields sounds that parallel this 
physical component of pain and crude agony. When Vivaldi is first incarcerated in the 
prison of the Inquisitions, “he distinguishe[s] half-stifled groans, as of a person in agony” 
or detects “indistinct sounds, which yet appeared to [him] like lamentations and extorted 
groans.”54 Such noises highlight the moment of transition between a bodily, guttural 
sound of struggle and the emergence of intelligible speech. Yet such confession falls 
closer on the spectrum to spontaneous, visceral noise than to meditative, calculated 
speech.  In other words, the jails of the Inquisition elicit disfigured or impure lyric, mere 
noise or grunts emitted from a speaker who can hardly produce carefully chosen words of 
poetry or eloquence. Instead, tortured victims buckle and break out in another form of 
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outpouring, which comes not from the heart but from physical necessity. This often 
includes the false speech of self-incriminating lies, or the momentary betrayal of one’s 
own principles.  Such forced confession is never produced verbatim by the narrator, 
though it happens often in the jails of the Inquisition.  Instead, it is always recounted as 
reported speech, and the narrator’s refusal to present disfigured lyric on the page implies 
a certain disbelief or horror surrounding its very possibility for literary reproduction.  
 
COLERIDGE AND GUILTY READERSHIP 
 The specter of voyeurism and cruelty haunting Grand Inquisitors as well as the 
party of Emily, Annette and Ludovico offers a model of guilty readership that 1790s 
readers of the gothic could necessarily identify with.  Gothic enthusiasts, who were often 
considered a lower class of frenzied readers, suffered the stigma of reading for corporeal 
pleasure and thrill, rather than reading for uplifting, didactic improvement.55 To crave 
sensation became a crime of bad taste and questionable morals. Indeed, the incrimination 
of readership presents a strong point of connection between gothic novels and Victorian 
poems of the 1830 and 1840s. Readers of a dramatic monologue, coming upon a 
conversation played out between two characters, likewise assume the role of voyeur.  
The taint of guilt incriminated gothic authors as well. Gothic authors were 
maligned as members of the “terrorist school” for churning out writing of lowly scandal 
and gross stimulation. In an 1804 letter refusing to include his poem “The Mad Monk” in 
a new anthology, Samuel T. Coleridge expresses almost hysterical fear at the prospect of 
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being associated with “Monk,” a vilifying term that came to refer to both the novel and 
its author:   
 
My dear Miss Robinson! I have a wife, I have sons, I have an infant Daughter – 
what excuse could I offer to my own conscience if by suffering my name to be 
connected with those of Mr. Lewis…I was the occasion of their reading the 
Monk?...Should I not be an infamous Pander to the Devil in the seduction of my 
own offspring? – My head turns giddy, my heart sickens, at the very thought of 
seeing such books in the hands of a child of mine.56  
 
Almost bathetic and ludicrous in its own inescapable use of gothic imagery, this passage 
echoes the clichés of bodily enervation and even near-infanticide that detractors feared of 
gothic novels. Coleridge’s panicked disavowal of his own poem presents a revealing 
contradiction of form and content.  At the very moment of disassociation from Lewis and 
The Monk, he invokes the very machinery of gothic excitement—bodily shivers, satanic 
invocation and incestuous seduction. Here, a seemingly innocent author is forced into 
defending himself from charges of supernaturalism or superstition. 
Coleridge marks his place as a key transitional figure between the Gothic and 
Browning, as an author who first authored gothic texts and then vehemently rejected the 
mode, shunning even the role of gothic reader.57 In Biographia Literaria, Coleridge 
claimed responsibility for the supernatural portions of Lyrical Ballads, composing poems 
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such as Christabel and The Rime of the Ancyent Marinere.58 Coleridge then became a 
regular reviewer of gothic works for the Critical Review, and is known to have read 
Bürger’s poems, Godwin’s Caleb Williams, and works by Maturin, Radcliffe, Lewis, 
Mary Robinson, Schiller and Walpole.59 More importantly, however, Coleridge provided 
a key link to the dramatic monologue in his 1798 poems like “Fears in Solitude,” and 
“The Nightingale.”  As the progenitor of the Romantic conversation poem, an important 
precursor to the dramatic monologue, Coleridge had already tapped into a poetics of 
triangulation that imposed speech upon a silent auditor. In “The Eolian Harp,” Sara’s 
inability to speak back creates a fundamental sense of unease and discomfort in the 
alleged “conversation.”60 Even “Frost at Midnight,” a benediction on his baby son, begins 
with allusions to a “secret ministry” and an owlet’s token cry.61  
In Coleridge’s prose writings, the gothic threat of guilt becomes allegorized even 
in his ideal of the relationship between gothic author and gothic reader.  In a 1794 review 
of the Mysteries of Udolpho for the Critical Review, Coleridge commends the ingenuity 
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and innovation of Radcliffe by describing her as a locksmith who is forced to escape her 
thieving readers. 
Curiosity is kept upon the stretch from page to page, and from volume to volume, 
and the secret, which the reader thinks himself every instant on the point of 
penetrating, flies like a phantom before him, and eludes his eagerness till the very 
last moment of protracted expectation.  This art of escaping the guesses of the 
reader has been improved and brought to perfection along with the reader's 
sagacity; just as the various inventions of locks, bolts, and private drawers, in 
order to secure, fasten, and hide, have always kept pace with the ingenuity of the 
pickpocket and house-breaker, whose profession is to unlock, unfasten, and lay 
open what you have taken so much pains to conceal.  In this contest of curiosity 
on one side, and invention on the other, Ms Radcliffe has certainly the advantage.  
She delights in concealing her plan with the most artificial contrivance, and seems 
to amuse herself with saying, at every turn and doubling of the story, “Now you 
think you have me, but I shall take care to disappoint you.”62   
 
In each of these scenes, Coleridge presents himself as a gothic reader who is agonized by 
the guilt ensnaring him in moral and fugitive limbo.  The reader is posed as a guilty 
housebreaker whom the author must escape by force of wit.  As a fugitive and intellectual 
thief, the gothic reader is necessarily villainized and posed as a predatory force.  
Curiosity becomes criminalized and punishable, much as in Godwin’s Caleb Williams. 
The tangibility of individual locks and bolts further underscores the threat of capture or 
defeat, much like the torture instruments described in The Monk and The Italian.  Though 
this portion of the review is meant to pose a compliment to Radcliffe and her novel, it is 
construed in terms of criminality and already participates in the potent self-incrimination 
of the gothic tradition and dramatic monologue. 
 Each of the gothic novel’s permutations on lyric, featuring guilty overhearing, 
consciousness of an audience, deranged egotism, or self-incrimination paves the way for 
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the often suspicious and ironic confession that underlies the dramatic monologue form. 
Revisiting key poems by Robert Browning with these gothic influences in mind brings 
out Inquisitional contexts, bringing to bear religious and gendered undertones in the 
triangulation, accusation, and extraction of speech.  
 
GOTHIC IN EARLY BROWNING  
The poems of Robert Browning draw upon various elements from the overhearing 
of gothic confession. The historical context of his various Italian speakers induces a 
xenophobic skepticism on the part of an English reader, provoking disdain at the Catholic 
indulgence of criminality; poems of accusation and confession actively confound a 
speaker’s role of confessor and confessee; lyric confession takes the form of guttural 
utterance. Finally, anxiety over speech as self-incrimination creates poems from distorted 
prayers, confessions in which the speaker is not talking only to God, but gloating 
brazenly to a listening audience.  
 Many of Browning’s early and thematically gothic poems, including “My Last 
Duchess,” “The Bishop Orders his Tomb” and “Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister,” 
feature murderers, hypocritical monks and speakers imprisoned by their own narcissistic 
fantasies. The following section offers a reading of “Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister” 
while drawing attention to a less anthologized poem that is explicitly and overwhelming 
gothic from Browning’s major phase, “The Confessional.” Revisiting these poems with 
an eye and ear to the gothic reveals important resonances with the guilt, accusation and 
forced confession we have seen in earlier novel passages. In the same vein, poems such 
as “Apparent Failure,” which describes a visit to the Paris morgue, and “The Laboratory,” 
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which narrates poisoning schemes within a French castle, suggest a reevaluation of how 
prevalent the gothic germs underlying Browning’s poetic career may be.  
 
“SOLILOQUY OF THE SPANISH CLOISTER” 
In Browning’s dramatic monologue “Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister,” the monk 
plays the role of an accuser, whose guttural “Grrr’s” straddle the fine line between noise 
and speech, much like the sound one might hear from the lips of a prisoner in the jails of 
the Inquisition. It becomes apparent, then, that the real “prisoner” is the monk himself, 
blinded and limited by his own fury. Certainly no beautiful lyric, nor a whole-hearted 
confession, this monologue presents the monk as a self-betraying speaker, whose 
seething jealousy and antipathy eke out of his own mouth in a series of choppy self-
interruptions: 
Gr-r-r—there go, my heart’s abhorrence! 
 Water your damned flower-pots, do! 
If hate killed men, Brother Lawrence, 
 God’s blood, would not mine kill you! 
What? Your myrtle-bush wants trimming? 
 Oh, that rose has prior claims— 
Needs its leaden vase filled brimming? 
 Hell dry you up with its flames!63 
 
In the first stanza alone, any constant poetic beat or momentum is thwarted by the halting 
ejaculations of “Gr-r-r-…go…do!...What?...Oh.” This stuttering speech enacts the almost 
spastic tensions that seem to come from deep within the monk’s body. As if possessed by 
some inner anger that is writhing out in syllables with “g” and “r” sounds, the monk 
demonstrates a visceral hatred for Brother Lawrence that on one hand seems immature 
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and quibbling in nature while deeply demonic on the other. (Among the peccadilloes he 
attributes to Brother Lawrence is his impious manner of sipping juice.) Despite the 
regularity of abab/cdcd rhyme and fairly regular trochaic tetrameter, we do not hear 
poetic sonority but rather blotched bursts of anger—an anger that the speaker attempts to 
swallow but which soon after chokes him up in a word like “abhorrence.”  
In a poem so rich in sounds, and with a title so very sonorously blending the 
consonants of matching S, C and Q sounds, the guttural noise of GR sounds out the very 
limitations of speech—or, in other words, the very minimum of what might be considered 
lyric expression. Recognizing the mirrored patterning of “g” and “r” consonances, Tucker 
writes, “The monk literally growls his way into utterance and out again, ending his poem 
in the unspeakable hatred with which he has started. ‘Gr-r-r – there go, my heart’s 
abhorrence!’ These sounds are an inversion of those in the prayer, ‘Ave, Virgo! Gr-r-r – 
you swine!’ (72).”64 Such bestial groans are potent signals of gothic transformation, as in 
William Godwin’s 1794 novel Caleb Williams. There, Falkland’s groans provide the first 
hints to reveal that the distinguished and mild-mannered Falkland has buried an alternate 
identity and a dark, secret past.65 This werewolf-like transformation from articulate man 
to raving, dumb beast becomes a popular gothic trope, as in Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde 
and even comic book characters like the Hulk.66 
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The fragmented and disordered mind of the monk leads him to utter similarly 
tangled language that renders him almost possessed by other beings. The last stanza, 
which quotes the devilish, mystical hex of “Hy Zy Hine,” shows a true disordering of 
ordered text in its scrambling of the Angelus prayer, which should read “Ave Maria, 
plena gratia.” Here, Browning remixes the prayer with the ending of the Salve Regina 
prayer.67 This disordering is more plainly seen in the monk’s unholy mixing of prayer 
with invective and mystical syllables, or Latin, with plain English, with noise:  
   …Hy, Zy, Hine… 
‘St, there’s Vespers! Plena gratia 
   Ave, Virgo! Gr-r-r—you swine!68  
 
This hodgepodge of different languages and sounds displays the monk’s fragmented 
sense of self, indicative of his unwitting self-betrayal and exposing his many conflicting 
roles. He shows himself not only in the role of a holy man, offended and suffering from 
Brother Lawrence’s peccadilloes toward God, but also as a malicious beast and a 
cursemonger, grunting out sounds and demonic babble in the tradition of William 
Beckford’s Vathek.   
 The monk further demonstrates a sense of disorder by playing the role of accuser 
while proving himself the real prisoner. As a supposedly holy man, the monk of the 
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Spanish Cloister does not enact forgiveness, but rather accusation and invective: “Hell 
dry you up with its flames!”69 Though he attempts to take on the role of accuser, jury, and 
judge, putting Brother Lawrence on an imaginary trial for various peccadilloes, it is the 
speaker himself who is judged by the reader, and then ultimately bound and imprisoned:  
When he finishes refection,  
 Knife and fork he never lays  
Cross-wise, to my recollection, 
 As do I, in Jesu’s praise. 
I the Trinity illustrate, 
 Drinking watered orange-pulp— 
In three sips the Arian frustrate; 
 While he drains his at one gulp.70 
 
In his “holier than thou” tirade, the monk allows his daily actions to be dictated by 
exacting routine, not in the glory of God or the holy trinity, but enslaved by spite and 
envy.  Lawrence’s lack of concern for the minutiae of ritual becomes an index of moral 
and physical vitality, while the monk’s obsession with formal discipline becomes a kind 
of self-imprisonment. 
In this poem, evidence of formal regularity is a warning sign, both aesthetically 
and symbolically. By this fifth stanza, the monk’s speech has plummeted from rich, 
spontaneous-sounding speech, to artificial lines of neat children’s verse.  The rhyme and 
meter present a saccharine, almost childlike obedience in the fourth line.  Whereas in the 
opening and ending stanzas, the monk was able to hide the verse pattern of abab cdcd 
behind his ejaculations and growls, much like the skillful Duke of Ferrara, here the easy 
quatrains stand out, not as melodious or sonorous verse, but as inferior poetry. Tidy 
structures of neat meter and rhyme symbolize imprisonment and narrowness of thinking; 
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the monk is torturously confined within a tiny sphere of his own fanatical jealousy. The 
length of the monk’s speech itself is formally restricted in much the same way, bracketed 
by passages containing such guttural sounds. The poem’s first and last stanzas, marked 
by the monk’s “Gr-r-r” growl, comprise not only the most memorable parts of the poem, 
but the most lyrically “pure” sections, in Mill’s sense of the term.  These enclosing 
bookends enact true spontaneity, while the middle stanzas both preach and exhibit forced 
constraint and self-coercion.  
Browning characters who reveal themselves as prisoners rather than arbiters of 
justice develop a recurring gothic theme, which links the Duke of Ferrara with Caliban, 
who both denounces and cowers from Setebos.  Much like the Spanish monk, Fra Lippo 
Lippi also begins his monologue with a series of interjections, spluttering out facts to 
identify himself and justify himself as the guards assault and question him in the middle 
of the night: “Zooks,” “What,” “Do—” “Aha.” Browning’s speakers, alternately put on 
the defensive and the offensive, gothically echo the confounding roles of confessor and 
confessee; at the moment we expect a speaker to be accusing another, he actually exposes 
and reveals his own flaws. From the character of the tortured victim, to his unwitting 
display of personal past and malicious aspirations, the monk’s accusatory speech 
transitions into self-incrimination.  This progression becomes a key element of dramatic 
monologue. Later on in this chapter, we will witness the opposite of such movement, 
from self-victimization to the accusation of others.  
Finally, in spite of the serious violence and madness comprising “Soliloquy of the 
Spanish Cloister’s” gothic legacy, Browning employs ironic humor and self-betrayal 
throughout the poem in a way that echoes the light-hearted humor and bathos present in 
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Radcliffe and Lewis’ texts.  The monk’s hypocrisy is a wellspring of unwitting comedies, 
and the speaker’s egotism and sanctimoniousness are mocked much as Ambrosio’s are. 
Despite its vengeful gothic monk, “Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister” is also undeniably 
humorous, from the monk’s gibberish, to his infantile complaints about table manners, 
and his fierce machinations against Brother Lawrence’s gardening projects. Just as in 
Radcliffe’s scenes featuring DuPont, such humor often straddles a fine line between 
bathos and cruelty as the reading audience, or overhearer, navigates between a reaction of 
sympathy and judgment, now within the supercharged context of an inquisitional trial. 
 
“THE CONFESSIONAL” 
Browning’s Dramatic Lyrics (1842) includes a rarely anthologized poem, “The 
Confessional,” which dramatizes the contexts of the inquisition in a narrative poem of 
iambic tetrameter.71  Under the heading “France and Spain,” this poem implies the 
xenophobic exoticism underlying Radcliffe and Lewis’ novels.  Here, the speaker tells 
recounts how she has been betrayed by the church and her confessor.  Much like Antonia, 
who turns to the church for compassion, the speaker decides to confess her intimacies 
with her lover Beltran. Promised help and forgiveness, she is instead tricked into 
divulging the crimes of her lover, only to find his corpse hanging in the city streets the 
next day.  Though the poem begins with a romantic confession, it soon becomes the tale 
of an unwitting inquisitional informant.  The speaker’s grief and fury are expressed most 
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vividly in the opening stanza, where her words become hysterical and grammatically 
fraught: 
It is a lie---their Priests, their Pope, 
Their Saints, their ... all they fear or hope 
Are lies, and lies---there! through my door 
And ceiling, there! and walls and floor, 
There, lies, they lie---shall still be hurled 
Till spite of them I reach the world!72 
 
In this frantic speech, the speaker’s individual words of “there” and “lies” perform 
grammatical double duty.  The word “there” serves as a demonstrative, physical indicator 
(“There lies Beltran”) but also as an ejaculation expressing indictment (“There!”).  The 
speaker regards the lies of the priests as sins with some sort of tangible evidence, pointing 
to them lying along the door and ceiling, walls and floor.  Hence the word “lies” also 
serves both functions, denoting the noun of the actual “lie” told, but also the verb 
indicating their fixed location (“There…they lie.”)  In this opening passage, lies become 
physical weapons, like arrows or darts, hurled around a physical space, and strewn about 
the room as lasting evidence. The physical reality of the Inquisition and its agents echoes 
the descriptions of infamous torture instruments in Radcliffe and Lewis’s novels. This 
condensed syntactical scrambling (“There, lies, they lie”) reveals how physically potent 
and destructive religious betrayal can be.  Not only do the priests, popes and saints lie, 
but they comprise and embody the lie themselves: “All they fear or hope / Are lies 
[(noun)], and lies [(verb)].”  Grammar mirrors the unstable world around her, where 
confessors double as informants and executors; even nouns and verbs betray her with 
double meanings and double roles.  
The speaker’s sudden stops and inarticulacies reflect the bodily destruction and 
                                                




dehumanization she has endured. Physically, she has deteriorated from a pretty young girl 
into some inhuman creature without flesh or blood: 
You think Priests just and holy men! 
Before they put me in this den 
I was a human creature too, 
With flesh and blood like one of you, 
A girl that laughed in beauty's pride 
Like lilies in your world outside.73 
 
The fact of her imprisonment renders the poem a closet drama with little hope of physical 
representation; as a discombobulated speaker without a body, flesh or blood, we can 
imagine only a voice or talking head, confined to a den. To actually imagine the state of 
the speaker’s body renders this an unfathomable and explicitly gothic poem, in which her 
physical wellbeing cannot be far off from that of her murdered lover: 
XI. 
Nor next night: on the after-morn, 
I went forth with a strength new-born. 
The church was empty; something drew 
My steps into the street; I knew 
It led me to the market-place: 
Where, lo, on high, the father's face! 
 
XII. 
That horrible black scaffold dressed, 
That stapled block ... God sink the rest! 
That head strapped back, that blinding vest, 
Those knotted hands and naked breast, 
Till near one busy hangman pressed, 
And, on the neck these arms caressed ... 
 
XIII. 
No part in aught they hope or fear! 
No heaven with them, no hell!---and here, 
No earth, not so much space as pens 
My body in their worst of dens 
But shall bear God and man my cry, 
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Lies---lies, again---and still, they lie!74 
 
The violence at the ending of “The Confessional” recalls the brutality of the inquisition; 
yet it is not only the gruesome scene of the contorted body that comprises the dramatic 
climax of this poem, but also the vision of the father’s face at the end of Stanza 11, where 
Browning achieves a rhythmical climax but offers an image that resists description.  
Earlier in the poem, the father is described much like Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner: “That 
father's beard was long and white, / With love and truth his brow seemed bright.”75 He is 
one who might make an encouraging confessor and a good listener. Yet by the ending, 
“the old mild father” has undergone a complete transformation.  His startling visage 
reveals him to have been the accuser and instigator, ultimately causing the Inquisition’s 
trademark violence and torture. 
In the final stanza, the speaker laments the betrayal of the church, along with the 
fact that she is physically bound, her body imprisoned on an earth controlled by the 
church, with no recourse or escape to either heaven or hell.  Throughout the poem, the 
pun on “lie” rings between the lies told by the church, and the helplessness of the 
physical victims, lying dead or entrapped and “penned” like animals.   
 In contrast to the jerky, fragmented grammatical scrambling of the first stanza, we 
can see and hear continuity in the final stanzas 12 and 13, which feature strings of 
anaphora and alliteration. The lyric flow here represents a neurotic and repetitive 
effusion, as if the speaker is sputtering out lines in a state of fear and hysteria. This 
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moment of recounting a haunting or traumatic vision slows the reader’s pace of 
discovery, as in the moments of revelation in a Radcliffe novel: “That stapled 
block…That head strapped back…Those knotted hands…these arms caressed.”76 This 
slow account of a visually gothic scene presents one potential coping mechanism for the 
narrating a heinous gothic discovery, a vision depicted in Christabel as “A sight to dream 
of, not to tell!”77 The two sets of anaphora give way again to fragmentation, stutter, and 
shivers of the final sentence: “lies---lies, again---and still, they lie!” 
 Grammatically disordered lines, forced accusation, and hysteric repetition all 
represent variations of the stilted speech at odds with flowing, lyric expression. These 
gothic modes of poetic speech offer a stark counterpoint to the easy, spontaneous effusion 
of a Romantic poetic ambling through the Lake District.  With this truly grotesque 
version of lyric confession, the gothic presents what poetry might become in its most 
violent, extreme and criminal permutations. In forcing lyric expression to extremes, 
gothic novels thus anticipated what Tennyson and Browning did, creating dramatic 
monologues that abandoned the safe, tolerable standards of spontaneous effusion. This 
specter of torture and oppression in the context of the Inquisition serves as another 
reminder of Tucker’s formulation that dramatic monologue is simply lyric, but with 
speakers in extremis. 
 
PIPPA PASSES  
                                                
76 Lines 68, 69, 70, 72. 
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In each instance of thwarted overhearing in their gothic novels, Radcliffe and 
Lewis offer a series of experimentations testing the very limits of formulaic lyric.  Toying 
with the variables of a misapprehended speaker, an absent overhearer and coerced 
confession, they present models of overhearing that are either ironized or criminalized.  
This mode of experimentation is mirrored in Browning’s early work Pippa Passes 
(1841), which offers a methodical test case for the limits and bounds of lyric.78  Here, 
Browning presents four successive examples of a lyric speaker who is accidentally 
overheard, each instance resulting in serious consequences concerning love, life or death 
in Asolo. As a sort of lyric bird, Pippa plays a useful role in a series of exercises that test 
the trope of overhearing, subjecting it to different trials and circumstances with diverse 
characters and situations.  This flat character represents the emptiness of lyric, or rather 
she empties out lyric of all its content and meaning, allowing Browning to test what he is 
left with—the form itself. With no intended audience, all who hear her are automatically 
overhearers, just as the reader is. Moreover, the interactions between Pippa and her 
overhearers present a study of the association and mutual influences of guilt and 
innocence between parties that do not “touch” but merely “pass” one another.  This 
sterilized, distanced form of lyric overhearing plants the seeds for the silent auditors and 
unintentional speakers of the dramatic monologue. Reading this verse drama against the 
trope of overhearing as an action bound up in guilt and innocence elicits the little-noticed 
gothic features in Pippa Passes. 
To begin, the play includes characters who are each embroiled in particularly 
gothic transgressions of some kind.  Ottima and Sebald are hypocritical adulterers who 
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have committed murder.  The Monsignor is a scheming cleric who has embezzled 
property in the mode of Count Montoni.  Pippa is a dispossessed maiden who, like the 
best of Radcliffe’s heroines, presumably has her fortune restored by the end. Luigi and 
his mother contemplate regicide, while Jules and Phene are victims of the sort of 
mistaken setup seen in Udolpho with Monsieur DuPont. Although critics have not 
considered Asolo’s “Happiest Four” as gothic villains, they have certainly recognized the 
overwhelming “egoistic drives and individualistic goals” that make up their characters.79  
The extreme egotism of the “Happiest Four” underlies their gothic criminality, yet our 
previous readings of gothic novels would indicate that even the innocent Pippa, a 
thoughtless lark, is not cast in a wholly innocent light. Encounters with Emily St. Aubert 
and her party train readers to question the simplicity of innocent characters; moreover, 
scenes of overhearing and confession from the gothic carry an implied guilt of the lyric 
speaker.  The young Pippa inherits all these gothic implications.  
Though Pippa Passes is not an overtly gothic play by any means, its self-
conscious engagement with lyric form highlights the themes of guilt, criminality and 
judgment as seeds of suspicion that are yoked to the very form of dramatic monologue. 
Pippa, an archetype for childhood and innocence, famously starts off her day with naïve 
optimism: “God’s in his heaven; all’s right with the world!”80 Indeed, this key phrase gets 
recapitulated by transgressors like Sebald, serving as a tagline for characters who 
suddenly register the presence of an overlooking God.  Signaling an impure confession to 
God and defunct prayer, this phrase betrays a speaker’s awareness of God as audience; it 
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is an utterance that does not guarantee pure poetry, in Mill’s definition of lyric, but rather 
doubles as sacrilegious eloquence and performance. Sharing this phrase verbatim with the 
offenders in Browning’s cast of characters, Pippa and her lyric voice cannot help but be 
incriminated or called into suspicion.  
When Pippa finally returns home to sleep at the end of the day, readying herself 
for another continuous year of work, there remains a cryptic aspect to her innocence and 
aloofness. The ending of Pippa abruptly turns to a passage shrouded in criminality and 
overtly gothic trappings. 
Oh what a drear dark close to my poor day! 
How could that red sun drop in that black cloud? 
Ah Pippa, morning’s rule is moved away, 
Dispensed with, never more to be allowed!   
Day’s turn is over, now arrives the night’s. 
Oh lark, be day’s apostle 
To mavis, merle and throstle, 
Bid them their betters jostle 
From day and its delights!     
But at night, brother howlet, over the woods, 
Toll the world to thy chantry; 
Sing to the bat’s sleek sisterhoods 
Full complines with gallantry: 
Then, owls and bats,      
Cowls and twats, 
Monks and nuns, in a cloister’s moods, 
Adjourn to the oak-stump pantry!81 
 
The aggregation of spondees in the opening lines heralds the darkness and stormclouds to 
come, like spondaic cracks of thunder: (“drear dark close” “poor day”; “red sun drop” 
“black cloud”).  Signaling the sudden change from day to night, this section marks the 
passage of time not as a progressive process, but as a quick reversal from white to black, 
good to evil. The ensuing transition from pentameter to trimeter establishes a hypnotic, 
                                                




chant-like feel to the young Pippa’s voice.  Allusions to owls and bats and religious garb 
conjure up images of gothic halls, reminiscent of Coleridge’s Christabel and Walpole’s 
Castle of Otranto. And though the garb and physical trappings of religion are present 
throughout this passage in the cloisters, cowls, and chantry, God is not present, nor is he 
securely “in his heaven” as in Pippa’s famous refrain that runs throughout the drama. 
Soon following this passage, Pippa returns to her usual, buoyant self. This passage, which 
seemingly does not fit in with the rest of the play nor with Pippa’s sunny character, 
mirrors a moment of supernatural or spiritual possession. Often glossed over by critics, 
this gothic passage disrupts readings of Pippa’s innocence by reminding readers of her 
seemingly faultless and unexplained guilt. 
It is significant that Pippa’s beneficent lyrics take a particularly suspicious and 
gothic note before ending, perhaps rather jarringly, in cheerful naïveté, for this buried 
gothic passage represents the troubling extent of Pippa’s effect on others.  She is a key 
player in the lives of Asolo’s citizens, yet an instigator with no agency or responsibility 
for her indirect interaction with others.  As a meddling figure who ultimately influences 
life or death, Pippa raises larger metaphysical questions that warrant an aura of doubt, 
suspicion, and superstition. Pippa’s character questions the consequences of cause and 
effect, agency and mutual interaction between characters that do or do not “touch” and 
“move” one another. The gothic aesthetic of these lines then, with their eerie drone, 
resonate with the pitch of Pippa’s politically and philosophically problematic existence.82  
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 The result of this gothically inflected reading shows that Pippa is not Mill’s 
solitary nightingale, singing lyric in a vacuum, nor simply the dramatic tool that so many 
critics have made her out to be.  Rather, Pippa’s seemingly harmless words carry the 
weight of Catholic judgment, accusation and moralism, even when her words are emptied 
of this content and only form remains.  The very structure of her overheard speech, then, 
necessarily draws a judgmental God back into the picture from which He had been 
excluded.  As a real hand in justice, Pippa assumes the role of Shelley’s poet as a 
“legislator[] of the world,” even when the poetic structure claims indifference or merely 
“passing” effects.83 Rather ingeniously, Browning is able to invoke all the familiar, 
gothic themes running through Radcliffe and Lewis—divine justice, implied accusation, 
and violent retribution—by merely gesturing toward the form of triangulation and gothic 
overhearing, without resorting heavy-handedly to the thematic trappings of gothic 
dungeons, ghosts and corpses.  
 
“ANDREA DEL SARTO”: OVERHEARING ACCUSATION 
By the end of Browning’s major phase with the collection Men and Women 
(1855), his dramatic monologists show little thematic resemblance to the gothic stock 
characters seen in Dramatic Lyrics (1842). Instead of Italian counts, maddened monks, 
and fanatic lovers, we are introduced instead to a cast of speakers much less murderous, 
less driven to extremes, and more accepting of mediocrity.  This world-weariness is best 
embodied by Andrea del Sarto, the technically skillful but underachieving painter who 
always attempts less than he is capable of. Yet despite his easygoing nature and a lack of 
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any violent criminal history, I argue that Andrea in fact strongly recruits elements of 
suspicion and maliciousness in a gothic strain that remains central throughout 
Browning’s later monologues.  The lines of Andrea’s speech are haunted by an 
underlying obsession with reward roles, featuring accusation, confession, judgment and 
punishment. As will be shown in this section, Andrea capitalizes upon the tropes of 
gothic guilt and accusation by employing the art of deflection to manipulate the mode of 
triangulated overhearing to his own purposes.  Thus Andrea not only triangulates speech 
and hearing, as in most dramatic monologues, but he triangulates blame as well. 
Externally, Andrea may lack the trappings of a Count Montoni or Schedoni, the 
Duke of Ferrara or the monk of the Spanish Cloister, but he nonetheless masters the art of 
the dramatic monologue, as well as the art of inquisitional accusation.  His conscious 
exploitation of the dramatic monologue’s layers—of hearing and overhearing—reveals 
his true criminality and machinations, based on his sense that there is a third party, an 
audience of readers, with which to interact.  This precocity, seen earlier in the final lines 
of “Porphyria’s Lover,” becomes even more refined, as Andrea, wielding an inordinate 
amount of authorial control, goes on to build a whole new layer of overhearing blame.   
 To recognize Andrea as a gothic figure requires a more subtle reading of his 
secrets and crimes than traditional criticism provides.  First, Andrea confesses to the past 
embezzlement of royal funds. Next, he casts himself in a location of confinement and 
imprisonment, consistently emphasizing the four walls that surround him in a version of 
the gothic prison or convent.84  As I will argue, throughout the monologue, though posing 
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as a victim and confessee of his personal flaws in a secular context of humanism, Andrea 
actually plays the role of a Grand Inquisitor, calling on God and the reader to witness a 
confession, while refusing to perform the accusation outright, pressuring his wife toward 
self-incrimination instead.  In his underlying aggression, Andrea plays all three functions 
of defendant, informer, and judge, the roles of the Inquisitional trial as portrayed in The 
Monk and The Italian.   
Though Andrea is a technically flawless painter, the task of his monologue is to 
distract, seduce, and persuade the audience of his moral faultlessness instead. By playing 
the role of the defendant on the judgment block, Andrea is consciously self-victimizing: 
Their works drop groundward, but themselves, I know, 
Reach many a time a heaven that’s shut to me  
… 
My father and my mother died of want… 
They were born poor, lived poor, and poor they died: 
And I have laboured somewhat in my time 
And not been paid profusely.  
… 
Well, less is more, Lucrezia: I am judged.85   
 
Here, Andrea attempts to persuade listeners that he lives under the constant scrutiny and 
judgment of Lucrezia, God, and his fellow painters.  However, his self-positioning as the 
object of judgment is merely a ploy. In all actuality, his self-victimization is meant to 
make judges of his audience. He stokes the ego of his overhearers and elevates them to 
the level of jury: “I do not boast, perhaps: yourself are judge.”86 But this is all part of his 
plan for manipulation and last-minute deflection.  Andrea elevates his audience to the 
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status of judge and jury so that they will cast judgment on his wife Lucrezia. In a basic 
reading of the poem that is “heard” by Lucrezia, the silent auditor, Andrea is the victim, 
put on trial and judged by God, Lucrezia, his fellow painters, and French royalty.  As a 
seeming failure and underachiever, Andrea feels the need to defend himself, and as such, 
the poem serves as a speech of self-exculpation and excuse. The faultless painter 
understands this role and revels in it.  Yet Andrea manipulatively creates a second layer 
of narrative, reshuffling the roles of Lucrezia, the reader, and himself.  
In this second narrative, in the realm of the audience as overhearer, it is Lucrezia 
who is on trial.  Though Andrea is modest and non-violent, unwilling to point fingers in a 
blind rage, he has carefully utilized a rhetoric of blame where he exculpates himself, 
clearing his own name, and deflecting blame onto Lucrezia in a series of mini-
accusations instead.  These accusations, though sprinkled out throughout the monologue, 
sound almost inquisitional when lined up sequentially: 
You don’t understand / Nor care about my art…87  
 
You don’t know how the others strive 
To paint a little thing like that you smeared 
Carelessly passing with your robes afloat,--88  
 
Had you enjoined them on me, given me soul, 
We might have risen to Rafael, I and you! 
Nay, Love, you did give all I asked, I think— 
More than merit, yes, by many times. 
But had you—oh, with the same perfect brow, 
And perfect eyes, and more than perfect mouth, 
And the low voice my soul hears, as a bird 
The fowler’s pipe, and follows to the snare--  
Had you, with these the same, but brought a mind! 
Some women do so. Had the mouth there urged… 
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I might have done it for you.  So it seems: 
Perhaps not.89  
 
And had you not grown restless…but I know— 
’T is done and past; ’t was right, my instinct said.90  
 
If you would sit thus by me every night 
I should work better, do you comprehend? 
I mean that I should earn more, give you more.91  
 
Throughout these lines, Andrea plants the seeds for his overhearing reader to directly 
judge Lucrezia, shifting the roles of defender and accuser. These accusations, minor as 
they seem, are often formulated in the grammar of the subjunctive: “If you had…then I 
might have…” In the third, longer of the passages, Andrea alternates between accusation, 
forgiveness, and accusation again.  Here we can see Andrea “working his audience” on 
the level of auditor and the audience.  On the first level within the context of the poem, 
eloquence, Andrea speaks directly to his wife and has little regard for who may or may 
not be overhearing his words.  On the second level, however, we can almost be sure that 
he understands the power of his words in the greater context of an overhearing and 
judgmental audience. This second level represents Mill’s poetry rather than mere 
eloquence, for though Andrea relies on the presence of an overhearing audience, he does 
not betray his acknowledgement of our presence.  Andrea thus skillfully speaks and 
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 ACCUSER DEFENDANT JUDGES 
1° 
defense 
Andrea (self-accusation) Andrea Lucrezia, other painters,  
King of France & God 
2° 
accusation 
Andrea Lucrezia Us (Reader) 
 
 Indeed, much of Andrea’s depth of character and doubleness rests in his nuances 
of tone.  Like a gothic figure, he can seem pathetic and cowering at first, but like William 
Godwin’s Falkland, suddenly transform into a spiteful and threatening figure.  
Accordingly, Andrea’s speech wavers, line to line, from the rhetoric of self-deprecation 
or excuse to the invective of accusation and ire.  Within Andrea’s lines, one can hear the 
cowering subservience of monks in the early chapters of Radcliffe and Lewis’ gothic 
novels, as well as the virulent accusation of figures like the Duke of Ferrara or the monk 
of the Spanish cloister.  In this sense, “modesty” is but a shield or “feint” in Alan 
Sinfield’s terms; it functions adequately in the realm of direct speech and hearing, but 
really dazzles in the realm of indirect speech and overhearing.92 As in Udolpho, we are 
led to forget pivotal facts—we momentarily forget Andrea’s own failures, and, perhaps 
his crime of embezzlement, thrusting attention and blame onto his wife instead.  Thus, in 
this monologue, Andrea outwardly offers confession, but masterminds a potential 
confession from Lucrezia as well.  Again, we revisit the double meaning of “confessor” 
from The Monk and all its moral two-facedness.  
 Other than Andrea, however, there is one more figure lurking in the shadows, that 
of Lucrezia’s “cousin” or lover.  In a humorous caricature of romantic confession, the 
                                                
 




cousin’s serenade is a mere whistle, his own abbreviated form of lyric.  Though he is not 
saying anything particularly alluring, it serves as a successful lyric act to secure his 
courted lover.  This poses an easy mockery of the laborious serenading that Vivaldi 
performs under Ellena’s window, or that DuPont performs in hopes of winning Emily. 
This minimalist form of lyric poetry—a mere whistle, emptied out of romance, verbal 
articulation, and musical fluency—presents the dramatic monologue (Andrea’s speech) as 
a highly developed, manipulative, and more complex speech act than that of the lyric (the 
Cousin’s speech).  The simple whistle, however, is, on practical terms inarguably more 
effective.  Dramatic monologues and gothic novels alike mock lyric as a form for easy, 
successful romantic confession. In stark contrast to lyric, the dramatic monologue 
complicates romance as tangled, messy webs of confession and accusation. 
 
 
“MR. SLUDGE, ‘THE MEDIUM’” 
 
Once Andrea del Sarto is recognized as a figure rapt in the manipulative roles of 
victimization, accusation, punishment and reward, many figures from Browning’s Men 
and Women (1855) and Dramatis Personae (1864) follow suit. This gothic poetics of 
blame and self-preservation can be closely linked to Fra Lippo Lippi, Browning’s 
Grammarian, Caliban, and Bishop Blougram as well as the lovers and romantic 
confessors from “The Statue and the Bust,” “The Last Ride Together,” “James Lee’s 
Wife,” “Two in the Campagna” and “Dis aliter Visum.”  Indeed, the gothic framework 
underlying Browning’s dramatic monologue does not disappear even in a poem that seeks 
to disparage the mystical or supernatural trappings often associated with gothic fiction. 
This is seen most clearly and curiously in Mr. Sludge, “The Medium,” a poem set in 
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Boston, featuring a speaker modeled after Daniel Home, the self-professed medium 
whom Browning met and considered a charlatan. Through Sludge's admission of his own 
tactics and techniques, the monologue becomes an explanation of supposedly spiritual 
happenings, in the same vein as the explained supernatural in Ann Radcliffe's novel 
endings. But although Sludge’s confessions ostensibly serve as a refutation of the 
spiritual and supernatural, he critiques gothic audiences by employing the very same 
techniques of overhearing and sensation.   
While Mr. Sludge, “The Medium” exhibits all the properties of triangular 
accusation seen in “Andrea del Sarto,” it holds an important place in this study in two 
new ways.  To the extent that it is a dramatic monologue with a very vocal, vociferous 
and active auditor, this poem sheds light on the process of triangulation and the limits to 
which Wagner-Lawlor’s “silent auditor” can be pushed.93  Moreover, it offers a critique 
of gothic readers, as well as an explanation of why a gothic taste for literature and 
incident is so persistent in popular culture. Sludge’s deflection of culpability recruits a 
familiar rhetoric of allegation, arguing that the gothic mode does not reside with spiritual 
figures who are “chosen” or “possessed,” but is rather fueled by the general public.  Mr. 
Sludge thus offers an honest commentary and critique on the gothic of the everyday. 
To begin, Mr. Sludge engages ironically with gothic overhearing, guilt and 
accusation in a similar mode to many of Browning's monologues. The poem opens with 
the speaker caught red-handed, like Fra Lippo Lippi, but Sludge pleads guilty right 
away.94 He cowers like Caliban under the rock, begging his patron for money, 
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defense is one of self-victimization: "I cheat in self-defense / And there's my answer to a world of cheats!" 
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forgiveness, and protection from disrepute. He admits outright the phoniness behind 
spiritual happenings around the house: signs from the patron’s dead mother, for example, 
are actually rappings of his foot.  
Yet Sludge’s defense naturally turns to aggressive attack. As Isobel Armstrong 
has mapped out, the monologue falls into three sections: Sludge’s confessions of how he 
has deceived his patron and his supplications for forgiveness; Sludge’s justification of his 
position, where he compares himself with God; and finally Sludge's claim for the 
fictional “truth” behind his deceptions, where he compares himself to a poet.95 In each of 
these framings, we can identify the voices of earlier Browning figures who fit the gothic 
model.  Part one presents the demented prayer of an unabashed criminal groveling for 
mercy from a confessor rather than from God.  Sludge kneels in line 3, and swears not to 
God, but to Hiram H. Horsefall and the ghost of his mother, “by the soul / Of Her who 
hears.”96 Part two mirrors the heedless self-exculpation of Johannes Agricola or 
Porphyria’s lover, figures who momentarily or indirectly elevate themselves to God’s 
level.  Part three reveals the precociousness of the poetic figure who is immanently 
conscious of his role as a speaker, with a refined sense of the power that his words can 
have on an auditor as literature and artistic persuasion.  
In its rendition of triangulation in the dramatic monologue, Mr. Sludge, “The 
Medium,” provides an atypical model for the roles of auditor and overhearer in 
Browning’s dramatic monologues.  In “The Pragmatics of Silence,” Jennifer Wagner-
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Lawlor describes how an auditor’s silence helps to define the reader’s own reaction to the 
speaker in a poem, and how this relationship can help a  “silence of intimidation” topple 
over into a silence of resistance. As soon as a reader recognizes his separation from the 
poem’s “you,” “the sooner the ambiguity of silence may clarify into the active silence of 
dissent,” undermining the power of a coercive speaker.97 In Mr. Sludge, “The Medium,” 
however, the auditor is not silent or demure, like the envoy in “My Last Duchess,” but 
rather abusive and punishing.  More present than most other auditors, we can infer the 
tone of his voice and his exact words by the way that Sludge repeats him. He yells “Get 
up!,” scowls, and throttles the speaker, who painfully responds, “You still inflict on me 
that terrible face? / You show no mercy?...Aie---aie---aie! / Please sir! Your thumbs are 
through my windpipe, sir! / Ch-ch!”98  Here, the terrible looks and iron arm identify a 
tyrannous, gothic Montoni figure not in the speaker, but in the auditor.  Much like 
Andrea, Mr. Sludge sets up the opening of the monologue with himself playing the role 
of guilty confessor, and Hiram H. Horsefall as the violent Grand Inquisitor.  However, 
the poetics of blame soon shifts in the familiar pattern, with Sludge resorting to self-
exculpation and placing blame on those around him.  Sludge soon represents himself as a 
wronged pet or child, “only a fractious child,” “cockered, cosseted / And coddled,” 
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bullied and kept “from the kennel.”99  Most vehemently, this self-preservation is realized 
as an attack on audiences who crave stories of the spiritual and supernatural; naturally, 
this blame extends to fall on the reader of the poem as representative of an entire group of 
audiences. 
Sludge must necessarily be aware of overhearing and its role in dramatic 
monologue, in order to allege his attack on the real culprit in his opinion.  But unlike 
Andrea, Sludge does not blame an individual like Lucrezia, but rather attacks the 
“audience” as an entire group. As the reading audience, we comprise the intended target, 
with little David as our representative stand-in.  This hypothetical young lad, “say a 
help’s son in your house,” randomly chosen but representative all the same, listens at 
keyholes and suddenly finds himself cornered by an all too eager audience that wants to 
hear about spiritual events, wowed by “signs and wonders, the invisible world.”100 “How 
good men have desired to see a ghost,” mocks Sludge, who proves himself the more 
proper Christian by satirizing little David “(is that not your Christian name?)” on whom 
the pressure falls to recount what he has witnessed of “the unexplained phenomena!”101 
 In this hypothetical setup, it becomes clear that the young speaker is first and 
foremost an overhearer, who is then forced into the position of speaker:   
But let the same lad hear you talk as grand 
At the same keyhole, you and company, 
Of signs and wonders, the invisible world… 
…If he break in with, “Sir, I saw a ghost!” 
Ah, the ways change!102 
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It is only due to David’s chanced overhearing of what the audience wishes to hear that he 
is spontaneously, organically, only half-wittingly thrust into the position of gothic 
storyteller.  The audience’s praise and craving for more perpetuates David’s role-playing.  
Very similar to Coleridge’s explanation of the curious reader, chasing after the innovative 
gothic author, here it is the audience that provides the source of momentum and 
inspiration. David is merely running fiercely and conjuring up stories to keep his listening 
audience off his heels.  As a half-reluctant medium, David is an overhearer turned 
speaker, a speaker defined, driven, and coerced by his auditors. In this case, David, as a 
“medium,” plays the role of a coerced auditor, who is but a victim in this whole 
consumerist affair.  He is forced into speech and retelling; the aggressive audience 
extracts words from him as in the gothic confessions of imprisoned victims. This 
reluctant speaker is reminiscent of Coleridge’s portrayal of Radcliffe and the gothic 
author, who is hurried on from room to room in an unending race to create more fanciful 
twists and turns with which to satiate her readers. 
This chase between fugitive and pursuer, prey and predator, is elaborated upon 
further in Browning's diverse bird imagery throughout the poem. David's listening 
audience, judgmental and hungry for more gothic excitement, is described as a group of 
birds of prey, "perched and prim" in suspense for a good story.103 David, upon assuming 
the role of sensational speaker, stands not upon a soapbox, but rather “what I call your 
peacock-perch, pet post / To strut, and spread the tail, and squawk upon!”104 Sludge 
compares David's falterings of speech to a momentary ruffling of feathers. This peacock 
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speaker is no bird of prey, nor a lyric bird like Pippa or the Romantics' nightingales, but 
an empty vessel, a mere medium, a visually dashing figure all stuffed and fluffed and 
egged on by his audience. The speaker and poet figure is created and manipulated by a 
controlling audience that smothers and devours him whole in avaricious gluttony: “Then, 
you just have shut your eyes, / Opened your mouth, and gulped down David whole, / 
You!”105  
In considering the role of a medium, the dynamics of speaker, listener, and 
overhearer are complex and layered.  A medium, who supposedly can glean information 
from another world and hear voices of the dead, plays the part of an overhearer.  If the 
medium claims direct communication with the dead, he plays the part of auditor.  By then 
reporting this information to eager audiences on earth, the medium transforms into a 
speaker, thence creating a rabid audience of overhearers who wish to listen in on 
conversations they are not meant to partake in. 
Browning offers various layers of triangulation, each case in which the medium 
takes on a particularly interesting double role (delineated in the figure below). Due to the 
novel position of the medium, however, as both an overhearer and speaker, the dynamics 
of overhearing are quite different from what one might typically encounter in Browning’s 
poems. To begin, the audience becomes actively violent and demanding. This is visible in 
the position of Horsefall, who serves as both audience and auditor, in different contexts. 
More significantly, however, this reading highlights the position of the medium as an 
overhearer and a victim of violent attack. Upon overhearing and gleaning more 
information, the medium, initially innocent and unwitting, is then forced into invidious 
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prevarication under pressure from his attacking audience. Like Emily, Pippa, and any 
unsuspecting gothic reader, here it is the overhearer who starts off innocent but is forced 
into the guilt of fictionalizing and lying.            
! violent  
            attack 
 
 SPEAKER MEDIUM  
! overhearer 
MEDIUM 
speaker " AUDIENCE 
1° Gossipers inside the drawing room 
David Beacon St. 
birds of prey 
2° World of the Dead Sludge Horsefall and others 
3° David Home Browning Readers (us) 
 
 
In the three situations illustrated above, the overhearer or medium assumes a state 
of in-betweenness, as both overhearer and speaker. Always in two worlds but never quite 
belonging, like Browning's amphibious Caliban, the medium is described as  "these 
hysteric, hybrid half-and-halfs,” who are made guilty “all out of one half-lie!”106 
Moreover, the implications of these various triangulation models for Browning's reader 
are great. As the overhearers of Sludge and Horsefall's dialogue, or at least one side of it, 
we as readers are placed in the position of medium. Potentially, we are prey to the 
pressure of retelling such exotic details, becoming liable for incrimination of imposture. 
As readers of this monologue, we become stuck in between as well, half-men self-
contradictorily torn between two positions. For, as representatives of a hungry reading 
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audience, we too possess the potential for violent attack, just like the predatory birds who 
assault young David.  We too are potentially criminalized as gothic readers who crave 
sensation and excitement, forcing a creative speaker to report on his latest overhearings 
but then vilifying this speaker too. 
 





4° Sludge & Horsefall Reader (Us) Potentially anyone 
 
The outcome of this series of interpretations suggests one important lesson: that 
the conflicting duality of guilt and innocence, enmeshed in the dual role of 
overhearer/false speaker, is not the fate of only chosen, spiritual beings, but rather a 
potential for common, everyday bystanders.  Any overhearer can be a medium, and there 
is no spiritual prerequisite for the role.  Effectively, then, gothic guilt and confabulation 
lies not in the realm of a select few, but is rather demanded, extracted, and perpetuated by 
the general public— the flock of predatory birds and their common taste for a colorful, 
fantastical show of peacock feathers.  Like Radcliffe's endings, then, Mr. Sludge's 
monologue affirms the gothic of the everyday. Here, the "explained supernatural" 
demystifies the possibility of magical arts; gothic machinery becomes the artistic 
production of Horsefall and his Beacon Street neighbors, as channeled through mediums 
like Sludge, David, and even Browning himself. 
This notion of a speaker as a medium, or a reluctant vessel, resonates against the 
original conception of Victorian dramatic speakers that were created as a mouthpiece to 
voice extreme opinions that a poet might wish to entertain or critique. Sludge, however, 
presents the case not of a mask for the poet to wear, but the puppet for an audience to 
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control. This variation on the dramatic monologue presents the reminder that 
manipulation and victimization are universal and universalizing effects in the realm of 
dramatic monologue.  Sludge and David are not members of a volitional or spiritual elect, 
but mere victims of a quotidian and mainstream desire for gothic speech and overhearing.  
Figures from the everyday, even those divorced from gothic or spiritual context, like 
Hiram H. Horsefall and general audiences, can play the violent role of informant, accuser 
and Grand Inquisitor.  
In much the same way that we have witnessed Radcliffe and Lewis 
experimenting and testing the bounds of lyric by drawing attention to all the components 
necessary for a perfectly-staged lyric, an ironic impossibility in the world of incident and 
narrative, here we have seen Browning too developing the form of the dramatic 
monologue. What Radcliffe and Lewis stage as trials and variations in the space of the 
novel, Browning of course attempts in poetry. From the nascent seeds of the dramatic 
monologue in Browning’s trial of the seemingly innocent and overheard lyric bird in 
Pippa Passes—a sort of proto-dramatic monologue experiment, to the sounds of guttural 
forced confession of the monk in “The Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister,“ to the speakers 
harnessing inquisitional guilt tactics in “Andrea del Sarto” and Mr. Sludge, “the 
Medium,” we can see Browning innovating and building a poetics of guilt and accusation 
to full fruition. While many of Browning’s monologists may take on the thematics of 
gothic characters, it is especially his characters that seem to resist and evade gothic 
characterizations—not necessarily the monks and dukes, but the humanist painters and 
young maidens—who prove how the guilt of confession and the collusion of 
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eavesdropping are always staged in dramatic monologue, in a gothically charged dynamic 





ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING AND CHRISTINA ROSSETTI:  
SELF-CONFINEMENT IN THE SONNET CELL 
 
 
“‘The sanctuary is prophaned,’ said Ellena, mildly, but with dignity: ‘it is become a prison.’”107 
 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti have come to be known for 
their mastery of the sonnet form, both in the individual sonnets that made up their 
breakthrough collections (Poems, 1844; Goblin Market and Other Poems, 1862) and in 
their sonnet sequences (Sonnets from the Portuguese, 1850; Monna Innominata, 1881). 
Critics have traced the influence of Barrett Browning and Rossetti to women poets who 
spearheaded the Romantic Sonnet Revival in the 1780s (Charlotte Smith, Anna Seward, 
Mary Robinson), or along a line of great male Romantic sonneteers (William Lisle 
Bowles, William Wordsworth, John Keats).108 But by the time Victorian poets inherited 
the sonnet, associations of the female sonneteer had changed, taking up themes and 
tropes borrowed from the 1790s gothic novel. Representations of the sonnet form and its 
structural confinement acquired a gothic flavor that was distinct from earlier 
representations of sonnet form. As a result, Victorian metasonnets by women poets 
feature a tension between embracing the sonnet as a form of safety and retreat, or 
portraying it as a space of dangerous imprisonment.  
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In this chapter, I argue that Victorian sonnets, especially those written by women 
poets, contain surprising and unsuspected gothic elements due to changing 
representations of the female sonneteer in the late eighteenth century. In particular, the 
gothic is more subtly pervasive in the works of Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina 
Rossetti than has previously been recognized. I argue that this association between sonnet 
writing and the gothic motifs of female confinement came about in three stages. First, the 
Romantic sonnet revival was spearheaded by women poets of the 1780s, such as 
Charlotte Smith, Mary Robinson, and Anna Seward; in these poems, the sonnet is 
formulated as an enclosed space for safe retreat, secured by garlands, tendrils and laurel 
bands. In gothic novels of the 1790s, however, the sonneteer is recast as a damsel in 
distress who pens her own melancholy sonnets while confined within a castle tower or 
convent cell. Within these novels, female poet-prisoners are taught to seek retreat within 
their prisons and are constantly reassured that the confines of a cell are far preferable to 
the violence and lust of Italian banditti outdoors. Such gothic plots famously fetishize and 
celebrate physical confinement as a safe haven from greater evils in the outside world. By 
the early 1800s, we can see famous male sonneteers such as Wordsworth and Keats 
utilizing this same moral in sonnets that trope the sonnet as a gothically bound woman. In 
two now famous metasonnets from 1806 and 1819, Wordsworth and Keats describe the 
sonnet itself in terms of female imprisonment and argue in favor of spatial and formal 
confinement.   
Owing to this lineage, there is no doubt that women sonneteers writing in the 
succeeding decade were defining their place in a literary tradition that defined them 
within a gothic context. Understanding this gothic presence enriches our readings of 
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female Victorian sonneteers such as Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti, 
urging us to recognize the ways in which they invoked and refreshed gothic portrayals of 
the female sonneteer figure, and how they chose to ironize or participate in these 
Romantic precedents. In their works that meditate upon the sonnet form, Barrett 
Browning and Rossetti conscientiously engage with issues of elegy, women’s 
autobiography, and a number of gothic themes inflected in a female light, such as birth 
within prisons and infanticide. Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s great collection, the 1844 
Poems, and Christina Rossetti’s Maude, two works that are richly illuminated when read 
through a lens of gothic motherhood and gothic self-imprisonment. Barrett Browning and 
Rossetti do not strip the sonnet free of prison imagery, but rather use this theme of 
confinement to conflate the roles of harmer/protector, of oppressor/liberator, and the 
space of haven/prison. Ultimately, these women poets of the nineteenth century not only 
inherit, but reinvigorate the sonnet form by further invoking modes of formal 
confinement. 
Our expanded critical view of the Romantic sonnet revival now credits the rebirth 
of the sonnet to women poets like Charlotte Smith, Anna Seward, Anna Letitia Barbauld 
and Mary Robinson writing in the 1780s rather than to William Lisle Bowles or William 
Wordsworth.  Yet scholarship often embraces the same, gendered “safety” narrative 
rehearsed in gothic novels. For Paula Feldman and Daniel Robinson, whose anthology of 
sonnets showcases the works of such women poets, the choice to participate in an 
outmoded form was a conscientious attempt at “self-canonization,” a way for women to 
situate themselves apart from the current male tradition but still stay within a stable sector 
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of English literature.109 Amy Billone’s Little Songs argues that women poets of the long 
nineteenth century turned to the sonnet form particularly because they were “drawn to the 
form’s structural affinity for reticence.”110 I propose using the lens of the gothic novel 
and its preoccupation with imprisonment as a way to trace a thematics of female 
entrapment that defines the figure of the female sonneteer in its representations, from the 
speakers in women’s sonnets, to elegiac damsels depicted in gothic novels, to the actual 
poetesses themselves. Barrett Browning and Rossetti’s innovation lies not in resisting the 
plight of the imprisoned damsel, but rather in intensifying this premise of oppression by 
taking on the role of the imprisoner themselves.  
By tracing this strain of the gothic novel so integral to these poets’ engagements 
with sonnet form, I reveal a subset that is new and different from the traditional modes of 
amatory or political sonnet writing that were standard prior to the 1790s. This strand of 
the gothic sonnet paves the way for new iterations of the amatory sonnet, which became 
tinged with the imagery and language of sexual thrall and enervation, and for the political 
sonnet, which no longer celebrated figures of liberty and Miltonic heroism, but came to 
herald a reactionary conservatism instead, promoting a politics of self-imprisonment.  
These sonnets are “gothic” sonnets not because they employ the machinery of ghosts, 
revenants, or mystery. Rather, the gothic becomes a defining and useful mode in the 
nineteenth-century sonnet, particularly for metasonnets, whenever imprisonment is 
romanticized to create an argument in favor of formal confinement. Thus, the gothic’s 
conservative message of “the prison as refuge” serves as a central and powerful 
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justification—a literarily familiar and viable excuse, in other words—for the problematic 
confinement that sonnet form necessarily advocates, especially when invoked by and 
upon female poet figures. 
 To be sure, Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti are each already 
associated with the gothic in obvious ways. Barrett Browning was historically depicted as 
a gothic maiden, pent up by an unforgiving, slave-owning father, penning verses in 
private, only to be rescued by Robert Browning. Since the initial reception of Sonnets 
from the Portuguese, and later the public’s infatuation with The Letters of Elizabeth and 
Robert Browning (1899), the heavy-handed biography with which Barrett Browning’s 
works were historically introduced has left a mark on her literary reception, perpetuating 
her fame alongside a biographical romance that is colored by heavy gothic resonances.111 
Christina Rossetti too is well known for the strong gothic elements running throughout 
her poetry, particularly in her corpse poems and short lyrics revealing a preoccupation 
with death.  Her “cryptic poetry” includes poems full of riddles like “Winter, My Secret,” 
“When I am dead, my dearest,” and “Up-Hill.” Famous works like “The Convent 
Threshold” and “The Hour and the Ghost” invoke death and speaking revenants. 
However, in what follows, I aim to illuminate a line of gothic tradition that shapes 
Victorian women’s poetry, not merely in the vein of invoking ghosts and goblins, but 
through a historical-literary tradition that troped and satirized the figure of the female 
elegiac sonneteer in 1790s gothic novels.  
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GOTHIC HEROINES AS WOMEN SONNETEERS (1780S-1790S) 
 Towards the end of the eighteenth century, women’s sonnet writing merged with 
the gothic novel in several significant ways. This was primarily due to the use of a 
caricatured figure of the female sonneteer as a kind of stock gothic heroine in sensation 
novels of the 1790s.  Writers like Charlotte Smith and Ann Radcliffe famously 
“interspersed” their own poetry within their novels and presented them as written works 
of their fictional romantic heroines. Radcliffe’s sonnets in Mysteries of Udolpho, for 
example, are passed off as the lyric musings of the character Emily St. Aubert, but 
readers most likely recognized, as Samuel Taylor Coleridge did in his review, that this 
was merely an occasion for Radcliffe to publish some of her own pieces of poetry. 112 
This introduces an autobiographical aspect to women’s sonnet writing. In Smith’s 
Emmeline and Celestina and Radcliffe’s Udolpho and The Italian, the heroines’ 
sentimental sonnets were actually composed by the authors on earlier occasions 
independent from the novel and then embedded within the fictions. Moreover, such 
moments of incorporating poetry in these novels often serve as signals of overwrought 
melancholia in verses that are elegiac to the point of satire. Udolpho’s embedded lyrics 
include sonnets that exhibit Emily’s exaggerated sentimentality, with titles like 
“Shipwreck,” “The Bat,” and “Go, pencil!” framed within scenes of romantic 
daydreaming. Thus, the cliché of the melancholy woman trapped indoors, committing her 
wistful feelings to verse, fueled the stereotype of the female sonneteer as an elegist airing 
her own sorrows. This figure appears as a running trope in the works of Radcliffe, Lewis 
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and de Staël. Hence, the fictional and actual women sonneteers of the late eighteenth 
century stereotypically composed poetry within a safe space of domesticity and indoor 
life, solidly linking the elegiac with the domestic. This figuration of the elegiac sonneteer 
was imposed upon Charlotte Smith herself, when her Elegiac Sonnets were criticized for 
veering too close to autobiography. Contemporary reviewers viewed the strongly 
autobiographical elements in Smith’s sonnets with discomfort: “As philanthropists, we 
feel compassion at the sad allusion to sorrows, which the writer, in her own person, tells 
us she has suffered: but as critics, we cannot approve of the egotism which occupies too 
large a portion of her present work.”113 
These connections between the gothic heroine, the elegiac sonneteer, an 
autobiographical impulse, and the potential for satire collectively contribute to the 
complex tradition that Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti inherit from the 1790s 
gothic novel’s portrayal of female sonneteers. With Charlotte Smith’s Emmeline and 
Celestina and Radcliffe’s Emily and Adeline as examples, it becomes clear that gothic 
heroines all double as elegiac sonneteers of one rank or another. Such pent-up heroines, 
whose confinement is exemplified through the sonnet form, become models for later 
Victorian figures of elegy and stasis, such as Tennyson’s Mariana and the Lady of 
Shalott.  
Within the genre of elegy, the sonnet form provided a meaningful convergence of 
form and subject, featuring an insular space and the travails of domestic life. As a result, 
the sonnet form plays an important role linking the elegiac sonnet with the plight of 
female domesticity, to the extent that the relationship between domestic confinement in 
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both form and content becomes inextricably bound. As critics and women poets 
themselves have suggested, the formally defined features of the sonnet helped to carve 
out a niche defined by the literal space in which women poets could thrive and rule over 
their own ground, without competing or threatening the space of male poets. However, 
once this domestic space becomes gothicized and colored by violent imagery of 
confinement, the stanza becomes not only a room, but a cell. The sonnet as a prison that 
doubles as a safe haven is analogous to the space of captivity and isolation inhabited by 
the young female figures of the 1790s gothic novel and paves the way for a new strain of 
the sonnet that emerged in the early nineteenth century.   
The idea of sonnet form as formally confining, yet safe and thus liberating, 
supports the often overwrought moral that prevails at the end of countless gothic novels: 
that what often seems like a prison actually serves as a safe haven for young women in a 
dangerous world.  From Wollstonecraft and Godwin, to Radcliffe and Lewis, the abbey, 
jail cell or castle dungeon often serves as a space for self-reflection, literary creativity, 
peace and safety, promoting the somewhat reactionary notion that incarceration and 
imprisonment can be more liberating than they first seem.  Such cells or stanzas offer 
protection from a world without borders, order, or beneficent patriarchal rule. In gothic 
novels, the Apennines, Alps and Italian forests, rife with banditti and murderers, prove 
far more disastrous for lone women characters than the castle bedrooms or Catholic 
convents to which they are banished.  At least from their cells, the young women can 
enjoy a space of privacy and reflection; they can even compose poetry or elegize upon 
their lutes. In The Romance of the Forest, Monsieur la Motte, an exile himself, rehearses 
a persistent gothic argument. He insists that the cells of confinement in the basement of 
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their ruined abbey in which he and his family are trapped are actually “not so small.” In 
this scene, the La Motte family must downgrade from the upstairs rooms of a deserted 
abbey and go into yet further hiding within a secret lower level. Adeline and La Motte 
participate in a mutual defense of confinement, gratefully portraying it in desirable terms:  
When they reached the cells, Madame La Motte wept at the necessity 
which condemned her to a spot so dismal. “Alas,” said she, “are we, indeed, 
thus reduced! The apartments above, formerly appeared to me a deplorable 
habitation; but they are a palace compared to these.” 
“Let the remembrance of what you once thought them, soothe your 
discontent now; these cells are also a palace, compared to the Bicètre, or the 
Bastille, and to the terrors of farther punishment, which would accompany 
them: let the apprehension of the greater evil teach you to endure the less: I 
am contented if we find here the refuge I seek.” 
[...] 
While her heart was sinking with the misfortunes, which she could not 
but anticipate, [Adeline] appeared composed, and even cheerful. She attended 
Madame La Motte with the most watchful solicitude, and felt so thankful that 
La Motte was now secreted within this recess, that she almost lost her 
perception of its glooms and inconveniences.114 
 
Here, Adeline, as the heroine of the novel, reaffirms the moral of patience and 
forbearance despite confinement. Although she soon stumbles upon an abandoned 
manuscript and even the skeleton of one who has been imprisoned and murdered in this 
very space, the dungeons prove a more palatable option than the potential lust and 
violence of Monsieur Montalt upstairs. 
 This message is reinforced in the endings of gothic novels, when mysterious 
occurrences are explained by mundane realities: evil tyrants, if not absolved, are at least 
explained or excused. Radcliffe’s formulaic plots are rife with such realizations that 
promote the patriarchal order and dismiss female fears as hysteria or overthinking. In The 
Mysteries of Udolpho, we learn that Montoni is not a murderer but merely a bandit; 
                                                




Monsieur St. Aubert is not an adulterer, but a loyal brother who mourned the portrait of 
his lost sister. The greatest oppressors of Radcliffe’s heroines (Monsieur Montalt, 
Montoni, Schedoni) actually prove to be these young maidens’ greatest protectors from 
physical harm. The dungeon is a shelter, in the same way that the jail is a haven.     
With this conservative message, and through the overlap between the gothic 
heroine and the figure of the female sonneteer, the themes of confinement and limitation 
in the sonnet’s form become conceived in particularly violent, punitive terms. In 1806 
and 1819, Wordsworth and Keats composed what would become two landmark poems in 
Romantic sonnet studies, “Nuns Fret Not” and “If By Dull Rhymes.” Each sonnet 
personifies the sonnet as a space confining a female figure. In order to promote and 
defend the sonnet form, each poet perpetuates the conservative morals of female 
forbearance in favor of confinement. Here, the physical imagery of casting oneself within 
chains and bands evokes a gothic and masochistic aesthetic that celebrates pleasure by 
means of restrictive form.   
Indeed, these two celebrated metasonnets of the Romantic period are predicated 
on both an apologetic argument for spatial enclosure and the provocative language of 
gothic trappings. As the next section will show, Wordsworth and Keats tend towards two 
overlapping modes in their defense of the sonnet form. On the one hand, these poems 
justify confinement through denial. Here, a speaker disavows any discomfort or 
confinement in the first place, claiming a particular “cell” or “room” to be actually quite 
spacious and comfortable.  This is the very same conceit as that assigned to women 
sonnet writers of the 1780s, where the sonnet’s delineated “stanzas” or rooms present a 
version of confinement that is both empowering and restorative. On the other hand, these 
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male sonneteers invoke a more extreme mode of justification for the sonnet, in which the 
speakers of their poems argue for yet further confinement, particularly of a female figure. 
Drawing on the gothic machinery of locks, chains, and distressed damsels, these poems 
fetishize thrall as enthrallment and celebrate formal imprisonment. 
 
WORDSWORTH AND KEATS: GOTHIC CONFINEMENT AS DEFENSE OF SONNET FORM  
In gothic novels, two spaces serve as stock sites of thematic crisis and punitive 
oppression: the prison and the convent cell. From The Mysteries of Udolpho to The 
Romance of the Forest, Caleb Williams and Maria, the prison and the abbey cell 
challenge protagonists’ ability to preserve selfhood and liberty within excruciating 
confines. William Wordsworth’s “Nuns Fret Not” and John Keats’ “If By Dull Rhymes” 
defend the sonnet form by using gothic imagery of confinement within a convent or a 
prison, respectively.115 Each of these sonnets features female imprisonment with a male 
poet as jailor. In “Nuns Fret Not” (1806), presented as the “Prefatory Sonnet” to his 1807 
Poems, Wordsworth famously begins by making the case for spiritual liberty through 
physical confinement.  
  Nuns fret not at their Convents’ narrow room; 
And Hermits are contented with their Cells; 
And Students with their pensive Citadels; 
Maids at the Wheel, the Weaver at his Loom, 
Sit blithe and happy; Bees that soar for bloom, 
High as the highest Peak of Furness Fells, 
Will murmur by the hour in Foxglove bells: 
In truth, the prison, unto which we doom 
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Ourselves, no prison is: and hence for me, 
In sundry moods, ’twas pastime to be bound 
Within the Sonnet’s scanty plot of ground; 
Pleas’d if some Souls (for such there needs must be) 
Who have felt the weight of too much liberty, 
Should find brief solace there, as I have found.116 
 
“Nuns Fret Not” reinforces the familiar, conservative lessons perpetuated in the eleventh-
hour undoing of Radcliffe’s romance plots, where gothic dangers and insidious 
suspicions are explained, discounted, or swept under the rug. Thus the sonnet does not 
invite a satirical view of nuns in their cells, but rather urges readers to recognize safety 
within confinement. Of course, Wordsworth’s “narrow room” or prison represents the 
sonnet form itself, with its circumscribed fourteen lines of five iambic feet each. 
However, through the loose parataxis of increasingly expansive imagery, Wordsworth 
“beguiles” the reader away from the sorrow of confinement, as Smith’s elegiac sonnets 
did.117  From the calm nuns to the obedient students to the productive weavers and finally 
free-soaring bees, each successive example of confinement becomes diluted in intensity. 
This clever manipulation on the part of the speaker becomes apparent, showing how far 
we have strayed from the initial example, when we finally detect the rhyme of “cells” 
with “Furness Fells.” 
                                                
116 William Wordsworth, “Nuns Fret Not,” in The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth, vol. 3: 
Miscellaneous Sonnets (London: E. Moxon, 1841), 3. 
 
117 A poem that celebrates confinement over liberty, this particular sonnet has been associated with 
Wordsworth’s increasingly conservative politics. Sir Henry Taylor, in 1841, recognized it as a “doctrinal 
poem,” interpreting the message as one about duty, discipline, and moral restraint. Such a reading identifies 
Wordsworth’s turn away from “too much liberty” toward the sonnet’s more restrictive form as a signal of 
his political retirement and resignation. As Joseph Phelan has argued, “the sonnets are the crucible in which 
the ‘Victorian’ Wordsworth is formed, and they were recognized as such by his Victorian admirers and 




 But while Radcliffe’s gothic novels and Wordsworth’s poem treat dungeons and 
chambers as safe havens, we must not forget that they are also torture chambers. Leigh 
Hunt famously responded to “Nuns Fret Not” with a practical reminder that “thousands 
of nuns, there is no doubt, have fretted horribly, and do fret; and hermitages have proved 
so little satisfactory, that we no longer hear of their existence in civilized countries.”118 In 
Hunt’s reading, the imposing gothic aura of doom eclipses Wordsworth’s intended 
message of productivity despite confinement. The gothic is further invoked in the 
masochistic tendencies of the speaker, where to be bound within the sonnet’s strictures is 
both painful and pleasurable.  “For me, / In sundry moods, ’twas pastime to be bound / 
Within the Sonnet’s scanty plot of ground,” he claims, as if the feeling of interment or 
entombment is physically pleasing. Persuading a prisoner to appreciate the freedom of 
confinement is particularly fitting to the sonnet, compared to other regularized poetic 
forms. Formally speaking, the sonnet doubles as a gothic prison because of the technical 
difficulty and strictness of rules in its composition, but also because of the form’s 
inherent expectations for clear change and progress.  Whereas a ballad featuring stanzaic 
repetition looks stifling but actually allows for narrative progress and gradual change, the 
octave, volta and sestet of the sonnet structure all promise the potential for a sudden turn. 
Thus, Wordsworth’s sonnet attempts to perform the work that many gothic novels do: the 
argument in his metapoetic sonnets convinces a reader that downsizing from the octave to 
the sestet does not indicate physical enclosure (a diminution from 8 lines to 6) but poetic 
expansion. 
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Wordsworth’s overinsistence on enjoying respite and freedom despite dismal and 
prison-like trappings ventriloquizes the dismissive claims of the gothic tyrant belittling 
the cry of pleading damsels: “‘The sanctuary is prophaned,’ said Ellena, mildly, but with 
dignity: ‘it is become a prison.’"  The response of the Radcliffean tyrant is 
simultaneously a threat and promise of protection:  
“I find,” said [Montoni], “that you were not in your chamber, last night; where 
were you?” Emily related to him some circumstances of her alarm, and 
entreated his protection from a repetition of them. “You know the terms of my 
protection,” said he; “if you really value this, you will secure it.” His open 
declaration, that he would only conditionally protect her, while she remained a 
prisoner in the castle, shewed Emily the necessity of an immediate compliance 
with his terms...119 
 
This apologetic rationalization for confinement, repeated over and again in gothic plots, 
rehearses narratives of female oppression as instances of misunderstanding and 
overreaction. The messages of female forbearance and an overarching dismissal of the 
victim’s experience is in effect the “lesson learned” at the end of Radcliffe’s novels.  
This revisionist narrative of female confinement yields a useful reminder of the 
critical tendencies in evaluating the literary history of 1780s women poets. These 
tendencies subscribe to the idea of productivity under duress and apply this to the lives of 
women writers. On the one hand, one can detect echoes of Ann Radcliffe and her trapped 
nuns in a comparison with Charlotte Smith and her laborious yet astoundingly productive 
literary output. Rumors circulated that Smith, who in fact composed much of Elegiac 
Sonnets within the confines of a debtor’s prison, was eventually driven to death by her 
dissolute husband and merciless editor, who pressured her to publish at an unrelenting 
rate until the end of her life. On the other hand, Smith’s success can be cast in a positive 
                                                




light, demonstrating, as Wordsworth writes, that “the prison, unto which we doom / 
Ourselves, no prison is.” In this version, the sonnet’s “scanty plot of ground” provided 
Smith with pastime and short solace, a path toward fame and an independent living, and 
the ability to support her family.  Thus, the safety of the sonnet’s modest space draws 
attention to the critical tendency to plant elements of the gothic upon the women’s sonnet 
tradition. Ultimately, linking the revival of the sonnet form to the plight of the gothic 
heroine paves the way for a sonnet tradition that, after the 1790s, becomes wrought with 
the gothic language of justified violence and female confinement. 
If Wordsworth’s “Nuns Fret Not” advocates a mode of female forbearance 
content within the convent cell, Keats’ “If By Dull Rhymes” goes even further, 
promoting the masochistic endurance of a bound figure. Keats not only argues that 
narrow rooms are not prisons; he goes so far as to seek out more chains, more fetters, and 
more constraint. He compares the Muse to the mythical Andromeda, whose thralldom 
represents the fate of the English sonnet. His claims of ecstasy despite physical restraint, 
of creativity despite limitations of form, celebrate a symbiotic relationship between 
psychic enthrallment and physical thrall. Here, Keats fetishizes a self-inflicted 
confinement that mixes pleasure with constraint: 
If by dull rhymes our English must be chained 
And, like Andromeda, the Sonnet sweet, 
Fettered in spite of pained Loveliness; 
Let us find out, if we must be constrain’d, 
Sandals more interwoven & complete 
To fit the naked foot of Poesy; 
Let us inspect the Lyre & weigh the stress 
Of every chord & see what may be gained 
By ear industrious & attention meet, 
Misers of sound & syllable no less 
Than Midas of his coinage, let us be 
Jealous of dead leaves in the bay wreath Crown; 
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So if we may not let the Muse be free, 
She will be bound with Garlands of her own.120 
 
Keats’ imagery builds upon gothic tropes in two ways. On a thematic level, the imagery 
of a lovely female figure chained helpless on a rock elicits associations with the ancient 
Greek myth of Andromeda and also with more recent reincarnations of female 
confinement from the gothic novel, especially Ellena of The Italian, who is kidnapped 
and held by the sea, then nearly murdered by her father Schedoni. Much like gothic 
romance, rather than calling for freedom or delivery, Keats’ poem sexualizes the bound 
heroine, who is all the more alluring when under duress of captivity. Keats’ Andromeda 
resembles Adeline from The Romance of the Forest: 
[A man] entered, leading, or rather forcibly dragging along, a beautiful girl, 
who appeared to be about eighteen. Her features were bathed in tears, and she 
seemed to suffer the utmost distress…He now seized the trembling hand of 
the girl, who shrunk aghast with terror, and hurried her towards La 
Motte...She sunk at his feet, and with supplicating eyes, that streamed with 
tears, implored him to have pity on her. Notwithstanding his present agitation, 
he found it impossible to contemplate the beauty and distress of the object 
before him with indifference…Pale and exhausted, [she] leaned for support 
against the wall. Her features, which were delicately beautiful, had gained 
from distress an expression of captivating sweetness: she had 
 “An eye 
 As when the blue sky trembles thro’ a cloud 
 Of purest white”... 
Part of her hair had fallen in disorder, while the light veil hastily thrown on, 
had, in her confusion, been suffered to fall back. Every moment of farther 
observation heightened the surprise of La Motte, and interested him more 
warmly in her favour.121 
 
A prisoner throughout the entirety of the novel, Adeline is an object of desire to countless 
characters, including Theodore, Louis, Monsieur de Montalt, and even Madame La 
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Motte, particularly due to her vulnerability.  Likewise, the most graphic lovemaking 
scene in The Monk takes place within the catacombs where Antonia is imprisoned and 
then raped: “He longed for the possession of her person; and even the gloom of the vault, 
the surrounding silence, and the resistance which He expected from her, seemed to give a 
fresh edge to his fierce and unbridled desires.”122 Keats’ sonnet echoes this fetishizing 
language as he sensually details the “naked” foot of the chained Muse and mixes violent 
with sensual language.      
 By the end of the sonnet, much as in “Nuns Fret Not,” Keats’ speaker offers the 
promise of free choice as a consolation for physical thrall: “She will be bound with 
Garlands of her own.” Yet this promise is exactly what the poet seeks to deprive rather 
than what he protects.  The mixture of erotic and restraining vocabulary creates an 
“interwoven” crossing of love and thralldom; this can be seen in the words “sweet” and 
“fettered,” “constrained” and “gained,” “jealous” and “naked.” Most of all, the jarring 
juxtaposition in “pained Loveliness” mirrors the poems’ central contradiction evident in 
the problematic conjunction, “fettered in spite of pained Loveliness.” These are not 
merely opposites that happen to be complementary, but rather necessary partners in a 
formula of gothic sadistic sophistry. 
For all the measured words in “If By Dull Rhymes,” (“inspect the Lyre,” “weigh 
the stress,” “ear industrious & attention meet”), the poem ends describing the Muse’s 
total rapture, and her physical enwrapment by a crown and garland of dead leaves.  This 
rapture and enrapture, thrall and enthrallment, mirrors the process described in 
Wordsworth’s Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, namely the transformation from a state of 
                                                




pain into one of pleasure. Such an argument for measurement uses rhetoric and 
rationalization to deflect attention away from the violent coercion that pervades the 
poem. The poet figure in “If By Dull Rhymes” perpetrates oppression but cleverly 
reenvisions this violence as a heroic act of self-restraint. 
 This violence invokes a particularly gendered revision of imprisonment, 
especially by the end of the poem, when Keats’ speaker instigates self-inflicted female 
violence, through a powerful use of chains and garland imagery.  While Wordsworth and 
Keats’ sonnets feature a male poet’s enthrallment of a female figure, both poems also 
argue for a female’s confinement of herself. The call in Keats’ final lines for a female to 
oppress herself can then be interpreted as a move of deflection: “So if we may not let the 
Muse be free, / She will be bound with Garlands of her own.” Here, a male poet casts his 
own subjugation by a female entity (a poet bound by his muse) into a narrative of a 
female entrapping herself. This insistence on female self-imprisonment serves as a 
sounding point for the female sonneteers explored in the remainder of this chapter. 
 Keats’ final image of self-binding garlands is particularly potent not only because 
it ensnares female figures, but because it gothicizes the sign of female poets, the garland. 
Keats’ speaker proposes that we be “jealous of dead leaves in the bay wreath Crown,” 
alluding to a male tradition of great sonneteers. But to extend the image of the laurel 
crown to that of bound garlands invokes a distinctly female image of entwining and 
asphyxiation.123  Garlands and tendrils, recurring images woven throughout the Elegiac 
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Sonnets, not only connected the elegiac sonnets of Smith to one another within a 
collection, but served as a shared trope among women poets. Charlotte Smith’s opening 
sonnet in Elegiac Sonnets describes garlands as a guide and path of female-inspired 
poetry: 
The partial muse has, from my earliest hours, 
Smiled on the rugged path I'm doomed to tread, 
And still with sportive hand has snatched wildflowers 
To weave fantastic garlands for my head;124 
 
Anna Seward similarly invokes the language of nature and garlands in conversation with 
a female interlocutor in “Sonnet XLIII: To May, in the Year 1783”: 
Nymph, no more 
Is thine to mourn beneath the scanty shade 
Of half-blown foliage, shivering to deplore 
Thy garlands immature, thy rites unpaid; 
Meads dropt with gold again to thee belong, 
Soft gales, luxuriant bowers, and wood-land song.125 
 
The language of laurels, garlands and bands is used by Mary Robinson, Letitia Elizabeth 
Landon, and later, by Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti as well. Keats 
renders their legacy in the form of an inanimate symbol, utilizing it as a weapon or tool 
for the imprisonment of the female figure. The language of being “bound” connects 
Keats’ poem to Wordsworth’s sonnet (“‘twas pastime to be bound / Within the sonnet’s 
scanty plot of ground”), as well as Christina Rossetti’s later “The Thread of Life” (“Thou 
too aloof bound with the flawless band /Of inner solitude; we bind not thee; / But who 
from thy self-chain shall set thee free?”).  
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125 Anna Seward, “Sonnet XLIII: To May, in the Year 1783” in Original Sonnets on Various Subjects; and 
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While the gender dynamics of this gothic mode in Wordsworth and Keats most 
often feature a male enthraller with a female captive, it is interesting to note that 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti echo this formulation on their own 
terms, representing scenes of female self-imprisonment.  By the 1860s, Barrett Browning 
and Rossetti were established as leaders of a new female tradition that made emboldened 
uses of the sonnet form, particularly in more elaborate sonnet sequences like Barrett 
Browning’s sonnet sequence, Sonnets from the Portuguese, Rossetti’s sonnet of sonnets, 
Monna Innominata and Rossetti’s double sonnet of sonnets, Later Life. These poets no 
doubt inherited the tradition of Charlotte Smith, composing poems that manifested 
domestic problems through the prosodic confinement of sonnet form.  The aesthetic and 
tonal qualities of Barrett Browning and Rossetti’s sonnets, however, draw more directly 
from the gothic undertones heard in Wordsworth and Keats’ sonnets.  
   
ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING: GOTHIC MOTHERHOOD AND THE WOMB AS PRISON 
 In the works of Barrett Browning, the discourse of entrapment and liberation is 
reimagined through the theme of gothic motherhood, while the prison becomes manifest 
in the essential site of the womb.  By drawing repeatedly on the double curse and 
benediction of motherhood, Barrett Browning develops the sonnet as a confined space of 
punishment, pain and violence, incarceration and liberation, where the mother figure 
serves as both liberator and oppressor. 
 Previous criticism has tended to align Barrett Browning’s works within either a 
male or a female tradition. Helen Cooper traced the evolution of Barrett Browning’s work 
from a line of female poets, and Angela Leighton called for the inclusion of Barrett 
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Browning and seven other major women poets in anthologies of 19th-century verse.  
Leighton emphasizes an independently formed tradition of women poets writing “against 
the heart.”126 On the other hand, Dorothy Mermin offered a way to contextualize EBB’s 
achievement within the “male Victorian line of major poets,” linking Barrett Browning’s 
works to those of Tennyson, Browning, Clough, Meredith, Swinburne, and D.G. 
Rossetti.127 Drawing from both sides of critical influence, the following section traces 
gothic elements with a particular emphasis on how Barrett Browning regothicized and 
feminized Romantic formulations of thrall used by male poets.  
To begin, there is certainly gothic content manifest in Barrett Browning’s works, 
including a long gothic ballad, “The Legend of the Brown Rosarie,” which the poet 
composed in 1839 against her doctor’s orders while bedridden, and deemed her “wild and 
wicked ballad.” 128 As mentioned previously, Barrett Browning’s own life is often 
described as a gothic narrative, not only due to her confinement enforced by a strict 
father, but also her lasting battle with disease. Browning was reported to have been 
consistently spitting blood and was indefinitely bedridden from 1838 to 1841. These 
years are described as a “legend of the ‘crypt,’” where, in the words of Marjorie Stone, 
“Victorian doctors lurk as villains in the antechamber and the ‘world’s wonder’ is a 
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helpless addict.”129 Stone mocks gothic descriptions of EBB’s life, echoing the language 
that we saw earlier in Keats’ representation of the sonnet: “At least in some popular 
versions, Miss Barrett is granted the legs to run away with the Perseus who rescues her, 
like Andromeda chained to the rock, from her dragon of a father -- Mr. Barrett, the 
patriarchal tyrant of Wimpole Street.”130 While critics disagree over the extent to which 
Barrett Browning herself actively promoted this self-image of the damsel confined in a 
gothic tower by a tyrannical patriarch, many scholars, led by Angela Leighton, have 
called for less reductive, biographical readings of Victorian women poets. Through a 
study of the gothic strains in Barrett Browning’s sonnets, we can achieve this by focusing 
on how EBB actively employs gothic imagery and tropes amidst her own conceptions of 
the sonnet form, rather than how she is written into a convenient gothic narrative.  
 “The Soul’s Expression,” the opening sonnet of Barrett Browning’s breakthrough 
collection, the 1844 Poems, forcefully embodies the plight of the female poet-speaker as 
both prisoner and imprisoner, oppressor and deliverer.131  By drawing on the trope of 
gothic motherhood to represent female lyric creation, Barrett Browning creates a model 
in which the poet-mother not only generates and entraps her infant (the poem itself) but 
also serves as the very space or prison from which the offspring is delivered. Within the 
                                                
129 Barrett Browning, who suffered from muscle weakness and exhaustion, is thought to have suffered from 
hypokalemic periodic paralysis, or HKPP, which involves potassium trapped in cells.  Anne Buchanan and 
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first two lines of this poem, we hear the voices of both the baby being born and the 
mother giving birth: 
With stammering lips and insufficient sound 
I strive and struggle to deliver right 
That music of my nature, day and night 
With dream and thought and feeling interwound, 
And inly answering all the senses round 
With octaves of a mystic depth and height 
Which step out grandly to the infinite 
From the dark edges of the sensual ground. 
This song of soul I struggle to outbear 
Through portals of the sense, sublime and whole, 
And utter all myself into the air: 
But if I did it, — as the thunder-roll 
Breaks its own cloud, my flesh would perish there, 
Before that dread apocalypse of soul.132 
 
In this sonnet, poetic creation is construed as the distinctly feminine act of giving birth, 
(“to deliver right”), ridden with insecurity and anxiety. The birth of a poem, a child, 
music, or one’s “song of soul,” becomes a struggle not just to “bear out,” as one would 
express in plain English, but rather to “outbear” it, an inversion performed to fit the 
sonnet’s rhyme scheme. This inversion creates the experience of struggle for a reader 
encountering this word for the first time, but it also imitates the backwards position of a 
baby that emerges from the womb feet first. This term, “outbear,” which means both to 
carry out and to endure suffering, demonstrates the stammering, striving and struggling of 
this poem’s difficult birth, and the pain it inflicts upon the mother-poet.   
Through this metaphor, the sonnet itself comes to represent the offspring as well 
as the space of the mother’s womb. Barrett Browning draws attention to the spatial 
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volume of the sonnet and its form through mention of an “octave,” which alludes to both 
the poet’s musical range and the first eight-line section of the sonnet. Meanwhile, “depth” 
and “height” suggest both the metric (horizontal) and fourteen-line (vertical) 
requirements of the stanza form. This formal space of the sonnet also figures as the space 
of the womb. The song or poem itself, the child birthed, is expressed in beautiful, 
confident language, stepping out grandly into the world in lines 3-7. But this space from 
which the child emerges, while described positively as “portals of the sense, sublime, and 
whole,” is also negatively and vaguely portrayed, as “the dark edges of the sensual 
ground.” These descriptions may describe the prison, the womb or the mouth from 
whence lyric is released, all portals of deliverance. With one final cry of labor pains, the 
poetess “utter[s] all [her]self into the air.” Amidst this vagueness of pronouns, the 
difficulty of distinguishing the child from the mother soon leads to conflict. 
 The poem, likening the creation of a poem to the delivery of a child, also 
conceives of deliverance in terms of liberty and freedom.  For the speaker to deliver this 
baby into the world would deliver the child from the confines of a womb; to “deliver 
right” further emphasizes the pride of such justice through liberation. The etymological 
closeness between deliverance and liberation vindicates the anguish of pain, all for a 
higher, just cause, heralded through the language of the “sublime” (line 10), “infinite” (l. 
7), and “grand” (l.7). Yet, in a surprise of the last three lines, we are made to reconsider 
these physical experiences as mere hypotheticals: “If I did it…my flesh would perish 
there.” The birthing process, if pursued, would result in a negation of the mother, an 
incompatibility that is accentuated by the assonance of “flesh” and “perish.” The 
mother’s deliverance is deliverance from a tyrant who could only possibly be herself: just 
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as she must “inly answer all the senses round” and “utter all self out,” she is being asked 
to eject something housed within her and connected to her, something “interwound.”   
 The speaker’s need to birth herself creates an unnatural paradox that resonates 
with Barrett Browning’s famous statement that she “look[ed] around for grandmothers 
and found none.” To “utter all myself into the air” creates an expected union of sound: 
the birthing pains of the mother overlap with the expected cry of the baby’s first breaths. 
Yet this poignant and potentially beautiful moment is compared to the “birth” of a 
foreboding storm in nature. Like the thunder-roll breaking its own cloud, this birth 
creates the sounds of a noisy growl and impending danger, not music. Moreover, the verb 
“breaks” draws attention to the physical violence of birth and tearing of the mother’s 
flesh. 
 As prisoner (of her soul’s expression), deliverer (the mother in labor), and the 
prison itself (the pregnant body and its womb), the speaker embodies a gothic trope of the 
struggle between mother and child for voice, air and life.  This struggle appears in the 
recurrent images of the suicidal and infanticidal mother, from the “Mad Mother” and the 
legend of Martha Ray in “The Thorn” from Lyrical Ballads, to the young Agnes who 
gives birth in the catacombs of The Monk. As Agnes is led down to her prison vault, the 
Domina shows no pity for the yet unborn child: “Expect no mercy from me either for 
yourself, or Brat. Rather pray, that Death may seize you before you produce it; Or if it 
must see the light, that its eyes may immediately be closed again for ever! No aid shall be 
given you in your labour; Bring your Offspring into the world yourself, Feed it yourself, 
Nurse it yourself, Bury it yourself.”133 Agnes’ infant, which starves soon after its birth, 
moves directly from the mother’s womb to the prison to the grave. In these stories, 
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mothers are represented as hysterical or suffering figures, intent upon murder or suicide 
as the only options of rest and liberation for their offspring. In many gothic plots, the 
location of birth and then infanticide is often the graveyard.  
These themes of motherhood, childbirth and confinement converge most 
politically in Wollstonecraft’s incomplete gothic novella Maria, or the Wrongs of 
Woman, which begins with its protagonist distracted by phantasmal visions of her infant 
child while immured in a prison cell. In this setting, the womb is but a safe prison before 
a baby girl’s deliverance into a life of figurative bondage. Wollstonecraft’s language in 
Maria is famously and politically charged: “Marriage has bastilled me for life”; “the 
world is a vast prison” where women are “born slaves.” Though Maria remained a 
fragment, Wollstonecraft had planned out the tragic ending in note form: “Pregnancy—
Miscarriage—Suicide.”134 According to these drafts, Maria’s suicide is motivated by 
visions of her dead infant: “She swallowed the laudanum…Her murdered child again 
appeared to her, mourning for the babe of which she was the tomb.”135 Eventually, in the 
published version, Maria is reunited with her infant child and decides to live; yet her 
maternal instincts are still tinged with the threat of infanticide: “She caught her to her 
bosom, and burst into a passion of tears—then, resting the child gently on the bed, as if 
afraid of killing it,—she put her hands to her eyes, to conceal as it were the agonizing 
struggle of her soul.”136 As in Barrett Browning’s poem, the soul and womb become sites 
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for “agonizing struggle,” sources of reproductive power but more a prison of suffering. 
Here, confinement as productive state is cast in terms of fecundity and reproduction. 
Also recruiting the language of motherhood, but to describe authorial production 
itself, William Godwin, in the role of editor, justifies the relatively simple plot of 
Wollstonecraft’s notes on Maria. “In reality, these hints, simple as they are, are pregnant 
with passion and distress. It is the refuge of barren authors only, to crowd their fictions 
with so great a number of events, as to suffer no one of them to sink into the reader’s 
mind.”137  Speaking of Wollstonecraft’s writing in terms of fertility, Godwin casts 
uninspired writers as sterile mothers. In this comparison, authorship is presented as a 
female act of creation, where the very model of prolific reproduction is true to the 
practicalities of physical childbirth; a good author is not pregnant with joy and life, but 
with passion and distress. 
Wollstonecraft too defends her work by resisting the model of the mad mother, 
driven by hysteria and suffering: “Surely there are a few, who will dare to advance before 
the improvement of the age, and grant that my sketches are not the abortion of a 
distempered fancy, or the strong delineations of a wounded heart.”138 Following her death 
from complications in childbirth, Wollstonecraft’s capacity for motherhood was 
notoriously attacked by detractors who construed her death as punishment from divine 
will.  For Wollstonecraft, whose personal history included two suicide attempts, Maria’s 
progression of “pregnancy—miscarriage—suicide” encapsulates a realistic narrative that 
spells the collapse of female domestic bliss.  The language of abortion, which pervades 
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Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein as well, becomes the very basis for gothic parenthood. In 
gothic tales, and even in gothically flavored historical events, literary production 
develops hand in hand with grotesque, abortive imagery; moreover, this language of 
abortion and miscarriage becomes typified in the works Wollstonecraft, Radcliffe and 
Lewis within the context of imprisonment and murder.  Thus, a poem like Barrett 
Browning’s “The Soul’s Expression,” which poetically formalizes the prison unto which 
all women are born, draws more from the gothic traditions of Wollstonecraft than from 
the elegiac tradition of Smith.  The ease of female lyric expression, a cliché established 
through the staggeringly prolific verse of Charlotte Smith, Hannah More, Mary 
Robinson, and Felicia Hemans, becomes recast here not as wistful, elegiac song but as 
the groans and painful utterances of a difficult childbirth, where delivery is always 
colored by the threat of barrenness, abortion or death. 
As if answering Keats’ call, Barrett Browning builds upon Wollstonecraft’s 
example of prisons that are not simply created by men, but perpetuated by women 
themselves. While Maria casts the womb as a metaphorical cell to represent the 
oppressive world in which women are born, Barrett Browning recreates the prison within 
the space of the sonnet, circumscribing the literary womb as a site from which the music 
of her soul must deliver itself.  The overlap between womb, prison and sonnet yields a 
locus for competition between productivity and oppression. Here, the restraint of 
adhering to sonnet form is no longer romanticized.  
The anxieties of imprisonment are also present in Barrett Browning’s 1844 sonnet 
“The Prisoner,” which describes the experience of a speaker trapped indoors and 
deprived of a fresh world of nature outside.  Listening from inside, she zeroes in on a 
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range of sounds, from “all things summer-mute” to “nature’s lute,” the shutting of a door, 
and “a strange wild music to the prisoner’s ears.” This sensory overcharge is similar to 
that expressed in the manuscript discovered by Adeline in Radcliffe’s Romance of the 
Forest, where the extended journal of a victim imprisoned within a ruined abbey boils 
over in fear each time he detects a sound from the outside.139  
I count the dismal time by months and years 
Since last I felt the green sward under foot, 
And the great breath of all things summer-mute 
Met mine upon my lips. Now earth appears 
So strange to me as dreams of distant spheres 
Or thoughts of heaven we weep at. Nature’s lute 
Sounds on, behind his door so closely shut, 
A strange wild music to the prisoner’s ears, 
Dilated by the distance, till the brain 
Grows dim with fancies which it feels too fine: 
While ever, with a visionary pain, 
Past the precluded senses, sweep and shine 
Streams, forests, glades, and many a golden train 
Of sunlit hills transfigured to divine.140 
 
While this poem draws on Barrett Browning’s personal experiences as a patient confined 
to bed rest, it consistently links the sonnet form to the space of a prison and the duration 
of a prison sentence.  The sonnet is sprinkled with metapoetic touches. The prisoner 
presents herself as one who counts the days of her extended sentence: “I count the dismal 
time of months and years.” This counting is likened to the counting of a formally 
                                                
 
139 “O sound of despair! O moment of unutterable anguish! The pang of death itself is, surely, not superior 
to that I then suffered. Shut out from day, from friends, from life--for such I must foretell it--in the prime of 
my years, in the height of my transgressions, and left to imagine horrors more terrible than any, perhaps, 
which certainty could give...Three days have now passed in solitude and silence...When I awake in the 
morning I think I shall not live to see another night; and, when night returns, that I must never more 
unclose my eyes on morning. Why am I brought hither--why confined thus rigorously--but for death! Yet 
what action of my life has deserved this at the hand of a fellow creature?” Radcliffe, The Romance of the 
Forest, 131-2. 
 
140 Barrett Browning, “The Prisoner,” 240. 
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conscientious poet, who measures metrical pacing in “feet.” For this prisoner-poet, liberty 
and poetic creation are memories of the past, a long time having passed “since last I felt 
the green sward under foot.”  This riff on poetic feet yearning to take free steps shows a 
poet yearning for lyric inspiration through “the great breath of all things summer-mute.” 
Yet all this lyrically charged poetic freedom and roving of feet is now but a distant 
memory; the speaker waits out a punitive sentence, measuring time in units of “months,” 
“years” and feet.  
“The Prisoner” presents a potentially gothic space through its description of a 
compact cell. Reminiscent of a lonely dungeon, the sonnet’s setting is closed off from the 
vivid world of the sun, streams, forests and glades. From a historical perspective, it is 
interesting to note that the punitive isolation represented in Barrett Browning’s “The 
Prisoner” more probably draws upon fictive examples of gothic prisons and incarcerated 
damsels rather than on contemporary life, as solitary imprisonment was not actively 
practiced in England until extensive prison reform culminating in the 1850s.  Recent 
studies, like The Self in the Cell by Sean Grass, have worked to revise the notion of 
solitary confinement as a common theme of nineteenth-century prison life. Until the 
1860s, when the jails featuring solitary confinement began to be built more regularly 
throughout England, the prison was actually an area of bustling activity and 
community.141 Barrett Browning, writing in 1844, would not have conceived of this sort 
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prostitutes were free to enter and leave the space as needed. The better-funded prisons “resembled market 
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of lone imprisonment within an English context.142 Thus the poetic setting of Barrett 
Browning’s prisoner, threatened by isolation and madness, did not draw directly from 
contemporary English life but from fictive, non-contemporary representatives of life in 
jail, including gothic ones. 
Within this sonnet, the speaker’s confinement within a prison space gives way to 
hallucination or madness, with visions that are even “too fine” for the speaker to accept. 
Imprisonment has not only blunted her lucidity (“the brain/ grows dim”) but has also 
worn away the speaker’s refinement, causing the poetic music of nature to sound wild 
and strange in her ears. This representation of the feral prisoner recalls the dark, 
unpublished endings of Caleb Williams and Maria, where the final scenes of separated 
confinement present the psychological decline and unraveling hysteria of their 
protagonists. Barrett Browning’s poem, however, conveys a more muted expression of 
bondage, adhering to the language of restraint and frailty.  
Though “The Prisoner” is not an overt defense of the sonnet, the metapoetic 
touches running throughout the poem reveal Barrett Browning’s participation in a larger 
sonnet tradition. At several moments, Barrett Browning indirectly pays homage to 
Wordsworth, echoing his “Intimations of Immortality” but without claiming a place 
among a lineage of male poets.  Towards the sonnet’s end, the speaker of “The Prisoner” 
refers to a “visionary pain,” echoing Wordsworth’s “visionary gleam” at the end of his 
Intimations Ode.143 Soon after, the asyndetic list of “streams, forests, glades, and many a 
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golden train / Of sunlit hills transfigured to divine” echoes the famous spondees of 
Wordsworth’s “Ships, towers, domes, theatres, and temples [that] lie.”144 Conscientiously 
riffing on these famous landmarks of the male tradition, Barrett Browning responds to the 
rhythmic patterns of Wordsworth. However, in an important inversion, Barrett 
Browning’s speaker is negatively invoking these lines that show such vistas and poetic 
range; in her version, this strong spondaic line enumerates just what is deprived from her 
senses due to her captivity indoors.   
The sonnet, as a space of imprisonment, bars her from majestic nature, its 
“streams, forests, glades” and “sunlit hills.” It relegates her within the indoor space of 
darkness, dimmed senses and visionary pain instead.  Physical limitation is thematically 
gendered in other sonnets of Barrett Browning’s 1844 Poems as well. In “George Sand: 
A Desire,” which appears two poems before “The Prisoner,” Sand is depicted within the 
setting of an “applauded circus.” The following “George Sand: A Recognition” 
acknowledges the captivity of women who are excluded from the genius and freedom of 
men: “dost deny/ The woman’s nature with a manly scorn,/ And break away the gauds 
and armlets worn/ By weaker women in captivity?”145 In contrast, Wordsworth’s vista in 
the third sonnet of Barrett Browning’s collection, “On a Portrait of Wordsworth by R.R. 
                                                                                                                                            
143 “Whither is fled the visionary gleam? Where is it now, the glory and the dream?” William Wordsworth, 
“Ode: Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood,” in The Poetical Works of 
William Wordsworth, 2nd ed., ed. Ernest De Selincourt (Oxford: Clarendon, 1959), lines 56-7. 
 
144 William Wordsworth, “Composed upon Westminster Bridge, September 3, 1802,” line 6. 
 




Haydon,” positions him high up on Helvellyn mountain.146 In the 1844 Poems, for Barrett 
Browning, sonnets seem to physically free men but confine women.  
Barrett Browning bookends her 1844 sonnets with strong examples of painful, 
laboring “delivery” by a female poet marked by physical and womb-like confinement. 
While “The Soul’s Expression” begins the collection with a model of a stammering, self 
struggle to “outbear” her song, the sonnets end with similar stammering, linking the 
“insufficient sound” in line 1 of the first sonnet to the “Insufficiency” of the last sonnet’s 
title.147  “The Prisoner,” the penultimate sonnet of this collection, is followed by 
“Insufficiency,” where the poet-speaker’s poetic utterance, like labor, overtakes her body 
with all-consuming undulations: “When I attain to utter forth in verse / Some inward 
thought, my soul throbs audibly/ Along my pulses.”148 This bodily self-imprisonment 
represents the extreme and gothic confinement embodied by the figure of the female 
sonneteer. Always writing from within a position of confinement, and recruiting the 
tradition of the women’s sonnet cell, Barrett Browning ends this final sonnet in the 1844 





                                                
146 “Wordsworth upon Helvellyn! Let the cloud / Ebb audibly along the mountain-wind,” lines 1-2. 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “On a Portrait of Wordsworth by B.R. Haydon,” 228.   
 
147 Barrett Browning, “Insufficiency,” 240. 
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CHRISTINA ROSSETTI: THE PREDETERMINED ENDINGS OF BOUTS-RIMÉS IN MAUDE 
The gothic discourse of entrapment continues to inform sonnets by Christina 
Rossetti.  While Rossetti’s early collections incorporated relatively few sonnets, her later 
works, especially A Pageant and Other Poems (1881), featured so many that she included 
a prefatory sonnet to explain the presence of the “many sonnets” in the collection.150 As if 
in response to Keats’ call for sandals “more interwoven and complete,” Rossetti creates 
yet more confinement through her signature repetition of sounds, which has been noticed 
by various scholars. This is especially evident in the three sonnets that make up “The 
Thread of Life,” published in 1881, which recruits the familiar imagery of blooming 
flowers, laurels and garlands associated with women’s poetry.151 These sonnets are 
marked by frequent anaphora and repetition, moments which Eric Griffith dwells on as 
instances when Rossetti’s “verbal needle seems stuck in a groove.”152 The second sonnet 
features an aggregation of the word “I,” which Joseph Phelan identifies as a self-
confinement: “It is just this ‘I’ she has created for herself through her poetry,” he 
suggests, “that has become her ‘prison.’”153 The incessant repetitions of words internal to 
the lines create a new form and aural pattern, drawing our attention away from the end-
                                                
150 “Sonnets are full of love, and this my tome / Has many sonnets: so here now shall be / One sonnet 
more...” Christina Rossetti, “Dedicatory Sonnet,” in A Pageant and Other Poems (London: Macmillan, 
1881), 144.  
 
151 Christina Rossetti, “The Thread of Life,” in The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti, vol. 2, ed. R.W. 
Crump (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1986), 122-123. 
 
152 Eric Griffiths, “The Disappointment of Christina G. Rossetti.” Essays in Criticism 47, no. 2 (1997): 108. 
Angela Leighton proposes a purely aural response to these sounds of repetition, pointing toward the 
tautological or self-echoing effects. Angela Leighton, “On the ‘hearing ear’: Some Sonnets of the 
Rossettis” Victorian Poetry 47, no. 3 (Fall 2009): 505-516. “Instead of looking at the technical formalities 
of the sonnet, its lines, rhyme scheme, and meter, I want to try listening, to the way the sonnet becomes a 
shape in the ear, a sound-work or rhythm,” 505. 
 




rhymes of the sonnet form. In these poems, the characteristics of the sonnet (fourteen 
lines defined by patterned end rhymes) do not dominate the sound of the poem, but are 
overshadowed by a new, unexpected form of repetition that emerges from the speaker’s 
fixations. In such examples, writing within the sonnet form comes so naturally and 
uninhibited that the real formal restriction, particularly the narrow range of vocabulary 
and sounds, emerge from within, not from without. The “threads” here serve as binding 
garlands, where Rossetti’s formal choices perform a certain determinism that time and 
again ends in a thematic and structural self-enclosure of the speaker-poet’s “my,” “mine” 
and “I.” 
 The notion of the self as more limiting and dictatorial than sonnet form itself is 
most vividly illustrated in Rossetti’s novella Maude, which features a budding poet and 
her experimentation with bouts-rimés. In bouts-rimés, a game that Dante and Christina 
Rossetti played in their childhood, cards with word rhymes are selected at random and 
each player constructs a sonnet using the given end-words.  Showcasing this 
“spontaneous” exercise of sonnet-writing in Maude, Rossetti creates a situation in which 
the form’s rigidity still allows for a wide diversity of content.  However, even when 
adhering to the same chosen rhyme words and working within the dictated skeletal 
structure of the sonnet, each contestant inevitably reveals her own nature. In other words, 
it is not the sonnet form that dictates the limits of each poem, but the poet’s personality.  
Critics have offered dark, gothic readings of Maude, pointing to Maude’s 
“uncanny,” “self-mortifying impulse” and her Lacanian death drive.154 Suzanne 
Waldman identifies physical signs that Maude is possessed by other spirits, judging from 
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the way her complexion pales and her eyes light up; a baby at the party even howls when 
Maude holds her.155 The ending to Maude is especially gothic, as Maude surrenders in 
her struggle to “come right,” and her final days of poetic production are cast in terms of 
sickness and sterility. Retiring from the company of family and friends, Maude retreats to 
her bedroom to compose more poems, an act which is represented in terms of vampiric 
enervation. The young Agnes, tending to Maude and her headache, discovers her crying, 
overtired and writing in the cold. At the end of her life, Maude suffers from a cryptic, 
undescribed wound reminiscent of Coleridge’s “Christabel” after a mysterious carriage 
accident. She refuses to take the Holy Communion for fear of profaning Holy Things.156 
But while the ending to Maude and select passages are sprinkled with elements that make 
it comparable to Goblin Market, the better part of the novella is not homogeneously 
gothic. Much of the novella takes place in high society, featuring birthday parties and 
ladies’ luncheons. In the following section, however, I argue that the gothic is prevalent 
even in the playful sections of the novella featuring bouts-rimés. Each instance of sonnet 
composition in the bouts-rimés model is tinged by a potent sense of fear, threat and 
mystery, not just in the thematic morbidity of these poems, but in the sense of 
imprisonment within one’s personality that is demonstrated through the game’s 
challenge. In addition, Rossetti insists upon an ambivalently satirical portrayal of the 
elegiac sonneteer throughout the novella. This theme of self-imprisonment, along with 
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156 “My side is dreadfully hurt; I looked at it this morning for the first time, but hope never again to see so 
shocking a sight. The pain now and then is extreme, though not always so; sometimes, in fact, I am 
unconscious of any injury.” All citations from Maude are from Christina Rossetti: Poems and Prose, ed. 




Rossetti’s exaggerated use of the character of female sonneteer, links Maude to the 1790s 
gothic novel tradition.  
In an early scene of Maude, a competition of bouts-rimés foreshadows the future 
and fate of three girls at a birthday party. But even as humorous and light-hearted verse, 
Maude’s sonnet betrays an underlying moroseness that is both ironic and cynical. Of the 
four girls presented, one named Mary refuses to participate and only watches; by the 
story’s end, she is the only girl who gets married and enjoys a colorful life of travel and 
family.  Of the three girls who do agree to participate in the game, first comes the 
reluctant Agnes, who writes a simple poem in the conditional about what she would 
rather be doing: “Would that I were a turnip white, / Or raven black, / Or miserable 
hack…Or weary donkey with a laden back...Rather than writing.”157 Maude, the expert 
poet in the room, offers a single critique of this poem, that it is lacking in steady iambic 
pentameter: “Might I however venture to hint that my sympathy with your sorrows would 
have been greater, had they been expressed in metre?”158 Against the standards of an 
elegiac poet like Charlotte Smith, Agnes’ sonnet, which often dips into dimeter and 
tetrameter, is not formally close enough to standard sonnet form to elicit true sympathy. 
The character of Maude, whose strict judgment prioritizes form over content, represents a 
cold, unfeeling girl, the very caricature of a strict poetess driven by numbers and meter. 
Next, a girl named Magdalen offers a poem that imagines the dutiful work of 
“good fairies dressed in white,” busily working on menial tasks to keep all right with 
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nature and the world.159 These whimsical deities or nymphs sweep away faded leaves, 
bind back stray tendrils, teach water-lily heads to “swim,” and dye pale roses a warmer 
shade of pink. Magdalen’s sonnet is a proper poem celebrating both religion and formal 
order, where feminine figures keep things where they belong, maintaining a life that is 
measured, tilled, pruned and orderly. When asked her opinion, (“Well, Maude?”), Maude 
offers no technical appraisal of the poem, except to say that hearing Magdalen’s “verses 
make me tremble for my own.”  This is because Magdalen’s poem is generative, offering 
a rustic vision of gardening, hard work, and devotion to maintaining God’s creations. 
Maude’s sonnet, meanwhile, offers visions of destruction, presenting the punitive side of 
God where form is not maintained, but critiqued. 
The opening octave of the third sonnet, the one by Maude, also samples the broad 
diversity of life in society, but the sestet is smugly satirical with a touch of violence.  
Some ladies dress in muslin full and white 
Some gentlemen in cloth succinct and black; 
Some patronize a dog-cart, some a hack, 
Some think a painted Clarence only right. 
Youth is not always such a pleasing sight, 
Witness a man with tassels on his back; 
Or woman in a great-coat like a sack 
Towering above her sex with horrid height. 
If all the world were water fit to drown 
There are some whom you would not teach to swim, 
Rather enjoying if you saw them sink; 
Certain old ladies dressed in girlish pink, 
With roses and geraniums on their gown:-- 
Go to the Bason, poke them o’er the rim.’--160 
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The noticeable anaphora of “some” visually presents the dogged insistence that drives 
Maude’s cataloging of the world.  Cast in perfect iambic pentameter, these four lines 
demonstrate the strict rhythmic regularity Maude had suggested to her friend Agnes. The 
transition from the generally harmless octave to the punitive sestet reveals her aversion to 
poor fashion tastes or uncomely appearances. At heart, she is exasperated by images 
where one’s dress is unsuitable to the person wearing it: men should not wear tassels; 
women should not be too tall nor wear masculine coats; old ladies should not wear 
flowery dresses meant for young girls. As a poet criticizing her society, Maude cannot 
accept it when form does not fit content. Thus, while the octave of this sonnet establishes 
that there is diversity in the world, the sestet argues that every person should submit to 
the decorum of proper form, dressing appropriately to one’s age, height, complexion and 
beauty, without denying or masking oneself.  
 The difficulty of creating a decorous pairing between dress and personality, form 
and content, is at its heart the very challenge of bouts-rimés, and Maude’s sonnet argues 
for a certain determinism that resists the flexibility of appearance or dress. In this game, 
the form is already provided: the skeleton of fourteen lines, iambic pentameter and the 
end rhymes are already established. While each character constructs a poem on her own, 
the real compositional challenge is for Rossetti, the single author who, by using the same 
tools and form, must create three distinct poems that match the characters of Agnes, 
Magdalen and Maude. This round of bouts-rimés is more an occasion for Rossetti to 
display her technical skill and most importantly her skill of matching formal appearances 
with the personality of each girl while using the same words of “white,” “black,” “hack,” 
“right,” “sight,” “back,” “sack,” “height,” “drown,” “swim,” “sink,” “pink,” “gown,” and 
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“rim.”  The bouts-rimés sonnets written by Agnes, Magdalen and Maude, like “The 
Thread of Life,” presents three sonnets interwoven with repeated words that are 
indicative of an underlying single author bound to herself. 
The question of exposing or masking the poet behind multiple speakers becomes 
the central challenge in a composition of bouts-rimés. For instance, Rossetti reveals her 
mastery in the way that she utilizes the word “drown” three times: Agnes uses it 
figuratively and in the subjunctive: “Or would I were straw catching as I drown / (A 
wretched landsman I who cannot swim).” Magdalen negates the potential for drowning, 
“fishing for a fly lest it should drown.” Only Maude creates a picture of death through her 
dry wit, and an apocalyptic version of death at that: “If all the world were water fit to 
drown / There are some whom you would not teach to swim, / Rather enjoying if you saw 
them sink.” As if weaving literary tapestries that signal their fate through “The Thread of 
Life,” each fictional sonnet writer within the novella cannot help but imprint a damning 
biographical impulse upon her poem. This revalues a familiar conceit of the Romantic 
sonnet revival: not only does Rossetti argue through Wordsworth’s assertion that “the 
prison, unto which we doom / Ourselves, no prison is”; she goes a step further, resonating 
with Barrett Browning’s acute awareness of an imprisoning self, to show that the poet 
herself, not formal strictures, limits and imprisons her soul’s expression.  Alternately 
conjuring images of deluge or last judgment, Maude and Magdalen’s spiritual characters 
are more defining than any conventions of rhyme and meter; one is more apt to be stifled 
by her personality than her clothing. Moreover, the narrator’s obsession with each party-
goer’s appearance is a reflection of Maude’s pessimistic obsession with form, and the 
internal, suffocating impulse to judge that drives her poetry.  
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 Maude’s apocalyptic poem contributes to a poetics of inevitability that 
emphasizes the certainty of determined endings on multiple levels. This inevitability 
manifests in the sense of dictated end rhymes and in the unavoidable personality revealed 
in the poems of each girl-poet. This sense of predetermined endings also contains gothic 
inflections: Maude insists upon determining punishments for the party-goers based on 
each of their peccadilloes. As a mock-gothic heroine, Maude’s character is driven 
throughout the novella towards an unexplained but unavoidable gothic demise. Just as 
form in bouts-rimés is not only predicted but spelled out, each character that appears in 
Maude’s sonnet or at the party cannot escape the doom of their character. More 
specifically, each person’s attempt to adjust their form and dress fails to mask their true 
character.  Thus, Maude’s poetry features the thematic tension between flexibility of form 
and inevitability. While the process of sonnet writing allows for the opportunity of 
twisting and tweaking words, the ending to Maude marks her eventual failure to “come 
right,” resulting in her mysterious death.  This message of determinism is a particularly 
gothic one, I argue, not only because of the poem’s morbid tendencies, but because the 
young poet cannot escape inheriting gothic portrayals of the female sonneteer and elegist. 
The nature of Maude’s character and her party rhymes can be attributed to the sense of 
somber elegy that the characters within Maude detect in the young girl’s poems but have 
no way to account for.  Maude functions much like the 1790s gothic novel in satirizing 
clichés of melancholia, elegy and autobiography associated with the female sonneteer. In 
other words, Maude is both a ridiculous gothic heroine and a serious female sonneteer 
figure, the focal point of the novella is the tension between these two figures. Maude thus 
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embodies a meditation upon sonnet composition and a satire of the figure of the 
sonneteer.  
Both the female sonnet tradition and Maude are preoccupied with biographical 
impositions upon the poet’s life. Throughout Maude, both the narrator and characters 
express anxiety about the legitimacy of the autobiographical mode of Maude’s poems =. 
The jarring mismatch between Maude’s young, innocent character and her seemingly 
cynical, jaded outlook is yet another manifestation of this clash between form and 
content. From the very beginning of the novel, both the narrator and Maude’s 
acquaintances question whether her melancholy poems are merely a pose: “Some 
pronounced that she wrote very foolishly about things she could not possibly understand; 
some wondered if she really had any secret source of uneasiness; while some simply set 
her down as affected. Perhaps there was a degree of truth in all these opinions.”161 This 
passage suggests that readers of melancholic verse look for biographical justifications for 
its sorrow.  Skeptical readers of Charlotte Smith’s verse warned that such melancholia 
and solipsism could lead to dark, gothic fantasies; Anna Seward, a rival poet, accused 
Smith’s elegiac poems of promoting “dark dreams of suicide.”162  The model of bouts-
rimés as a light-hearted drawing-room game reframes this problem: the sonnet seems no 
longer a fervent expression of true feeling in the heightened amatory or devotional mode. 
Instead, it becomes an occasional, offhand task, something to be pieced together in a few 
minutes of leisure.  Thus, any seriously elegiac or devotional sonnet produced in a round 
of bouts-rimés suggests mere convention on the part of the elegist. Written in company, 
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rather than in solitude, these sonnets open up the potentiality for ironic or mocking 
renditions of the sonnet form. The young girls in Maude, celebrating a fifteenth birthday 
without much to lament yet emulating the works of Milton, Smith and Wordsworth, 
almost descend into caricature. 
It is significant then that throughout the novella Maude writes in either common 
meter or sonnet form.  The elevation of religious verse and the sonnet tradition, pitched 
against the entertaining, inconsequential mode of party rhymes, accentuates the crisis of 
interpretation that Maude’s friends and neighbors face. Does she compose true 
melancholy verse in the vein of her forebears, or simply an imitation or ironized version 
of it? Maude, immediately upon completing a poem about suffering and heart-sickness, 
simply “yawned, leaned back, and wondered how she should fill up the time till 
dinner.”163  Through such moves, Rossetti mocks and resists the assumption that 
women’s poetry must necessarily draw on biography. But the connection between 
melancholic verse and personal distress is central to the guilt and damning fate of the 
young poet: Maude’s only sin is the unexplained melancholy she experiences for a girl 
whose life does not warrant such feelings, or in other words, an unjustified mismatch 
between form and character. 
Indeed, Maude aligns itself with the 1790s gothic novel because of the way it 
engages in dark and ambiguous satire.  It is precisely the ambiguity of Maude’s personal 
suffering that makes the reception of her poems so bewildering. Until the mysterious 
carriage ride towards the end of the novella, there is no ostensible loss or trauma that 
justifies her elegiac mode. Unlike Charlotte Smith, who bore the burdens of an adulterous 
husband, widowhood and financial struggle, Maude harbors an unarticulated but self-
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devouring sense of religious guilt. This heavy morbidity, amidst the cheer of her sunny 
cousins, a happy family life and countless parties, presents an ironic portrayal of the 
overly sensitive female protagonist. To some extent, this can be read as a commentary on 
the conventions that confined women poets; if a woman wanted to write, she necessarily, 
reductively fell into the elegiac tradition. Indeed, Maude resembles a morose version of 
Udolpho’s Emily St. Aubert, whose wistful sonnets like “The Bat” and “Go, pencil!” are 
lyrical and melancholy, yet almost laughable and trivial in content. 
The gothic novel incorporates the form for its “fine touches” of poetry and, 
potentially, as an occasion for acerbic satire.  The sonnets embedded throughout The 
Mysteries of Udolpho are at once poems by an inexperienced, sentimental character like 
Emily as well as the work of the professional writer Ann Radcliffe.  To be sure, Emily, as 
a fictional stand-in for all the Charlotte Smiths and “poetesses” of England, can be read 
as over-sensitive and self-wallowing; she is admonished by her equally sensitive father 
not to indulge too much in her emotions.  In this vein, the poems she supposedly 
composes reek of melodrama that is rendered ridiculous and mundane: the premise of 
“Go, pencil!” is hardly less ridiculous than William Beckford’s purposely satirical 
“Elegiac Sonnet on a Mopstick,” a cheeky nudge at the domestic travails of Charlotte 
Smith. The confines of the elegiac sonnet form itself, much like the gothic prison or 
convent cell, become a site for laughable female effusion and overcharged sentimentality.  
This exaggeration is intensified in Radcliffe’s novels when she juxtaposes such moments 




At stake in this potential devaluation of the elegiac sonnet is the issue of 
domesticity as a questionable occasion for true misery.  Conceived as a safe space, the 
space of the home, or even a convent cell, can purport true danger to some, but 
melodrama and solipsism to others. Thus, the potentiality for satire is twofold. First, 
readers may harbor suspicions that a young female figure like Maude, safely tucked away 
within a domestic sphere, should ever be justified in composing genuine elegy from the 
comforts of house and home. Second, even if Charlotte Smith does serve as a paragon for 
true domestic elegy expressed in sonnet form, succeeding fictional versions of her fall 
flat.  Coleridge, for example, considered most passages of poetry in Radcliffe’s novels to 
be “mediocre at best.”164  
The overlap of figures in the female sonnet-writing tradition is layered and 
complex: we have Charlotte Smith and her generation of 1780s sonnet writers; Emily, 
Adeline and Ellena, gothic heroines as offhand sonneteers who echo Charlotte Smith; and 
Radcliffe, the true author of the embedded sonnets. This layering applies more broadly 
and unfolds yet further: In Maude, we have Maude, in her double incarnations as the 
young, carefree girl and as the truly suffering poet; the model of a true elegiac poet who 
suffers from true domestic travails (someone like Charlotte Smith); Maude’s playmates 
and fellow bouts-rimés contestants; and finally, Christina Rossetti, the true orchestrator 
behind all the bouts-rimés and sonnet triptychs.   This multiplicity is at heart the question 
of satire and ambiguity that we confront in reading Maude.  Is Maude an equal figure to 
Charlotte Smith and to Rossetti herself? Or are Maude and her poems a laughable 
                                                
 





imitation of the plights that real women suffer? What true personality does the talented 
chameleon poet of Maude hold inside? The ambiguity that forces us to consider Maude as 
both a gothic satire and as a gothic text itself offers a critique of the biographical 
expectations that have affected the reception of women sonneteers, from Smith to Barrett 
Browning to Rossetti. Maude exemplifies forms of sonnet self-imprisonment while 
testing limits of female autobiography and melodramatic self-satire. 
 This tension between donning new forms and inevitably exposing oneself arises 
again in a scene where Maude composes a poem that casts herself and her two cousins as 
three nuns.  A final triptych of poems, entitled “Three Nuns,” highlights Maude’s failure 
in channeling three separate persons in three sonnets. Again, the effect here is one of 
impending inevitability and the impossibility of escaping one’s nature.  Maude expresses 
anxiety over being personally mistaken for the characters in these poems and at the same 
time insists upon the resemblance of her figures to her friends. Of the three friends 
presented, Magdalen is the only one who has actually become a nun; yet Maude imposes 
herself and her cousin clumsily onto the nun figures in the poem, though with an 
important disclaimer:  “The first Nun no one can suspect of being myself, partly because 
my hair is far from yellow and I do not wear curls; partly because I never did anything 
half so good as profess. The second might be Mary, had she mistaken her vocation. The 
third is Magdalen, of course.”165 Maude’s composition of “The Three Nuns” offers a 
telling parallel to Rossetti’s composition of the three poems earlier in the novel, at the 
round of bouts-rimés.  
                                                




In the round of bouts-rimés at the beginning of Maude, each poem allowed for the 
characterization of each girl poet’s true persona, while the three successive sonnets 
ultimately displayed the true mastery of the novella’s one author, Christina Rossetti. This 
exercise showcased her ability to single-handedly create three separate, fictional 
characters.  Here, however, Maude attempts what Rossetti achieves, but fails to 
completely erase herself from the combination: rather than writing a three-part poem 
channeling Agnes, Mary and Magdalen, her own personality emerges too forcefully in 
the figure of the first nun, and she must clumsily rationalize this with assurances about 
uncorresponding hair color and spiritual weakness. In this sense, self-effacement poses an 
artistic challenge for the female poet, for whom achieving the status of the chameleon 
poet is an ideal made nearly impossible due to the conventions of reading women’s 
poetry biographically. Moreover, in each group of sonnets, forces are at work that drive 
the poet in dark directions, contributing to the novella’s poetics of doom and inevitability. 
Maude’s dominating dark strain, in which the poet’s persona overtakes her sonnets, 
enacts the trope of predetermined gothic endings so forcefully ingrained in this work. 
Needless to say, it is nearly impossible to offer a reading of Maude that does not 
compare the protagonist with Rossetti herself. Tricia Lootens reminds us that the desire to 
evaluate the Romantic and Victorian women poets biographically upholds a habitual 
mode of hagiography that literary criticism tends towards still.166 The problem of linking 
poetry with the biography of women writers manifests in studies of Smith, Barrett 
Browning, Rossetti, and Emily Dickinson as well. Yet, when we read Maude as a novella 
that does not merely participate in such self-referentiality but one that actively ironizes it, 
                                                




as we have seen in Rossetti’s three rounds of bouts-rimés, we can begin to challenge the 
easy assumptions surrounding female autobiography and hagiography. Much like the 
gothic novel, Maude both enacts and satirizes the clichés of women’s sonnet writing and 
the treatment of the elegiac poetess figure. 
Ultimately, Rossetti’s sonnets are neither about beguiling the senses, as Charlotte 
Smith claimed for her own poems, nor about masking one’s feminine misfortunes. 
Instead, they work toward accountability and self-exposure, despite their decorum of 
form. Through their exercises in sonnet form, Rossetti’s poet-speakers challenge 
themselves against the task of the chameleon poet, striking a tricky balance between 
hagiography and self-effacement to which the female poet figure is traditionally 
relegated.  An efficient way to combat this, as Rossetti shows, is to participate in a gothic 
tradition that mocked its own confining stereotypes head on. 
 Thus, the tradition of the gothic does not only surface through mysterious 
trappings or the most basic of ghost plots. This chapter has sought to show how 
arguments for female confinement specific to the gothic novel are manifested in sonnets 
of the nineteenth century. For Wordsworth and Keats, the allure of seeking safety within 
prisons becomes an argument in defense of sonnet form. For Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 
gothic motherhood serves as a prototype for female sonnet production, with the womb 
figuring as the site of poetic birth and entrapment. Christina Rossetti, by both recruiting 
and satirizing gothic traditions of the female sonneteer, exposes the extent to which 
women poets have been entrapped within expectations of elegiac autobiography. With 
these formal manifestations of the gothic in mind, it would become a rewarding task to 
revisit more confining structures such as the sonnet sequence, including Sonnets from the 
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Portuguese and Monna Innominata, as well as sonnets by Michael Field and other 





GOTHIC SWAPS: OSCILLATING BODIES AND FLUCTUATING FRAMES 
IN D.G. ROSSETTI’S PICTURE POEMS 
 
 
In his 1794 review of Udolpho for The Critical Review, Coleridge commends 
Radcliffe for her incorporation of “picturesque scenes of terror,” quoting at great length 
scenes in which terror is framed and anticipated, but then all expectation thwarted after a 
final twist of the plot.167 Most often, the framed object is a woman’s face or body, at first 
a marker of real fear and terror, but soon undercut as a mistaken assumption. Such 
framing of women, and the sudden marginalization of the fears they incite, is a common 
and defining feature of gothic novels, particularly those of Radcliffe, where presumed 
supernatural workings are ultimately explained away through natural coincidences by the 
novel’s end.  Among these confusions are key reversals of meaning and symbol that 
exchange real terrors for fake ones, real flesh for facsimiles, bodies for art, and vice 
versa. The most suspenseful scene of Udolpho, for example, culminates in a cliffhanger 
when Emily uncovers what appears to be the framed, rotting face of the Signora 
Laurentini di Udolpho. Readers eventually learn, however, that it is but the waxen image 
of a rotten face, an anonymous piece of moralistic art meant to serve as a reminder for 
Catholic penance.  
These encounters with framed images of women seem to undermine the agency of 
female characters; gothic heroines who sigh and faint upon uncovering mysterious 
images play into a tradition of female hysteria and gothic sensationalism. But by the end 
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of each scene, the frightening framed image of a woman’s face gazes back out at the 
viewer, restoring order in what turns out to be a twist of plot or a scandalous surprise. 
The switch of perspective suddenly objectifies the viewer, demoting him or her to a 
position devoid of control or mastery. By staging reversals of the real and the 
representational, the gothic novel complicates this topos of the female as either a framed, 
viewed object or a fumbling, mistaken spectator. Instead, these key scenes present richly 
complex permutations of the female gaze, drawing out often-overlooked layers of 
interiority in both the framed image and the gothic heroine. In the two most pivotal 
scenes of gothic framing in The Mysteries of Udolpho and The Monk, the images that 
serve as loci of suspense and intrigue are female faces looking out of their frames, 
exerting a powerful gaze themselves. The sudden reversal from framed face to waxen 
object or vice versa creates a dramatic shift in the power of the female’s role as gazer or 
gazee.  
The experience of the gothic reader is one of shock and reevaluation, establishing 
a heuristic that is particularly useful for judging and reading other bodies of work that 
have been known to surprise and disturb, eliciting an uncomfortable play in power 
dynamics between viewer and object. The interpretive experience of the successful gothic 
reader is thus one that can navigate and accept sudden switches. Such shifting models of 
female framing offer a lens for reading the uncanny gaze of the many female figures 
framed in Pre-Raphaelite picture poems, particularly those by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.  
Like gothic passages of female bodies in flux, Rossetti’s “fleshly” poetry and paintings 
also rely on a doubleness of reality and representation, the bodily and the spiritual. By 
drawing out moments of framed flesh and art in the gothic novel, I offer a new way of 
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approaching Rossetti’s paired paintings and poems, “double works” that continually 
vacillate between representing the female form in all its bodily detail or as a revered 
ideal.  
In Rossetti’s double works, framed women’s figures are often pictured near a 
window or mirror, with an alluring yet demanding gaze that suggests a self-consciousness 
of the female figure as both object and viewer within a physical frame. Reading through a 
gothic lens helps to make sense of the discomfort and uncanniness of Rossetti’s paintings 
and poems, offering a model for the way that critical readings of Rossetti’s works might 
also “waver” or “fluctuate” between different states, rather than simply casting this 
doubleness as ambivalence or aesthetic failure. Rossetti’s women in pictures and poems 
stand out for their bodily warmth and palpability conveyed through realist description, 
but also for a jarring presence on the page that transcends the simple objectification of the 
woman’s body.  
It is this very vacillation between realism and symbolism that has so perturbed 
Rossetti critics, from his contemporary detractors to scholars of the late twentieth 
century. The oscillation and ambivalent nature of Rossetti’s “symbolic details” has come 
to be understood as the artist’s greatest fault. Robert Buchanan, writing under the 
pseudonym Thomas Maitland, infamously objected to the sensuous realism in Rossetti’s 
treatment of characters like Jenny, condemning Rossetti the head of the “Fleshly School 
of Poetry.” In his attack, Buchanan is unable to reconcile the “wriggling” realism of 
Rossetti’s women and the holy idolatry with which he treats his female subjects. Indeed, 
emphasizing the “fleshliness” of Rossetti’s portraits of women gives way to a line of 
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either conservative readings upholding a Victorian moralism against aestheticism, or to 
feminist readings rejecting such blatant female objectification.168  
Martin A. Danahay offers an intriguing twentieth-century approach to this 
question of fleshly and waxen, real and artistic, in his response to Jerome McGann’s 
impressive online archive of Rossetti poetry and artwork, which, when offered as free 
images on the internet, immediately elicited for him a provocative juxtaposition with 
online pornography.169 Danahay complicates Buchanan’s misreading of Rossetti’s work 
as pornographic, because the crucial mistake of treating Rossetti’s words as if they were 
actually flesh exemplifies the central problem with reading Rossetti in general. 
Consumers of pornography treat photos as “signs of real women representing actual 
sexual desire,” while in fact, they are merely “tagged enactments of sexualized gestures,” 
just as the sexual images of “Jenny” are just words on a page, and brushstrokes of Lady 
Lilith just paint on a canvas. McGann’s virtual database of Rossetti’s work magnifies this 
confusion between real and representative because these works are “doubly mediated,” 
simply “digitized copies of photographs” that, when broken down, are fundamentally 
pixels on a screen or bits of coded computer language. Danahay’s negotiation of 
Rossetti’s “virtual bodies” exemplifies the way that Rossetti’s artwork and poetry, from 
the nineteenth century to the twenty-first, derive meaning from this pivotal negotiation 
between representation that is fleshly or metaphorical, actual or virtual. In turn, Rossetti 
criticism effectively aims to explain or critique this duality from new vantage points, 
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particularly when reading and viewing his double works of paintings and poems. This 
chapter identifies this oscillation between viewing art and flesh as integral to 
experiencing Rossetti’s double works.  My readings of these paired paintings and poems 
are illuminated by the gothic novel’s trope of alternating flesh and symbol and its 
representation of women’s faces and bodies. While the previous chapter focuses on the 
gothic figure of women pent up in cells, this chapter concentrates on the effect that a 
framed or objectified woman regarded as art can have upon a viewer or reader.170 
 
 
GOTHIC SWAPS: FROM FLESH TO WAX IN UDOLPHO; SAINT TO SORCERESS IN THE MONK  
 
Though the 1790s gothic novel presented a genre of prolific female writing 
dominated by the authoritative figure of “Mother Radcliffe,” it no doubt falls under the 
class of sensation novels that, in Mary Wollstonecraft’s eyes, would render women sickly 
and effeminate. Most critical readings of Radcliffe’s “eleventh-hour switches” and tidy 
endings interpret them as dismissive of female fears and needs. Claudia Johnson, in 
Equivocal Beings, assembles readings based on the last-minute switches of wounded 
bodies or corpses.  What Emily in Udolpho fears is the injured body of her aunt turns out 
to be the body of a dispensable male castle guard.  The easy switching back and forth 
from assumed female to male body renders the “equivocal” nature of gendered bodies 
within these gothic texts, which Johnson reads as a hasty dismissal of otherwise very real 
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female fears of bodily harm.171 In this chapter, I focus not on the conflation of male and 
female bodies in such scenes of gothic suspense, but rather on the fungibility between 
real and representational, fleshly or waxen, in suspenseful scenes surrounding framed 
female faces. In particular, I will use as my gothic examples central scenes of exchanges 
between reality and art, or art and reality, including what I regard as the two most 
important scenes of reframing and suspense in Udolpho and The Monk. These reversals 
involves the particular replacement of something real and fleshly with a facsimile or 
imitation, and vice versa.  
The most obvious example of this exchange is the image of Lady Laurentini 
hidden in the Castle of Udolpho, the crux of the novel’s climax where Emily, lifting the 
curtain, sees a rotted face and drops senseless to the floor.  Approaching this scene, Emily 
expects a definitively Burkean experience of the Romantic sublime: “This brought to her 
recollection the veiled picture, which had attracted her curiosity, on the preceding 
night…A terror of this nature, as it occupies and expands the mind, and elevates it to high 
expectation, is purely sublime, and leads us, by a kind of fascination, to seek even the 
object, from which we appear to shrink.”172 What she experiences, however, is a failed 
moment of spectatorship; perhaps Emily sees, but her moment of vision and 
interpretation is cut short. As readers, we do not see the greatly anticipated framed image 
upon first encounter. What Emily had called “that terrible picture with the black veil over 
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it” becomes a locus of uncertainty, for she perceives it as “no picture” but something real 
instead. 
Emily passed on with faltering steps, and having paused a moment at the door, 
before she attempted to open it, she then hastily entered the chamber, and went 
towards the picture, which appeared to be enclosed in a frame of uncommon size, 
that hung in a dark part of the room. She paused again, and then, with a timid 
hand, lifted the veil; but instantly let it fall—perceiving that what it had concealed 
was no picture, and before she could leave the chamber, she dropped senseless to 
the floor.173 
 
In many ways, this first scene contributes to longstanding gothic clichés where the female 
heroine’s agency is diminished and devalued. Emily, shocked by fear and suspense, 
immediately faints, rendered “senseless” by her feminine oversensibility. Her interpretive 
agency is undermined when at first, all she can tell is that this image is “no picture.” She 
is unable to read the image but is physically conquered by the overwhelming suspense it 
arouses.  Moreover, it is Emily’s runaway imagination that victimizes her: she identifies 
with what she believes to be the remnants of Laurentini’s face, imagining herself as the 
next victim to fall under Montoni’s cruelty. Leading up to this moment of shock are all 
the gothic sensation novel’s trappings of female hysteria, victimization and helplessness.  
Emily’s confusion is extended for nearly a hundred pages, through which the 
nature of the object in question is repeatedly debated: “‘Are you sure it is a picture?’ said 
Emily, ‘Have you seen it?—Is it veiled?’  ‘Holy Maria! Ma’amselle, yes, no, yes. I am 
sure it is a picture—I have seen it, and it is not veiled!’” The oscillation of Annette’s 
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“yes, no, yes” represents the shared experience of characters who think they have viewed 
the framed face, as well as that of the novel’s readers. A final fluctuation arrives at the 
novel’s end, when the full trajectory of Emily’s alternating impressions culminates in yet 
more confusion: she expects the framed image to be a picture or painting, and is shocked 
to discover that it is “no picture,” but rotting flesh; only to learn, finally, that the figure is 
indeed just an image. 
In the passages quoted above, Emily and Annette are  panicked and flustered 
female viewers, lacking the certainty and authority of a stern, male gaze. They are unsure 
of what they see, and Emily even faints upon seeing it, so that she is unsure of what she 
has seen. When the real story behind the image is uncovered, in Radcliffe’s usual fashion 
of the “explained supernatural,” the gothic reader experiences a final, sudden reversal: 
…on lifting it, there appeared, instead of the picture she had expected, within a 
recess of the wall, a human figure of ghastly paleness, stretched at its length, and 
dressed in the habiliments of the grave. What added to the horror of the spectacle, 
was, that the face appeared partly decayed and disfigured by worms, which were 
visible on the features and hands. On such an object, it will be readily believed, 
that no person could endure to look twice. Emily, it may be recollected, had, after 
the first glance, let the veil drop, and her terror had prevented her from ever after 
provoking a renewal of such suffering, as she had then experienced. Had she 
dared to look again, her delusion and her fears would have vanished together, and 
she would have perceived, that the figure before her was not human, but formed 
of wax…This image was so horribly natural, that it is not surprising Emily should 
have mistaken it for the object it resembled...174 
 
This final moment of viewing, perceiving and understand alters the dynamics of the 
flustered female gazer. Here, the framed female figure is an entire body, an object and 
“spectacle” to be gazed at; yet in its own subversive way, this body resists rather than 
attracts a gaze. In this description, Radcliffe emphasizes the power of the body, one upon 
which “no person could endure to look twice.” It is because of its terrifying verisimilitude 
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(“it was so horribly natural”) that it wields power. It shuts down objectification of its own 
image by forcing others to turn away or faint. Though this female body is clearly a 
“spectacle,” it relies on the realness of her representation (“disfigured by worms”) to be 
so horrible as to reject objectification. That a viewer could look at her twice or dwell 
upon the sight for more than an instant is an impossibility, and therein lies the power of 
the framed woman’s body, exerting control and, as if alive, actively rejecting a gaze. The 
shift from representation to reality to representation adds layers of complexity and depth 
to the power of the framed object over its viewers. 
The novel quickly wraps up with Emily’s hysterical suspicions dispelled. We 
learn that the waxen image is merely an old instrument for penance commissioned by the 
family and the Catholic church, serving as a precaution against “some other sins” that 
have nothing to do with Emily.  On one hand, the easy deflation of Emily’s imagination 
seems to belittle her character and flatten her interiority by the novel’s end. As with many 
Radcliffean endings invoking the explained supernatural, the source of mystery is located 
through some enlightened clarification that renders the heroine’s gothic fears 
unwarranted. Still, there are fundamental elements in the particulars of Radcliffe’s staged 
switches that set this moment of female framing apart in potentially redemptive ways. 
Though a prisoner in Udolpho Castle, Emily is cast in these passages in the position of 
female observer viewing a framed object rather than the object being viewed. Even while 
held captive or “framed” within the walls and windows of her captor’s castle, Emily does 
not passively remain within her quarters, but pokes around, enters forbidden rooms, and 
lifts veils to uncover framed pictures, actively assuming the role of explorer rather than of 
a cloistered body. This role is famously satirized in Catherine Morland’s gothic fantasies 
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in Austen’s Northanger Abbey. Both Emily and Catherine exhibit a self-consciousness of 
the role that they play as gothic heroines. Playing out a parody of gothic confinement, 
Catherine casts General Tilney as an evil lord and anticipates her own demise as just 
another Radcliffean heroine.  
As an explorer and viewer of the framed image, Emily exerts interpretative 
powers of self-identification: she reads her own face in place of this face, imagining the 
possibility that she too may be killed and hung to rot as a trophy of Montoni’s cruelty. In 
this sense, Emily views the framed picture as if it were a mirror: she is horrified not only 
by the sheer grotesqueness of the aesthetic object, but because she reads her own female 
objectivity and helplessness in the image as well. This fear of becoming yet another 
victimized woman generates the overwhelming fear that drives the plot in the second half 
of the novel. Emily risks the transformation from living flesh to a hanging object, a 
transformation that Browning immortalizes decades later as the framed duchess hanging 
on the Duke of Ferrara’s wall. This scene thus opens up a reading that stresses Emily’s 
self-awareness of her role within a distinct literary tradition. Emily takes on the self-
awareness of a character who knows how gothic heroines end up; her imagination and 
fear are models for the reader’s as well.  
In this scene, the power of the female gaze is a phenomenon of doubled female 
force. First, the female encountering the framed face temporarily exercises the role of 
male viewer, giving imaginative life to an otherwise waxen and lifeless image, while 
experiencing fears that identify her own place in a gothic tradition. Second, the female 
countenance within the frame commands attention but refuses interpretation by its 
insistence as “no picture,” resisting objectification and causing the viewer to turn away or 
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drop senseless to the floor. This becomes significant in readings of Rossetti’s picture 
poems and Pre-Raphaelite paintings more generally, where women are often positioned 
looking out onto a window, looking glass, or frame, pointing at the female’s capacity for 
spectatorship despite her objectification. These women create, view and appreciate art, 
rather than simply comprise it. 
Signora Laurentini di Udolpho seems to materialize in the flesh when Emily 
draws the curtain back, and this unexpected presence of an actual woman in place of the 
artistic representation of one shocks a suddenly enlivened female gaze. The possibility 
that a framed woman can seemingly “come to life” or look outward from within a picture 
frame is present not only in Udolpho (if only for a few hundred pages), but in Matthew 
Lewis’ The Monk, which features the transformation of a woman from a picture and 
object into a living, breathing figure of power and agency. At the beginning of the novel, 
the ostentatious though much-admired monk Ambrosio toes the line between religious 
zeal and lustful indecency in the way that he worships a detailed painting of the 
Madonna: 
He fixed his eyes upon a picture of the Virgin, which was suspended 
opposite to him. This for two years had been the Object of his increasing wonder 
and adoration. He paused, and gazed upon it with delight. 
“What Beauty in that countenance!” He continued after a silence of some 
minutes; “How graceful is the turn of that head! What sweetness, yet what 
majesty in her divine eyes! How softly her cheek reclines upon her hand! Can the 
Rose vie with the blush of that cheek? Can the Lily rival the whiteness of that 
hand? Oh! if such a Creature existed, and existed but for me! Were I permitted to 
twine round my fingers those golden ringlets, and press with my lips the treasures 
of that snowy bosom!...Never was Mortal formed so perfect as this picture.”175 
 
                                                
 




A staggering confusion is revealed when Ambrosio learns that the image suspended in 
the frame is actually a portrait modeled after the seductress Matilda.176 While the monk is 
lying on what appears to be his deathbed, he overhears Matilda confessing her love for 
him, regretfully cursing her “idle hopes” that Ambrosio might gaze with admiration upon 
her own fleshly body in the same way: “With what pleasure He views this picture! With 
what fervor He addresses his prayers to the insensible image! Ah!”177 At this moment, 
Ambrosio awakens from his stupor and demands a full explanation from Matilda. She 
confesses: 
Accident has made you Master of a secret, which I never would have revealed but 
on the Bed of death. Yes, Ambrosio; In Matilda de Villanegas you see the original 
of your beloved Madona. Soon after I conceived my unfortunate passion, I formed 
the project of conveying to you my Picture: Crowds of Admirers had persuaded 
me that I possessed some beauty, and I was anxious to know, what effect it would 
produce upon you. I caused my Portrait to be drawn my Martin Galuppi, a 
celebrated Venetian at that time resident in Madrid. The resemblance was 
striking: I sent it to the Capuchin-Abbey as if for sale, and the Jew from whom 
you bought it, was one of my Emissaries. You purchased it. Judge of my rapture, 
when informed, that you had gazed upon it with delight, or rather with adoration; 
that you had suspended it in your Cell, and that you addressed your supplications 
to no other Saint. … I heard you daily extol the praises of my Portrait: I was an 
eyewitness of the transports, which its beauty excited in you.178 
 
Upon learning of Matilda’s “perfidy,” Ambrosio soon spirals into a relationship of 
enslavement with her, leading to murder and rape. While Radcliffe, in the tradition of the 
“female gothic” harnesses the “terror” of obscurity by withholding sight of an image for 
much of the novel, Lewis utilizes the “horror” of full description in the tradition of the 
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as discussed in Chapter One. Ibid., 81. 
 
178 Ibid., 81-82. The Venetian painter Martin Galuppi to whom Matilda refers is not to be confused with the 
Venetian composer Baldassare Galuppi of Browning’s “A Toccata of Galuppi’s” (1853). 
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“male gothic,” where potentially horrifying images are dwelled upon and described in 
full detail. 
Here, the framed picture of a woman’s face serves as a momentous site of 
confusion, corruption, and last-minute disavowal. The exchange of the Madonna for 
Matilda inverts symbolic meaning at a moment’s notice; what was the depiction of a 
saint, no longer living but erotically regarded, becomes a locus of sexual desire for a 
female who is not only alive, but present, breathing, and ready to reciprocate.  Moreover, 
Matilda has been watching Ambrosio’s every move from close quarters under disguise as 
a monk-in-training. Here, unlike in Udolpho, the reversal occurs from representation to 
reality, and in a stark reverse move within the novel, the power of pornography and the 
control of the gaze is quickly handed over to Matilda, who makes Ambrosio succumb to 
her surveillance and her seductive powers.   
The portrayal of Matilda as the villain at the beginning of the novel no doubt 
feeds into a misogynistic politics of blame on women characters. Matilda’s machinations 
are what unleash Ambrosio’s otherwise repressed sexuality and sets him off on a tailspin 
of deceit, irreligiosity and sexual addiction. She claims her love for Ambrosio as her 
weakness and excuse when she rationalizes her wrongdoings, but audiences can 
immediately recognize this stock figure of the temptress leading men astray with her 
womanly wiles. As a villain preying upon a villain, she is the originator of sin, partially 
exculpating Ambrosio in the tradition of an Eve or Lilith figure.  
However, the actual moment of discovery is also a thematically empowering one. 
Heretical as Lewis’ move here may be, he conflates Matilda with the Virgin Mary. 
Matilda converts religious zeal into an individual case of a woman’s power over a man. 
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By turning religious worship on its head, she exposes Ambrosio’s sanctimoniousness 
more than her own. She manipulates male admiration, but undeniably does so by relying 
more on the power of framing and representation than the power of the female body and 
its charms. The sudden discovery of the Madonna image’s true origin is just one layer in 
another empowering move. It is then that Ambrosio discovers that Matilda has already 
won his trust by serving in disguise as his apprentice, Rosario. Matilda not only comes to 
life from artwork, she then assumes male garb to frame herself as a figure who can earn 
Ambrosio’s trust through proximity and intimacy. The sudden reversal from Madonna to 
Matilda proves terrifying because Matilda suddenly takes on meaningful agency. It is 
Ambrosio who has been the watched figure, an object of Matilda’s affection and 
surveillance. 
Matilda’s sudden transformation from objectified image to living mistress offers a 
way of interpreting the many women who appear as framed female images—images of 
both worship and scorn—in Pre-Raphaelite picture poems, particularly those of D.G. 
Rossetti.  Poems such as “Lady Lilith,” “Sibylla Palmifera,” “Astarte Syriaca” and 
“Proserpina” are paired with paintings that portray these women in all their fleshliness, 
accentuating their sensuality as powerful seductresses and mythological figures. The 
main criticism of Rossetti, both from contemporaries and critics of the past forty years, 
has all zeroed in on a discomfort stemming from the ambivalent straddling of aesthetic 
realism and artistic symbolism, or his strained commitments to fleshliness and symbol.  
Thus, critics are unsure of whether to read Rossetti’s paintings and poems as Ambrosio 
views the holy Madonna, or as he beholds the seductress Matilda. Rossetti’s figures 
suggest both, and this doubleness lies at the very heart of Rossetti’s rocky reception, from 
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Buchanan’s accusation of his “fleshly school,” to Robin Sheets’ reading of “Jenny” as 
potential pornography, to Harold Weatherby and John McGowan’s critiques that Rossetti 
fails to unite form and content, superstition and religiosity.179 Critical frustration with 
Rossetti thus focuses on his “inconsistency,” or a refusal to create poems and paintings 
rooted in realism or symbolism, rather than forcing readers and viewers to fluctuate 
between both.  It is this necessary fluctuation, I argue, that demands a mode of reading 
and viewing that borrows a page from the gothic novel; in fact, critics who do make 
meaningful sense of Rossetti’s aesthetic, particularly in his double works, are able to 
reconcile his style by embracing this doubleness, mediating and oscillating between 
picture and poem, or between octave or sestet, in order to balance various readings 
without settling on one. I demonstrate this in the remainder of the chapter. 
 
 
ROSSETTI’S FRAMED WOMEN 
 
Gothic passages of framed fluctuation in Udolpho and The Monk demonstrate a 
formal technique that reframes meaning in dramatic ways.  As we saw in the example of 
Matilda, the femme fatale figure is alternately cast as a seductress or saint, as guilty or 
innocent, supernatural or holy, depending on the context of her framed visage. This elicits 
a state of uncertainty that supplies the gothic feeling of suspense, an emotional and 
motivating force that fuels much of the novel’s plot and a reader’s impulse to read.180 
                                                
 
179 Robin Sheets, “Pornography and Art: The Case of Jenny.” Critical Inquiry 14, no. 2 (Winter 1988): 315-
334. John P. McGowan, “The Bitterness of Things Occult” Victorian Poetry 20, no. 3-4 (1982): 51. Harold 
L. and Harold Weatherby, “Problems of Form and Content in the Poetry of Dante Gabriel Rossetti” 
Victorian Poetry 2, no. 1 (Winter 1964): 11-19.  
 
180 These instances of framed women’s figures in Udolpho and The Monk differ radically from the framed 
image of men. Toward the end of The Italian, for example, Schedoni learns that Ellena has been carrying a 
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Thematically, the worshiped image that doubles as both saint and seductress is a 
central and recurring theme in the paintings and poems of Algernon Swinburne and of 
Pre-Raphaelite artists, with figures such as Lilith and Jenny who serve as moral warnings 
to the conservative Victorian reader, but also archetypes of beauty and worship to the 
visual aesthete. This confusion occurs in yet another scene of Mysteries of Udolpho, 
where Emily witnesses her father St. Aubert grieving over what she thinks is a picture of 
his mistress. She suspects her father of adultery until the end of the novel, when she 
learns this image is actually not a mistress or object of lust, but a lost sister, the 
Marchioness de Villeroi. What she mistakes as proof of adultery is actually one of 
fraternal devotion and mourning.  This polarity of female figures as either guilty women 
or luckless victims is a central characteristic of Rossetti’s poems and paintings, from 
“Jenny” to “Lady Lilith” and “Found.”  
Like the framing of Matilda/Madonna in The Monk, the female face in Pre-
Raphaelite paintings becomes framed and worshipped as both an aesthetic ideal and as a 
real, fleshly woman. The Blessed Damozel’s fleshliness, as has long been observed, 
seems to warm the gold bar of heaven with her body.181 Moreover, in his representations 
of legendary women, Rossetti depicted the bodily realism of those models who sat for 
him. His paintings are intensely aestheticized and set within a wide range of historical 
contexts, yet in the face, they unabashedly reveal the identities of the models—Jane 
Morris, Lizzie Siddal, and Alexa Wilding, real, fleshly women central to the lives of 
                                                                                                                                            
locket with his image. This discovery leads to clarification and resolution rather than uncertainty: Schedoni, 
realizing that Ellena is his long-lost daughter, refrains from killing her.  
 
181 D.G. Rossetti, “The Blessed Damozel.” All poems by Rossetti refer to The Collected Works of Dante 




artists in the Pre-Raphaelite circle.  
 The negotiation between fleshly realism and otherworldly, symbolic meaning has 
long been a feature recognized by viewers and readers of Rossetti’s art.182 Yet this 
ambiguity is most often regarded as aesthetic failure, or an unholy objectification and 
worship of women. For Harold Weatherby, a main weakness of “The Blessed Damozel” 
is “the problem of meaning in relationship to the reality or unreality of the 
supernatural…It is impossible to tell exactly what Rossetti expects you to believe or 
disbelieve, for the poem is neither fully committed to the supernatural…nor ironically 
detached.”183 For the Yale University Art Gallery’s 1976 exhibit of Rossetti’s Double 
Works of Art, Susan P. Casteras defined Rossetti’s double works as pieces where “real-
life features were infused with hallucinatory, abstract qualities in portraiture.” In 
Rossetti’s productions of the late 1860s, especially, Casteras recognizes “a barrier of self-
conscious artifices” where “art seems to be mirroring art or a dream of life more than it 
reflects actual life.”184 However, most critics cast this vacillation between woman and 
dream vision, flesh and art, as indicative of a possessive megalomania with misogynistic 
undertones. Rossetti’s works in particular are marked by his obsessive desire to seize the 
                                                
182 It has been noted that Rossetti’s framed paintings feature women’s faces that are often oversized and 
seemingly ill-proportioned to frame. Aside from Rossetti’s paintings of women that are face portraits, a 
number of Pre-Raphaelite paintings by Edward Millais, Holman Hunt and John William Waterhouse also 
feature this skewed proportion, which gives the woman a looming and imposing look. Jerome McGann 
notes the especially “grotesque space” in Lady Lilith, which gives the work a bizarre spatial effect where 
flowers and the wall seem flattened and incongruent, mixing “strange juxtapositions of artificial and natural 
forms.”  http://www.rossettiarchive.org/docs/s193.rap.htmlthe  
 
183 Harold L. and Harold Weatherby, “Problems of Form and Content in the Poetry of Dante Gabriel 
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image—“to remember it, to love it, and to own it.”185 The women in these double visions 
of portraiture are not important in and of themselves, argues Casteras.186 For her, the 
artist’s framing and representation matters more than the existence of feminine beauty 
itself. Casteras goes on to cast Rossetti’s interest in certain female models as a type of 
possessive narcissism, citing Rossetti’s strange identification with Elizabeth Siddal, 
whom he nicknamed “Guggums.” With Siddal, Rossetti “fostered a curious symbiosis of 
passion and shared identity,” to the extent that when he drew countless drawings of her in 
one sitting, his friend Ford Madox Brown was taken aback, noting in a diary entry that 
“Rossetti showed me a drawer full of ‘Guggums’: God knows how many…it is like a 
monomania with him.”187  
 Rossetti’s obsessive attachments to his models and his peculiarly flippant attitude 
towards swapping out their body parts on canvas create an especially problematic pattern 
for feminist scholars. Rossetti was known to use models interchangeably, alternating 
between Alexa Wilding and Jane Morris in La Pia de’ Tolomei (1868), between Wilding 
and Ellen Smith in A Loving Cup (1867), and painting Wilding’s face over the features of 
a different “giantess” whom Rossetti noticed on the street and asked to pose for Venus 
Vercordia (1867).188 In 1872, he repainted the entire canvas of Lady Lilith, keeping 
Fanny Cornforth’s body but replacing the head based on Alexa Wilding.189 The sense of 
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worship that he showered on these women’s bodily figures fuels the sense of 
objectification that would render a feminist reader uneasy. In his article “Rossetti’s 
‘Jenny’: Aestheticizing the Whore,” Lawrence Starzyk recognizes Jenny as kindred to the 
Duke of Ferrara’s Duchess, whom he deems “the most famous aestheticized object of 
Victorian culture.”190  
 However, the claim that Rossetti objectifies his sitters in his self-exaltation does 
not account for three prominent features of Rossetti’s 1860s double works: the engaging 
gaze of these female figures, their position near a window or mirror, and the meta-artistic 
themes in their accompanying poems.  Carl Peterson notices a marked change in 
Rossetti’s works after 1858 and 1859, that “all of the women share a trancelike, heavy-
lidded expression and seem to beckon with overt sexual allure from within their crowded 
niches or from behind their parapet windows.” 191 Comprising what is often cast as 
Rossetti’s “femme fatale” genre, Fanny Cornforth “brazenly stares out at the viewer,” 
while Jane Morris “gazes mesmerized at the beholder” in paintings like Bocca Baciata, 




WINDOW, MIRROR AND PICTURE FRAME 
 
In the following section, I delineate three elements of composition that can work 
to short-circuit the male gaze at a female subject and its traditional power dynamics. A 
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scene can be composed where (1) the female figure looks out a window, gesturing to the 
outside; (2) she gazes outside of the painting’s frame, recognizing a viewing audience 
outside of her plane; and (3) she gazes into a mirror, as if recognizing her own status as a 
viewed object.  Rossetti does not utilize the traditional cliché of the trapped damsel 
gazing out her window, a trope found frequently in gothic romances, but often includes 
windows within his paintings, relying on the latter two devices to emphasize reframings 
of the female gaze instead.  
The familiar figure of the woman trapped indoors gazing through a window 
serves an obvious compositional function: it signals her temporary respite from captivity, 
triggering for the heroine an interlude of elevated thought, sensibility and momentary 
liberation. An open window with glimpses of the outside world offers a heroine the 
ability to exercise free rein of her imagination, tapping into the beautiful and sublime, and 
transcending putative confinement:  
 
To Ellena, whose mind was capable of being highly elevated, or sweetly soothed, 
by scenes of nature, the discovery of this little turret was an important 
circumstance. Hither she could come, and her soul, refreshed by the views it 
afforded, would acquire strength to bear her, with equanimity, thro’ the 
persecutions that might await her. Here, gazing upon the stupendous imagery 
around her, looking, as it were, beyond the awful veil which obscures the features 
of the Deity, and conceals Him from the eyes of his creatures, dwelling as with a 
present God in the midst of his sublime works; with a mind thus elevated, how 
insignificant would appear to her the transactions, and the sufferings of this 
world!193 
 
The Romantic model of a female gazing outdoors creates a double-layer effect of 
admiring vistas; we look upon a woman looking out the window, which allows the reader 
                                                




to share in a sense of rest and ease, offering a respite from the urgency of the otherwise 
suspenseful and fast-paced gothic plot line. 
In Victorian paintings, the depiction of women near windows despite an enclosed 
and stifling indoor setting creates a quite different feeling that is less soothing and in fact 
tense, or jarring. This theme in Pre-Raphaelite painting has been well-explored by 
scholars such as Gerhard Joseph and William Blissett, whose article “The Pre-Raphaelite 
Window” enumerates examples of what Max Beerbohm called “fenestralia,” works 
concerned mainly with accounts of people memorably appearing at windows.194 To paint 
a woman confined within domestic quarters near a window does not simply release the 
tension of a suffocating domesticity, despite the possibility of liberation, imagination and 
other-worldliness that the window represents. This is evident in paintings such as 
Waterhouse’s “The Lady of Shalott,” “I am Half Sick of Shadows,” “Mariana in the 
South”; Sidney Harold Meteyard’s “Lady of Shalott”; Rossetti’s “Lady Lilith” and 
“Aurelia”; and Frank Cadogan Cowper’s “Rapunzel,” where a viewer only obtains refuge 
from the overwhelming clutter of an indoor parlor through the glimpse through an 
aperture. While a lyric overheard or a sublime vista seen from within a confined space 
offers the hope for freedom in a gothic context, for the Pre-Raphaelites the casement also 
figures as a sign of the outside world and potential rescue.  In the case of trapped gothic 
female characters and framed Pre-Raphaelite women, positioning framed women near a 
window frame emphasizes their own power as viewers; in other words, they are not 
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simply objectified figures, but figures of psychic depth with viewing and interpretative 
powers themselves.  
 However, in the paintings and poems presented in this chapter, Rossetti does not 
use the simple formula of a woman gazing out a window. Though many of his portraits 
depict women sitting or standing before a window, they avert their gazes, directing their 
eyes towards either a mirror or the frame of the actual painting itself. I focus on four 
figures of the framed woman who, each empowered by her own outward gaze, 
repositions the viewer of a painting as an object himself. This possibility of a sudden 
switch between viewer and viewed is a key feature of Rossetti’s framed women 
paintings, which I argue, builds upon the same heuristic of reading modeled in the gothic 
novel, where uncertainty and fear is brought to life most starkly and dangerously through 
changes in framing.  
In the following section, I offer readings of two sets of Rossetti’s double works of 
art, paired poems and paintings that began as “Sonnets for Pictures” but were later 
included in The House of Life. With special attention to the female gaze, windows and 
mirrors, all defining aspects of Rossetti’s double works of the 1860s, I demonstrate the 
ways in which even the most sensual of these works can be seen to transcend 
pornographic or objectifying portrayals of women. Each painting I discuss includes an 
aperture that serves as an outlet or retreat for the otherwise enclosed female figure. In two 
of these paintings, this frame is a window in the background; in the other two, this outlet 
is the frame of the painting itself.  In short readings of Proserpina, Astarte Syriaca, Lady 
Lilith, Sibylla Palmifera and their accompanying poems, I show how the female figures 
featured in these double works confound the status of objectified woman by seeming to 
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come alive, taking on artistic agency, or exhibiting a self-consciousness of her own place 
within a work of art. While Rossetti’s women have been deemed over-aestheticized, all 
surface and fleshly, the following section shows how the framing, positioning and gaze of 
each woman within the composition expands layers upon layers of the object-subject 




PROSERPINA AND “PROPSERINA” 195 
 
Proserpina (Fig. 1a and 1b) is a painting for which Rossetti undertook more than 
eight versions to depict the Roman goddess of fertility and crops. Forced to stay in the 
underworld with Pluto each winter, the figure of Proserpina (or Persephone) is associated 
with both confinement and abduction. At the same time, she is a figure of liminality, 
moving between the underground and the world above every winter and spring, and 
serving as a guide between rebirth and death, the living and the dead. Having tasted the 
pomegranate and eaten from the fruit of life, Proserpina is no longer a pure or virginal 
figure, but one marked and edified by experience.  She straddles two worlds and 
alternately serves as devoted wife and daughter, mother and maiden.  
Rossetti’s painting includes a window, but Proserpina is clearly not looking out of 
it; in fact, the leaves at the left of the window, posed against the objects on the table, 
confound any clear sense of what is indoors or outdoors, underworld or earthbound, 
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Fig. 1b   Proserpina with frame 
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in relation to the framed scene that we view. Rather than looking across through the 
window, Proserpina’s gaze is subtly directed toward the direction of where the viewer 
would be standing. If she were looking out any window at all, this window might be the 
frame of the painting itself.  The name Proserpina, a Latinized form of the Greek 
“Persephone,” comes from the verb “proserpere,” meaning “to creep forward.” This 
refers primarily to the growth of crops blessed by the goddess of fertility, but the impulse 
for crossing thresholds and moving slowly forward is captured by Rossetti’s composition 
in the body language of Proserpina, who seems to draw back with her hands but also lean 
forward with her expression of longing or disdain. 
In its rich detail, Rossetti’s work provokes viewers and critics into negotiating 
between the realistic detail and the symbolic meaning of the painting. Catherine Golden 
performs this negotiation with the poem “Proserpina,” ultimately deciding that “the 
pomegranate becomes less a symbol and more a literal object blending with the 
surrounding objects.”196 The model in this painting is very recognizably Jane Morris, who 
is fixated on a view of her own, holding a mesmerized and alluring gaze, “locked in a 
moment of reverie.”197 In Proserpina, the contemplation in the female figure’s gaze is 
intensely stern and questioning, and the position of her hands seems to present the 
pomegranate rather than her body or face as the focal center of the painting. Proserpina’s 
gaze also avoids the viewer’s, focusing on the left and forefront from the plane where she 
stands. Here eyes are not focused on an object within the painting, nor does she stare 
back directly at us. Instead, she is fixated uncomfortably on some middle plane, 
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expanding the perspective of the painting from just what we see to our own plane where 
we stand, undermining our authority as viewers and pointing to the liminality of her own 
position between two spatial planes. 
The fact that Proserpina seems to be looking out somewhere beyond the frame (as 
Jane Morris might have done while Rossetti was painting her) is especially significant 
because of the importance of the physical frame attached to this painting. The poem 
paired with Proserpine was inscribed on the canvas itself, as can be seen in the upper 
right-hand corner, since Rossetti knew that dealers often separated paintings from their 
frames. The painting was first accompanied by a sonnet in Italian, which he then 
translated to English, entitled “Proserpina (For a Picture).” The 1874 and 1877 versions 
of the painting includes the full Italian sonnet inscribed on a frame, while the 1882 
version includes the full sonnet in English inscribed on the canvas itself. Catherine 
Golden compares the physically bound nature of the double work, sonnet bound to 
painting, as symbolically parallel to Proserpine bound within Pluto’s underworld after she 
tastes the fruit.198  
The notion that Proserpina’s sideways gaze deflects our objectification of her is 
most supported by the fact that this poem is not only a sonnet, a lyric tradition that 
objectifies the woman as an idealized image and love object, but a dramatic monologue 
as well. Throughout the poem, the layered interiority of the dramatic monologue gives 
intensified meaning to the poem’s title “Proserpina: For a Picture,” as if the framed 
female figure is aware of herself as a sitting model, posing for a picture and framed 
within this tradition. Proserpina sees herself, as one might say upon viewing her own 




image: “Afar from mine own self I seem.”199 Proserpina’s awareness and self-distancing 
complements the protective stance and posturing in Rossetti’s painting along with her 
stern, guarded gaze: 
 
PROSERPINA 
(FOR A PICTURE.) 
 
Afar away the light that brings cold cheer 
 Unto this wall,--one instant and no more 
 Admitted at my distant palace-door. 
Afar the flowers of Enna from this drear 
Dire fruit, which, tasted once, must thrall me here. 
 Afar those skies from this Tartarean grey 
 That chills me: and afar, how far away, 
The nights that shall be from the days that were. 
 
Afar from mine own self I seem, and wing 
 Strange ways in thought, and listen for a sign: 
 And still some heart unto some soul doth pine, 
(Whose sounds mine inner sense is fain to bring, 
Continually together murmuring,)— 
 “Woe’s me for thee, unhappy Proserpine!” 200 
 
 
The opening lines of this poem, written in the voice of Proserpina, seems to 
possess the artistic knowledge of a painter or a seasoned model, whose understanding of 
light, angles, distance, background and walls offers her an agency of much more than an 
aesthetic object. Proserpina’s understanding of her own legend aptly positions her as one 
who is punished in the underworld. Moreover, line 5 also rings with the self-
consciousness of a woman who understands her own entrapment as punishment for 
having tasted of knowledge and irretrievably crossed a threshold: “this drear / Dire fruit, 
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which, tasted once, must thrall me here.” Her subtle delineation of a “Tartarean grey” 
reveals the artistic precision of one who understands that she is being painted and follows 
the technical choices behind each expression.   
While the octave of the sonnet offers a strong sense of visual self-consciousness 
in terms of painting, the sestet offers a similar sense of self-positioning and an 
understanding of distancing in aural, poetic terms, “listen[ing] for a sign,” with 
“murmuring” and sounds heard by her “inner sense.” As McGann writes, “The sestet of 
the sonnet then develops an uncanny sense that Proserpine is listening for the sounds and 
signs of the very poem she herself appears to be authoring/speaking, and hence that the 
final line is giving us DGR’s words, here reported back from the underworld.”201 The 
critical impulse of almost any viewer and reader of this paired picture-poem is to interpret 
the texts in ways that restore agency to the trapped female, reading her as a figure of 
potential power and awareness based on her positioning in relation to the viewer or 
reader, painting or poem. 
 
 
ASTARTE SYRIACA AND “ASTARTE SYRIACA” 
 
The intense gaze in Proserpina is intensified in Astarte Syriaca (Fig. 2a and 2b), 
another painting for which Jane Morris modeled. Astarte Syriaca, also titled Venus 
Astarte, is considered one of Rossetti’s grandest portraits of Morris, who here chose to 
represent her as the Mesopotamian goddess of fertility, sexuality and war. While the 
sonnet itself is rife with Biblical allusions from the Book of Revelation (17:5 “Babylon  
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Fig. 2b    Astarte Syriaca with frame 
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the Great, Mother of harlots and abomination of the earth” and 12:1 “woman clothed with 
the sun”), the painting is best known as a work that combines symbolic meaning and 
realistic detail.  The woman posed before us represents Venus as an ideal representative 
of beauty, love and godliness, but is very recognizably the model Rossetti’s admirers 
would have known as Jane Morris.  Rossetti himself made two attempts at the painting, 
claiming he wasn’t sure whether the British public could appreciate his “experiments in 
flesh-painting.” He anticipated the reactions of critics like the critic and poet Theodore 
Watts-Dunton, who in his essay “The Truth About Rossetti” observed how “the corporeal 
part of man seemed more and more to be the symbol of the spiritual.”202 The bright skin 
and sinewy muscles, particularly in the arms of the three women, accentuate the 
corporeality of these figures. At the same time, however, the Astarte Syriaca figure in the 
center is clearly more human and fully present then the two more transcendent figures 
that appear in lighter, diluted colors in the background.  These two attendants operate on 
a higher plane and assume a more mythical position in the painting.203 Most of all, Astarte 
Syriaca, front and center, gazes directly out of the painting, as if staring at us, the viewer, 
while the other two gaze upwards, distantly above, toward the heavens. 
This direct confrontation between Astarte Syriaca and the viewer creates a 
scenario similar to what we have seen in Udolpho and The Monk, where what we expect 
to be the framed, unknowing female figure in fact suddenly returns our gaze, as if 
recognizing the presence of the frame and threatening to invert the roles of gazer and 
object.  As in scenes of both Lady Laurentini’s face and Matilda as the Madonna, here we 
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203 The model for the left attendant was Mary “May” Morris, daughter of William and Jane Morris.  
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recognize a female body that simultaneously represents a real body in all its fleshliness 
and a goddess as a mythological ideal. Jane Morris is a locus for sensuality, sexual 
confidence and eroticism, at the same time that Astarte Syriaca or Venus serves as a 
metonymy for these female traits. Like a gothic reader, a viewer of Rossetti’s many Jane 
Morris/Venus paintings necessarily experiences the bodily-artistic swap staged in the 
gothic novel, where, to one with a basic knowledge of Rossetti’s paintings and practices, 
representations of the Madonna or Venus or other legendary female characters cannot be 
removed from that familiar, knowing gaze of Jane Morris. In this particular painting, the 
Venus figure seems ready to step out of the picture and into our plane, her legs poised in 
an almost warlike stance to stride forward and leave the realm of the two attendants 
behind her.  
Many critics perform some version of this gothic swap between reading reality or 
reading artifice in their analyses of Rossetti’s double works in particular. Meaning and 
context change depending on whether one approaches a painting first and the 
accompanying poem second, or vice versa.  Focusing on certain portions of the sonnet—
the octave versus sestet—also changes the balance and emphasis of the poem’s relative 
“fleshliness,” in cases where Rossetti selectively inscribed excerpts onto his frames.  
Astarte Syriaca provides an interesting case example because of the importance of the 
physical frame to this painting, which Rossetti designed himself and to which he also 
appended lines from his sonnet.  
 
ASTARTE SYRIACA  
(FOR A PICTURE.) 
 
  Mystery: lo! betwixt the sun and moon 
  Astarte of the Syrians: Venus Queen 
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  Ere Aphrodite was. In silver sheen 
  Her twofold girdle clasps the infinite boon 
  Of bliss whereof the heaven and earth commune: 
  And from her neck's inclining flower-stem lean 
  Love-freighted lips and absolute eyes that wean 
  The pulse of hearts to the spheres' dominant tune. 
   
  Torch-bearing her sweet ministers compel 
  All thrones of light beyond the sky and sea 
  The witnesses of Beauty's face to be: 
  That face, of Love's all-penetrative spell 
  Amulet, talisman, and oracle,— 
 Betwixt the sun and moon a mystery.204 
 
 
Catherine Golden, in an important 1988 reading of Rossetti’s double works as analogous 
to his famous “two-sided coin,” demonstrates the ways in which the meaning—in 
particular, the fleshliness—of Astarte Syriaca changes when contextualized with just the 
painting itself, when paired with the sestet of the accompanying sonnet, and when read 
against the octave of the sonnet.205 While a full sonnet is attached to the canvas of 
Proserpine, Golden notes that only a portion of the sonnet is attached to the base of the 
frame that Rossetti designed for Astarte Syriaca. The excluded octave emphasizes the 
eroticism of the Syrian goddess’ figure, while the sestet offers the flip side of the coin, 
emphasizing her face and gaze. As Golden observes, the accompanying sonnet “saves the 
picture from erotica by immediately informing us that the female subject is the goddess 
of fertility, sexual love, and the moon.” She considers the painting, on its own, to be “an 
overly erotic portrait.”206 The figure of Astarte Syriaca can seem overly fleshly when 
judged by the painting alone; the octave of the sonnet accentuates this eroticism; but the 
                                                
 
204 Rossetti, “Astarte Syriaca,” The Collected Works of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, p. 361, lines 1-14. 
 
205 Golden, “Rossetti’s Two-Sided Art,” 394-402. 
 
206 Ibid., 396. 
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sestet contextualizes Jane Morris’ body within legend and tradition, redeeming the 
painting from pure fleshliness. A reader and viewer’s experience may thus fluctuate back 
and forth, much like Ambrosio and Emily’s do in the gothic novel, while the female 
figure’s gaze is locked in a fixed, commanding stare. In both the painting and poem 
versions of Proserpina and Astarte Syriaca, it is the particular attention to the frame itself 
that yields sudden shifts in perspective, authority and agency. 
 
 
LADY LILITH AND “BODY’S BEAUTY” 
 
The final pair of double works I will investigate are “Body’s Beauty” or “Lady 
Lilith,” based on the painting Lilith (Fig. 3a and 3b); and “Sibylla Palmifera: For a 
Picture” (1870) and “Soul’s Beauty” (1881), based on the 1866 painting Sibylla 
Palmifera (or Venus Palmifera) (Fig. 4a and 4b). These came to be incorporated in The 
House of Life as Sonnets 77 and 78, respectively. The sonnet to Sibylla Palmifera, which 
references both Dante and Sandro Botticelli in lines 10 and 11, gestures toward the 
double nature of Rossetti’s works, uniting historical figures of poetry and painting. But 
though “Body’s Beauty” seems to represent the aesthetic and fleshly, while the figure in 
“Soul’s Beauty” embodies purity, it is clear that this double work is not meant to 
moralize simplistically by contrasting two allegorical women. Instead, the dual 
representations of each woman through poem and picture reveal her ability to be more 
than just body or soul; Rossetti imbues both figures with the potentiality for artistic 




















Lilith, representing “Body’s Beauty,” personifies vanity as she contemplates her 
reflection, perhaps admiring her painted lips and long, luscious locks. In almost every 
aspect of this painting, Lilith is treated as a highly aestheticized object surrounded by 
objects that accentuate or attend to her beauty. Positioned idly in a dressing room 
brushing her hair, Lilith is surrounded by decorative objects that clutter the space around 
her. The braided tassel around her wrist, the necklace or garland on her lap, as well as the 
flowers below, above and in front of her contribute to a feeling of overcrowding. The 
flowers and trees, again marring the distinction between indoors and outdoors, serve as 
decoration and adornment. The sumptuous bare shoulders and exposed skin under the 
white gown, blending into the white blanket underneath her, all create a central image of 
uniform color; any distinction between body, clothing and blanket is delineated only 
through differences in texture, demanding an intimate attentiveness from the viewer.  
The folklore surrounding Lilith is alternately a source of misogynistic or feminist 
inspiration. Lilith is the original temptress, a woman who abandoned her role as Adam’s 
partner and came to be portrayed as the ultimate seductress, accused of sexual 
incontinence and even infanticide. At the same time, Lilith is a subversive figure, even 
more so than Milton’s Eve, because, created from the earth by God like man, she claimed 
equal standing with Adam. As we have seen in the examples of Matilda in The Monk and 
Jane Morris in various Rossetti paintings, female beauty is both an incriminating feature 
and a source of power and agency for women. 
Like “Proserpina,” this painting includes an aperture in the background that the 
woman chooses not to look out of.  Nor does Lilith seem to look out of the painting’s 
frame in a way that challenges the objectification of her body. Instead, Lilith looks into a 
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smaller frame of a different sort—the mirror in her hand, in which she can control the 
composition and perspective within her view. With a twitch of her hand, Lilith can alter 
the angle of the image she sees and of the painting she comprises, cropping and framing 
her own face or figure as an artist might do to a model. She can even adjust the content 
within the image she frames—with a brush in her hand she combs her hair and can adjust 
the details of the image, not just the general composition.  
As D.M.R. Bentley points out, besides opening to an outside forest scene, the 
window in the background also serves as a partial mirror, creating three sets of 
reflections: the two lit candles mounted on the windowpane, a rose and a rosebud in the 
arrangement that surrounds Lady Lilith, and a forest scene that lets in the natural light 
illuminating Lady Lilith. This window and its partial reflection present important 
questions to a careful viewer: “Shouldn’t there be a reflection of the artist in the mirror? 
If not a reflection of the artist, shouldn’t there be a reflection of the spectator? Is the 
spectator meant to experience being in the room with Lady Lilith but slightly to the right 
of the window and mirror where the painting asks the viewer to stand?”207 In asking these 
questions, Bentley demonstrates how Lady Lilith, even without gazing at the viewer, 
challenges any fixed meaning of the female figure within the frame, much as the framed 
women’s faces in Radcliffe and Lewis do. “By mobilizing these sorts of questions, Lady 
Lilith invites the (male) viewer to recognize the situation of the voyeur who is 
                                                
 
207 D.M.R. Bentley, “Dante Rossetti’s Lady Lilith, Sibylla Palmifera, ‘Body’s Beauty’ and ‘Soul’s 
Beauty’,” Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies 13, no. 2 (2004), 65. Ultimately, Bentley reads the painting in 




unacknowledged, either because it is undetected or undesired.”208 Here Lilith emerges as 
a spectator herself, without acquiescing to the eyes resting upon her. 
A simple or moralistic reading of Lady Lilith and the Lilith tale would simply 
view the mirror in the painting a symbol of Lilith’s narcissism, conceit and superficiality. 
However, read alongside Rossetti’s other paintings of framed women, the positioning of 
Lilith and the ambiguity of the gaze behind her heavy eyelids indicate to us that this 
rendition of Lilith understands the potentiality of her own beauty as power, that she is the 
subject of a painting entitled “Body’s Beauty,” and that all the trappings within the 
painting and on her figure contribute to this agency. By gazing into the mirror, Lilith 
assumes the role of the traditionally male viewer, wresting control back upon herself in a 
move where deliberate self-objectification potentially trumps objectification of another. 
The mirror, functioning as a specific subset of the frames we have already seen in 
Rossetti, allude to Lilith as a self-conscious viewer herself, and forces the viewer to 
question his or her own place, now unnecessary, in the equation of viewer and art-object.  
 
 “LADY LILITH” OR “BODY’S BEAUTY” 
 
Of Adam’s first wife, Lilith, it is told 
(The witch he loved before the gift of Eve,) 
That, ere the snake’s her sweet tongue could deceive 
And her enchanted hair was the first gold. 
And still she sits, young while the earth is old, 
And, subtly of her self contemplative, 
Draws men to watch the bright web she can weave, 




The rose and poppy are her flowers; for where 
Is he not found, O Lilith, whom shed scent 





And soft-shed kisses and soft sleep shall snare? 
Lo! As that youth’s eyes burned at thine, so went 
Thy spell through him, and left his straight neck bent 
And round his heart one strangling golden hair.209 
 
 
“Body’s Beauty” flatly likens Lilith to a witch, spider, a murdering Porphyria, or even a 
weaving Lady of Shalott. The poem reinforces the figure of Lilith in the painting by 
describing her as a thinking, self-reflective character, as she brushes her hair, “subtly of 
herself contemplative.” The poem helps to confirm that Rossetti’s painting of Lilith is not 
simply a warning against female vanity.210  
 Because “Lady Lilith” features a woman from legend whose body is the source of 
her power and control over men, a reading of this painting and sonnet together requires 
the reader/viewer to negotiate between the realistic and fleshly aspects of the painting (in 
its depiction of Fanny Cornforth and Alexa Wilding, as well as the interior setting), and 
the mythological aspects of the legend it evokes.  Just as the image of the Countess de 
Villeroi doubles as both rotting corpse and waxen image, wavering back and forth for 
readers throughout the course of the novel, Rossetti’s work invokes a wavering between 
these two worlds upon his readers/viewers.  For Harold L. Weatherby, “the peculiar and 
perhaps unfortunate thing about Rossetti…is that he had a strong predilection for the 
supernatural, as strong indeed as his predilection for the flesh (and the two go hand in 
hand).”211 In the sonnet, this “witch” self-consciously solicits men’s gazes, but not in a 
                                                
209 Rossetti, “Lady Lilith,” p. 216, lines 1-14. 
 
210 For Bentley, Lilith looking in the mirror combing her hair can thematically represent vanity in a 
Christian context, contemplative life in the tradition of Dante, or an allegory of Beauty contemplating itself 
in the classical tradition. Ultimately, however, the painting “is centrally and complexly about the activity of 
looking at a beautiful female form both for the woman who looks at herself and for the ‘men’ who look at 
her.” Bentley, 53. 
 
211 Weatherby, “Problems of Form and Content in the Poetry of D.G. Rossetti,” 73. 
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confrontational way; rather, she emits a passive and yet more powerful enchantment: 
“still she sits…and, subtly of her self contemplative, / Draws men to watch the bright 
web she can weave, / Till heart and body and life are in its hold.”  Here, punning on the 
word “draws,” Rossetti illuminates the way in which her self-contemplation is a quiet, 
non-violent recognition of her own beauty. With this beauty, she entraps men through the 
eyes, as if they were spiders’ webs, and eventually takes control over a man’s heart, body 
and life.  In her self-contemplation, Lilith too is arrested by the vision in her mirror, 
playing both victim and predator as she entrances her viewers, drawing their gaze into her 
web “till heart and body and life are in its hold.”  The pun on the artist’s capacity to 
“draw” demonstrates the female figure’s ability to usurp the role of gazer and artist. 
Lady Lilith, as the downfall of the male viewer and the male artist, thus embodies 
the stereotype of the gothic enchantress casting “spells”—drawing up stratagems and 
weaving webs—with her supernatural beauty. On the one hand, it serves as a warning to 
other male viewers who, like Adam, will fall to her enchantments. Rossetti’s speaker 
continually attempts to “write” the female within a male-dominated tradition. He 
encapsulates her and casts her within the sonnet tradition, describes her through legend 
(“it is told”), draws on the blazon tradition (describing her tongue, hair and scent), and 
generally offers Lilith up for other male gazers to view as well. On the other hand, the 
poem’s final line, boldly reminiscent of Browning’s “Porphyria’s Lover,” portrays Lilith 
as a master of feminine physical strength and linguistic seduction. The proliferation of 
soothing “s” sounds (“O Lilith, whom shed scent / And soft-shed kisses and soft sleep 
shall snare?”) culminates in a violent act which, with a final stroke, does not even require 




Lilith to meet the youth’s gaze.212 Her attack is cold, quick and effective: “As that youth’s 
eyes burned at thine, so went / Thy spell through him…”213  Lilith attacks her victim 
precisely at the moment when he is the most vulnerable prey—a viewer with his eyes 
locked and burning for the female subject he sees. 
A male reader and viewer of this double work can hardly resist identifying with 
Adam in these final lines. The viewer of the painting can little help playing the role of 
“that youth” whose “eyes burned at thine.” Like Matilda in The Monk, the image of Lilith 
here wields the power of beauty in a way that compromises male artistic agency by 
controlling and fixating his gaze, limiting his powers as viewer and artist—the double 
role that Rossetti himself played. The poem “Body’s Beauty” suggests the extent to 
which Rossetti was in fact at the mercy of his models, despite the way he is presented as 
a dominating figure in most accounts of his artistic process. 
 
 
SIBYLLA PALMIFERA AND “SOUL’S BEAUTY” 
 
 If Lady Lilith represents the body’s beauty, Sibylla Palmifera (Fig. 4a and 4b) is 
Rossetti’s counterpoint to that physical emphasis, embodying the soul’s beauty instead. 
This 1866 painting, also entitled Venus Palmifera, depicts a holy woman rather than a 
femme fatale. With a palm frond in her hand, representing the triumph of Christ’s 
resurrection, the sibyl ostensibly possesses prophetic powers; she hovers between a 
divine and human state, and between Christian and classical Greek values of salvation 
and beauty.  
                                                






However, Soul’s Beauty hinges just as much upon physical beauty as Lady Lilith. 
Again we have the Rossetti “type” with long flowing hair, fair skin against dark, rich-
colored clothing, long, white hands, and a haunting gaze. As in Astarte Syriaca and 
Proserpina, the Venus figure here looks directly outside of the frame, as if fixated on 
something or someone in the viewer’s plane. Though the clothes hang more loosely on 
the body here than in Lady Lilith, the detailed folds upon the garment alert viewers to the 
palpability of the material and the body beneath it, as if they could be touched. Here, the 
simultaneously realistic and other-worldly features of the sibyl create an uncanny effect. 
 McGann describes this painting as lacking dignity and “more grotesque than it 
perhaps ought to be, given its elaborate classical accessories.”214 Mary Bennett also points 
to the presence of the skull, winged sphinx and “many-headed serpent” in the sibyl’s 
background, which contribute to an “almost crepuscular atmosphere [resulting] from the 
strange juxtaposition of artificial and natural forms.”215 The “strange color arrangements” 
also include gold and flesh-colored tones that offer an uneasy combination of the 
“splendid and simple.” The sibyl figure inhabits a liminal position between realism and 
symbolism, the natural and artificial, classical and Christian, sensual and holy. This state 
of uncertainty is also reinforced by the unstable boundary between picture and reality. 
 As with the other three paintings we have seen, the presence of background 
objects, including butterflies, lamps, olive branches, poppies and roses, creates a 
confusion between what is earthly and what is celestial, but it also contributes to a sense 
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that the sibyl is trapped and crowded within the frame. Though there is no literal window 
in the scene, the sibyl seems to be gazing to our left from the unseen window of the 
picture frame itself.  Her positioning suggests the potential to look beyond and even step 
out of the picture’s plane, much as in Astarte Syriaca. Like Proserpina, Sibylla Palmifera 
was attached to a signature frame with three concentric circles that make up the 
“roundels” on the frame with tiered molding. This gilded frame, which was used by 
Rossetti from 1866 on, plays an essential component of the painting; the gold of the 
frame complements the golden hues seen at the top left and right of the painting, as well 
as the bottom left, completing the composition and reflecting a similar light.  
 Furthermore, the palm frond in the sibyl’s hands—the only other part of her body 
besides her face that is exposed and featured in brighter light—is held in the position of a 
pen.  Rossetti referred to the frond as a “palm-sceptre,” which he had “bestowed on the 
lady to mark the leading place which I intend her to hold among my beauties.”216 
Viewers, then, are not meant to appreciate Sibyla Palmifera for the beauty of her soul 
rather than her body; instead, the palm frond, serving effectively as a beauty trophy, 
points to the self-referentiality of physical beauty and bodily allure that even threatens to 
trump the sibyl’s beauty of the soul and her religious meaning.  
In Sibylla Palmifera, we are thus presented with yet another of Rossetti’s women 
figures who seems to evade the captivity of a framed female in three ways: her bodily 
positioning gestures toward the picture frame as a window, pointing at an opening of 
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escape from the objectification she endures; her gaze is a potentially challenging address 
to the viewer, allowing her to assume the role of viewer rather than viewed; and the palm 
frond or “scepter” she holds serves as a symbol for the triumph and power of her own 
beauty. My reading of the accompanying poem expands on this power of the palm frond 




Under the arch of Life, where love and death, 
 Terror and mystery, guard her shrine, I saw 
 Beauty enthroned; and though her gaze struck awe, 
I drew it in as simply as my breath. 
Hers are the eyes which, over and beneath, 
 The sky and sea bend on thee,--which can draw, 
 By sea or sky or woman, to one law, 
The allotted bondman of her palm and wreath. 
 
This is that Lady Beauty, in whose praise 
 Thy voice and hand shake still,--long known to thee 
  By flying hair and fluttering hem,--the beat 
  Following her daily of thy heart and feet, 
 How passionately and irretrievably, 
In what fond flight, how many ways and days!218 
 
 
The angelic figure of Sibylla Palmifera, like Lady Lilith, usurps the male artist’s 
control of both his gaze and his work, particularly through the imagery and language of 
drawing. The crux of the sonnet embodies the arresting effect of the entire painting, 
demarcated through monosyllabic emphasis: “her gaze struck awe.” Though Rossetti first 
introduces the relationship of a male viewer and female object (“I saw / Beauty 
enthroned”), the enjambment of lines 3 and 4 demotes the male viewer/artist by placing 
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him at the end of the line, forefronting the female “Beauty enthroned” instead in line 3. 
For most of the poem, it is Sibylla Palmifera and her gaze with the agency to strike that 
dominates in the capacity of a commanding artist. She has eyes “which can draw…the 
allotted bondman,” punning on her ability to command his gaze but also to take over the 
role of artist. Meanwhile, the male artist does not “draw” or sketch, but passively takes in 
her gaze in the mode of inhalation, passively and without resistance: “I drew it in as 
simply as my breath.” Thus the word “draw,” when used in this sonnet, undercuts the 
male poet/painter’s agency, offering Sibylla Palmifera the agency to draw the attention of 
gazers and to the palm frond she holds as if wielding a pen or paintbrush. As she appears 
in the painting, the sibyl is poised for action, her authorial command imminent. 
Meanwhile, the male bondman and sonneteer “draws in” and receives the inspiration she 
expels.  
These readings suggest that the male, modern-day reader of Rossetti’s double 
works need not disown pleasure for fear of participating in pornographic models of art or 
succumbing to the painter-poet’s aesthetic failures.  The women in Rossetti’s paintings 
exert the same triumph over confinement that we witnessed in Chapter Two.  Rossetti 
develops a tradition in which women do not merely look out windows or frames and gaze 
out at picturesque beauty —they command it, embody it, write it, compose it, or channel 
it. Through their power of framing, gazing, writing or drawing, Rossetti’s women are 
momentarily granted the ability to shock and surprise. Despite their participation in a 
tradition customarily belittling of women and women’s bodies, they subvert the common 
patterns of objectification and framing in much the same way that gothic heroines or 





FRAMED FLUCTUATIONS, BEYOND ROSSETTI219 
 
Rossetti’s remarkable use of the mirror, picture frame and female gaze is not 
specific only to these four works. La Donna Della Finestra (1879), also based on Jane 
Morris, seems to present the unspecified case of a general framed woman who embodies 
the challenging, alluring gaze through the picture frame and across at us standing before a 
window. Paintings by other artists also feature this woman at the window, a figure at rest 
whose vision avoids looking out of the aperture. These include Mariana (1851) by John 
Everett Millais, The Lady of Shalott (1905) by William Holman Hunt, Rapunzel Sings 
from the Tower (1908) by Frank Cadogan Cowper, and “I am Halfsick of Shadows,” said 
the Lady of Shalott (1915) by John William Waterhouse.220  
In yet more paintings, however, particularly those based on Tennyson’s influential 
poem, the Lady of Shalott’s looking-glass is portrayed in ambiguous terms, doubling as 
both a mirror and window. The Lady of Shalott Looking at Lancelot (1894) by John 
William Waterhouse and “I am Halfsick of Shadows,” said the Lady of Shalott (1913) by 
Sidney Harold Meteyard capture this type of confusion. In each of these paintings, it is 
not so simply that a window opens out onto nature while a mirror reflects reality. In both 
instances, the window and mirror question the status of art versus nature, and it is 
precisely the difficulty of deciding whether a framed glass represents a window or a 
mirror that make these paintings challenging to interpret. In his article on “Victorian 
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Frames,” Gerhard Joseph explains the optical “mistake” of the reader first encountering 
Holman Hunt’s painting The Awakening Conscience, where a viewer shortly comes to 
realize his own mistake in reading the composition, experiencing his own perspectival 
awakening: “the ‘window’ at the back of the room is actually a mirror.”221 Joseph 
demonstrates how in various ways, the painting’s meaning emerges from the symbolic 
opposition of window and mirror: “In both Victorian poetry and painting the image of the 
window, oscillating between compositional and iconographic feature, hesitates on the 
border of the thematic figure—sometimes crossing over to reassume its original 
metaphoricity.”222 Martin Meisel’s “‘Half Sick of Shadows’: The Aesthetic Dialogue in 
Pre-Raphaelite Painting” recognizes reflection as a theme where “the half-conscious 
metaphor of art as a mirror persists[s] but proves an inadequate model for Rossetti’s art 
and thought. The model of nature as original and art as imitative reflection fails, and 
instead, mirrors and reflected windows in paintings of small interior rooms show “life in 
the mirror” which add to a “quality of entrapment,” “claustrophobic panic,” and “the 
putative curse on Art and the artist.”223  The doubleness of life and art, inside and outside 
world, are broader concerns of Pre-Raphaelite painting generally, which induces an 
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oscillating motion through framing and reframing that so confounds and engages viewers 
of such images.224 
Throughout this chapter, I have focused on the experience of oscillation that a 
reader/viewer experiences when faced with a suddenly changing gothic image or one of 
Rossetti’s framed women.  This fluctuation in the object’s meaning and positioning in 
relation to ourselves creates a feeling of unease and confusion, which I identify as 
integral to the gothic reader’s experience.  Rossetti’s paintings and poems draw on the 
same mode of reading and viewing, I argue, which helps to account for the reaction of 
critics who found works by the Pre-Raphaelite “fleshly” school as unsettling and 
disturbing. 
 The image of a woman gazing longingly out a window casement is a clichéd 
positioning of the damsel in distress, a familiar trope in gothic novels as well as medieval 
tales. As we have seen, the small contained vista alludes to the outside world of which the 
damsel is deprived, confined instead to a domestic, often cluttered setting. In the 
compositions of Rossetti’s framed women, however, the female is not positioned so 
simply as a pent damsel looking wistfully at the outside, or perhaps composing elegiac 
stanzas in her head. Instead, these women challenge their position as viewed, trapped 
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bodies of objectification by gazing out towards the viewer, utilizing the picture frame as a 
window to a different outside world where we stand. Often, as we have seen, the 
painting’s complementary poems contribute to this sense that the authority of the viewer 
is being undermined, and that the framed female is wresting back creative control through 
the exertion of her own gaze, harnessing the power of her own eyes. 
Encountering these framed women of Rossetti, viewers must straddle a line 
between regarding the framed woman as a fleshly object and that of a meaningful symbol 
of female lust or transgression, depending on various contexts and scales of framing. We 
waver between perceiving Astarte Syriaca or Sibylla Palmifera as an attractive fleshly 
body or a mythologized deity.  We may also regard her as both a religious Christian 
figure and as a Venus or embodiment of sensual beauty. We recognize in her both the 
mythological figure she represents (Lilith, Prosperina) and the recognizably influential 
model who sat for the picture (Jane Morris, Alexis Wilding). On top of this, we must 
acknowledge that the framed female figure is not only an object to be judged, but also a 
viewer in her own right, returning our gaze in a manner that subverts the traditional roles 
of object and viewer, or artist and model. The poems urge us to consider Lilith and 
Sibylla Palmifera as potential artists or writers with the further power to create, frame and 
compose words and images in their own right. These interpretive oscillations restore 
layers of meaning behind each female figure rather than flattening her into a simple 
aesthetic image, studio model or embodied moral. Recognition of these potential 
subversions is especially empowering for the framed female figure when the viewer is 
presumed to be male, offering readers a way to perhaps recast and appreciate the work of 
Rossetti that seems to idolize but objectify female beauty.  
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All the possibilities that force a viewer to fluctuate between recognizing the 
aesthetic ideal or fleshly woman, the feminized object or commanding presence, are 
constituted in the dynamic framing and reframing present in each painting and poem. 
Such reframing invokes a capacity for reading sudden changes in context that is inherent 
to the gothic reader’s experience. The gothic novel excels in staging sudden reversals in 
framing that allow for the possibility of subversion, particularly of gender roles: the 
flustered wanderings of the damsel in distress become so overused in gothic novels as to 
carry over into satirical, self-referential satire; framed, lifeless faces of female victims or 
idols become powerful, gripping forces that control the reader and viewer. The 
threatening aspect of Rossetti’s paintings and other Pre-Raphaelite works is that the 
victim or object can suddenly seem to spring to life or return a gaze, upsetting the 
traditional model of female objectification. Emily may betray a self-consciousness of her 
role as a gothic heroine, just as Laurentini, Matilda and Rossetti’s framed women 
threaten to suddenly turn the tables and leap out from their entrapment in a frame. This 
demands a new and unconventional mode of participation from the viewer and reader, 
one that can tolerate the uncertainty of perspectival fluctuation and negotiate one’s own 
loss of authority within the viewing experience. 
Like the gothic novel, Rossetti’s paintings promote a version of reading and 
viewing characterized by movement and fluctuation; it is an active experience that 
catches us off guard, rather than leaving us in a position of judgment and rest.  Robert 
Buchanan famously lambasted Pre-Raphaelite poets for their depiction of sexualized 
women: they were “females who bite, scratch, scream, bubble, munch, sweat, writhe, 
twist, wriggle [and] foam.”  However, the four paintings discussed in this chapter have 
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shown us women who indeed pose as figures of doubleness and liminality, but from a 
calm, commanding position of rest, while it is it is precisely the gothic reader or the 
viewer of Rossetti’s paintings who is forced into becoming one of these wriggling bodies.  
Rossetti’s double works force readers into an uncomfortable state of limbo and 
reinterpretation as the frames before us switch the terms of our viewing authority, forcing 






CONFESSION, CONFINEMENT AND FLUCTUATION: 
GOTHIC RESONANCES IN THE POEMS OF G.M. HOPKINS 
 
“…the faithful waver, the faithless fable and miss.”225 
 
 
In “Hopkins and the Gothic Body,” R.J.C. Watt provides a survey of the gothic 
elements in the writing of Gerard Manley Hopkins. These include the notion of a split 
self in “The Terrible Sonnets,” comparable to the double personalities in James Hogg’s 
Confessions of a Justified Sinner and Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray, 
representations of London as a “gothic labyrinth” rife with “sordidness and sin,” and the 
gothicized sense of Englishness in Hopkins’ invention of “fake-authentic” terminology 
like “inscape” and “instress.”226 There is little reason to believe that Hopkins was 
immersed in the gothic tradition, either while an undergraduate at Oxford or later as a 
Jesuit priest and professor. There is no proof in his journals or letters that he read Hogg, 
Radcliffe or Lewis. Building on Watt’s analysis, however, this chapter means to show 
how Hopkins’ poetry incorporates and inherits the formal patterns that this dissertation 
has identified as “gothic,” and how the heuristic of fear and surprise figures formally in 
Hopkins’ distinctive verse innovations. By tracing these gothic resonances on a thematic 
and formal level, I suggest that even in the poetry of Hopkins, which has often been 
considered in isolation, gothic themes are sublimated into new elements of poetic form in 
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a manner similar to what we have seen in other nineteenth-century poets, suggesting that 
in this respect Hopkins is more centrally a part of the Victorian poetic tradition than 
critics have sometimes allowed. 
In fact, Hopkins serves as a useful test case for the influence of the 
aforementioned gothic tropes within Victorian poetry, particularly due to his isolation and 
disaffiliation from any literary movement. The burning of his early poems and the seven 
years’ silence that followed his Jesuit initiation in 1868 mark his commitment to his 
religious office which effectively cut him off from literary circulation and public print 
culture. It might be said that his literary circle consisted solely of a few family members 
and his friends Robert Bridges, Coventry Patmore and Richard Watson Dixon. As Paul 
Mariani has observed, a poem like “The Wreck of the Deutschland” is an anomaly in 
Victorian poetry, showing none of the “ironic ambivalence” or the use of a mask or 
dramatic persona characteristic of poetry in this period.227 Yet the poems Hopkins 
produced draw on the same aspects of the explained supernatural that shaped the poetry 
of Browning, Barrett Browning, and the Rossetti siblings. His “Terrible Sonnets” can be 
read within the genre of Catholic confession, offering a counterpoint to the often 
hypocritical confessions of 1790s gothic characters and Victorian dramatic monologists. 
His many sonnets and innovative poetic techniques offer a sense of masochistic relish in 
confinement, assuming the position of the enthralled prisoner. And much like the 
“fleshly” women depicted by D.G. Rossetti, Hopkins’ shipwrecked nuns of the 
Deutschland are represented as suffering bodies. Overall, Hopkins’ poems are predicated 
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upon experiences of sudden change that often induce fear, not necessarily by expressing 
horrific content but by staging an experience of doubt and shock. 
To what extent, then, does Hopkins’ poetry inherit the tropes and formal 
innovations of the Brownings and Rossettis, and how does his devotional verse expand 
upon these gothic valences? In what follows, I visit the suffering nuns, caged souls and 
desperate confessions in Hopkins’ poems that possess gothic undertones. At the same 
time, I focus on the formal techniques that utilize gothic models for drawing out doubt 
and fear within a poem’s speaker or reader, particularly within a Catholic context. These 
include his innovations of sprung rhythm, inscape, instress, and his curtal and caudated 
sonnets, which all comprise a definitive part of Hopkins’ major verses between 1875 and 
his death in 1889. Through each of these poetic techniques, Hopkins creates a reading 
experience that is marked by fluctuation, fear and doubt, cultivating a mode of reading 
that, like gothic reading, can cope with sudden blows, changes and shocks. Hopkins thus 
builds the stamina of his readers by subjecting them to stresses and fluctuations. 
This chapter is divided into three sections. I begin by addressing the confessional 
element so prominent in Hopkins’ poems, reading them in relation to Millian notions of 
pure lyric and the questioning of such notions in Browning’s dramatic monologues. 
Hopkins’ confessions in “The Terrible Sonnets” are pervaded by a sense of guilt and 
despair at having disappointed or failed to move an overhearing God. In the second 
section, I offer a reading of “The Caged Skylark,” Hopkins’ contribution to the 
nineteenth-century line of meta-sonnets that rehearses a by-now familiar argument; he 
calls for yet more confinement, as if in response to Keats’ call for “sandals more 
interwoven.” Hopkins’ new theoretical concepts for his poetry, such as the notion of 
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inscape, allows us to recognize the positive, liberating results of stricter form.  Like 
Rossetti’s bouts-rimés, Hopkins’ mathematical formulas for shortened “curtal sonnets” or 
extended “caudated sonnets” create diversity and individuation, providing a justification 
for increased formal confinement. As we have seen in defenses of the sonnet form that 
came before, confinement can be productive and salutary.  
The third and final section offers a reading of physical suffering and bodily 
representation in “The Wreck of the Deutschland.” Hopkins’ celebration of stress and 
suffering in this poem are contingent upon a reader’s identification of the nuns as fleshly 
bodies. Rather than simply transfigure them as symbols of Christ, Hopkins stages the 
physical battering of both the nuns and his readers. Like D.G. Rossetti, Hopkins relies on 
the physical details of his poems to work toward a symbolic reading, not in counterpoint 
to it. I end by revisiting the notion of the gothic reader’s experience as one of sporadic 
doubt and uncertainty, as discussed in Chapter Three. Here I propose a method of reading 
Hopkins that is not a stable, linear path towards understanding God and salvation, but one 
that moves forward and backwards, experiencing uncertainty and fear. A reader must 
work through the stresses of sprung rhythm and instress to experience the bodily 
suffering of the nuns in God’s storm; this experience of doubt and oscillation, both as a 
reader and believer, is necessary for the payoff that Hopkins’ difficult poem offers. 
The strongest historical basis for Hopkins’ gothic connection lies in the loaded 
anxiety surrounding his Catholic religion within a British context. In addition to the 
mechanics of gothic sensation, romance and travelogue, Radcliffe’s novels appealed to an 
English public through their blatantly xenophobic, anti-Catholic backdrop reinforced in 
her setting of scenes in 1590s France or Italy, which emphasized a split between English 
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Protestantism and the Catholicism of southern Europe. In this context, the Italian Catholic 
monk is inevitably a villain, fueled by the accompanying trappings of gothic superstition, 
unfair Catholic absolution, sacrilegious penitence, idolatry of high clerics, and the 
conflated lavishness of Catholic cathedrals and Italian castles. The Italian in particular 
portrays Italy as a nation of criminals and deceivers, while mystifying the Catholic 
religion as a cultish machine with its own Inquisitional tribunals and orders of “Black 
Penitents.”  
Hopkins, as an Anglican converted to Catholicism, embodies the tensions 
between the Englishman and the Catholic priest, a dichotomy that is much exaggerated in 
Radcliffe’s world of fiction, but one that was still highly controversial in real-life 1850s 
England.  The same anti-Catholic stereotypes on which Radcliffe drew—fixations on 
lavish displays of wealth and the indulgences of sins—were rehashed by sharp critics of 
the Oxford Movement, including Hopkins’ own father, who opposed his son’s turn 
toward the Roman Catholic Church. As Watt puts it, Hopkins’ “flirtation with 
Catholicism had ‘the crucial gothic quality of transgression’: Anglicans and his family 
regarded it with horror; ‘pervert’ was the word for convert.”228 Hopkins’ father forbade 
the poet from contact with any of his siblings, for fear of his attempts to convert them 
too. Charges against High Church practices at the time centered around complaints 
against the fancy and Romish display of their services, exemplified by the Scottish 
clergyman John Cumming: 
 
Prodigious efforts are being made by the Ritualists to enlist converts, or 
rather I should say perverts. Young men and young women are captivated 
                                                




and charmed by beautiful music, by a gorgeous ceremonial, by rich and 
variegated dresses, which also, whether at the ball or at the opera, or in a 
Ritualistic Church, are no doubt very attractive; and by rites and lights, 
and attitudes and genueflexions, extremely well done…229 
 
In heated letters exchanged with his father, Hopkins defends himself from one of the 
major attacks of Broad Church critics: that the Holy Roman Church services were showy 
and practiced an ornate “ritualism.” Protestants maligned Catholic ritual as gaudy and 
theatrical, while Hopkins’ reply to his father’s threats of estrangement sought to delineate 
the “simple,” “common” and unpretentious reasons for his conversion.  
 
I am surprised you shd. say fancy and aesthetic tastes have led me to my 
present state of mind: these wd. be better satisfied in the Church of 
England, for bad taste is always meeting one in the accessories of 
Catholicism. My conversion is due to the following reasons mainly (I have 
put them down without order) – (i) simple and strictly drawn arguments 
partly my own, partly others’, (ii) common sense, (iii) reading the Bible, 
especially the Holy Gospels…(iv) an increasing knowledge of the 
Catholic system (at first under the form of Tractarianism, later in its 
genuine place)…230  
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The attacks against which Hopkins defends the High Church centered on 
differences in aesthetics and taste. Unfortunately, many of the same anti-Catholic 
stereotypes rehearsed in the gothic novel and by English Protestants influenced the 
succeeding reception of Hopkins’ verse style.  Aesthetically, Hopkins’ signature use of 
compound-words and his Anglo-Saxon style of alliteration can be regarded as lush and 
self-indulgent.  John T. Netland construed Hopkins’ choices in diction as “wildly 
extravagant linguistic liberties,” even those that “startle the reader by their ostensible 
naturalness.”231 Hopkins proved to be vulnerable to attacks on luxury and decadence, 
even a century after the Oxford Movement. Donald Davie placed Hopkins within the 
school of decadent poets: 
 
Hopkins wrote in a decadent age, and if he is its greatest poet, he may be 
so because he cultivates his hysteria and pushes his sickness to the limit. 
Certainly he displays, along with frantic ingenuity, another decadent 
symptom most easily recognized, the refinement and manipulation of 
sensuous appetite…It is the Keatsian luxury carried one stage further, 
luxuriating in the kinetic and muscular as well as the sensuous. Word is 
piled on word, and stress on stress, to crush the odours and dispense a 
more exquisite tang, more exquisite than the life.232  
 
Though the setting and content of Hopkins’ devotional verses are primarily stark, bare 
and ascetic, the richness of his style seems in keeping with the ornate, decorative 
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aesthetics associated with gothic and with Protestant representations of the Roman 
Catholic church. However, the sensuousness that Davie detects paradoxically expresses 
the bleak terror that the poet experienced in the last decade of his life.  Here, style 
counters content in a dynamic clash of “luxury” and deprivation that can be seen in 
Hopkins’ “Terrible Sonnets.”  
 
 
CONFESSIONAL AND AUDIENCE IN THE “TERRIBLE SONNETS” (1885) 
 
In a letter to Robert Bridges, Hopkins refers to a set of sonnets that reflect his 
depression in Dublin, most likely comprising “To seem the stranger,” “I wake and feel,” 
“No worst, there is none,” “Carrion Comfort,” “Patience, hard thing,” and “My own 
heart.” During this time of difficult adjustment and isolation, Hopkins reported to his 
friend that “I think that my fits of sadness, though they do not affect my judgment, 
resemble madness.”233 As he described them, their compositions seemed almost 
supernaturally spontaneous: “I shall shortly have some sonnets to send you, five or more. 
Four of these came like inspirations unbidden against my will.”234 They reach an almost 
hysterical pitch of despair, counterbalanced with moments of low and quiet respite.  
“I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day” is a poem that is thematically stark and 
bare, with a speaker surrounded by nothing besides darkness and his own cries; no 
material objects or glimmers of nature surround him. Amid the material deprivation in 
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these lines, any richness in texture develops from Hopkins’ workings with phonemes and 
sensory pyrotechnics. 
 
I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day. 
What hours, O what black hours we have spent 
This night! what sights you, heart, saw; ways you went! 
And more must, in yet longer light’s delay. 
 
With witness I speak this. But where I say 
Hours I mean years, mean life. And my lament 
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters sent 
To dearest him that lives alas! away.235 
 
 
The setting here is one of overwhelming darkness and deprivation, of asceticism rather 
than “sensuous appetite.” Any richness or texture is created most obviously through 
alliteration and hints of synesthesia: “feel” and “fell,” “dark” and “day,” “sights” and 
“saw,” “ways” and went,” “more” and “must,” “longer” and “light,” and “cries countless, 
cries.” The speaker “feels” darkness, since it cannot be seen; time is measured with vision 
or color in “black hours.” But the literary techniques Hopkins employs, even if they 
suggest multiplication or adornment, are a means of expansion from few resources; it is a 
sign of making do with a paucity of raw elements.  Alliteration repeats consonants, 
yielding two words from one phoneme; synesthesia creates complexity or display by 
crossing simple elements and mixing separate senses. Within the poem, measurement 
also loses focus in this chaos of senses, with “countless cries” and the sudden expansion 
from “hours” to “years” to “life.” Quite literally, the speaker is creating temporal length 
and distance from nothing; he projects from what is essentially darkness and void.  
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Though Hopkins’ stylistic and linguistic richness create a sense of “piling on,” 
this is a humble richness created from paucity meant to accentuate the effects of darkness 
and despair. The sestet depicts spiritual suffering and the discomfort of insomnia: 
I am gall, I am heartburn. God’s most deep decree 
Bitter would have me taste: my taste was me; 
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the curse. 
 
Selfyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see 
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be 
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse.236 
 
 
The gothic elements in Hopkins’ “Terrible Sonnets” do not come from any supernatural 
element, but rather the chilling, skeletal sense of bareness: “bones built in me, flesh filled, 
blood brimmed the curse.” Hopkins composed sonnets that, if read as confessions, do not 
sound out the admission of prosecutable crime. Instead they confess the guilt of despair, 
breach of faith, and a punitive self-loathing. His soliloquizing admits of bitterness and 
sourness as a taste of one’s self. 
Hopkins, as a figure of the English priest, is clearly a far cry from the hypocritical 
Catholic clerics fictionalized in Radcliffe and Lewis or Browning. Through unwitting 
confessions, these characters betray their sanctimoniousness in a longing to be recognized 
for piety that outweighs their faith in God.  Hopkins’ confessions, however, propose a 
model for what Mill considered true poetry or lyric in its purest form. Unstaged and free 
of “incident,” Hopkins’ “Terrible Sonnets” address God directly and were not envisioned 
to be read by a wide audience. They are intensely private and spontaneous in their direct 
address, in the mode of holy prayer. In fact, Hopkins “Terrible Sonnets,” not meant to be 
read by a public audience or overheard by any third-party auditor, can be seen as situating 
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the genre of honest Catholic confession within a lyric context. Hopkins presents the true 
meditations of a Catholic priest in a way that rehabilitates confession from its negative 
representations in gothic fiction, dramatic monologues, and Broad Church propaganda. 
His intensely private prayer-poems toward God seem to offer a version of the 
confessional that sheds the incriminating, gothic valences of a cleric confessing his crime, 
instead restoring the Augustinian sense of a believer confessing his love for God. 
 However, if pure Millian lyric is executed in the mode of true confession, what 
marks the difference between a prayer and a poem? All manners of soliloquy, whether 
sung, written or prayed, engage with the presence or absence of a listening audience. 
Furthermore, Hopkins’ careful choices in language and sounds—the overdecoration that 
Davie disdained— work against the idea of his lyric as spontaneous and unbelabored. 
Hopkins’ “Terrible Sonnets” in fact betray by a strong anxiety surrounding the question 
of whether his confessions are heard or not by God—and that this doubt over overhearing 
is part of the source of guilt over lapsed faith that drives Hopkins’ terror.  
One of the practices that attracted Hopkins to the Roman Catholic Church was 
auricular confession, a departure from Protestant practice.  Even before his conversion, 
Hopkins had begun making confessions in 1865 to Canon Henry Parry Liddon, a 
controversial High Church don at Oxford who was still a member of the Church of 
England. Auricular confession meant that a clergyman could give absolution on behalf of 
God. This places pressure on the confession not only as a religious practice but as a verse 
form, one that assumes heightened meaning when combined with Hopkins’ hybrid poems 
that are part sonnet, prayer, confession and soliloquy. It is both natural and significant 
that though Hopkins’ “Terrible Sonnets” are highly dramatic, they are not dramatic 
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monologues, and in fact require an indifference about audience in order to function as 
pure confession or prayer. 
As we have seen in Chapter One, Browning’s dramatic monologues are marked 
by a poetics of anxiety and guilt surrounding overheard confession.  Porphyria’s lover 
famously taunts God at the end of Browning’s dramatic monologue, challenging a 
response from above but also drawing the reader’s attention to the triangulation of 
speaker, audience and auditor at play in the poem’s form: “And yet, / God has not said a 
word!”237 In a poignant departure from this monomania, Hopkins too points to the silence 
ringing throughout his poem when he addresses God, but in a way that is painfully 
searching rather than defiant. 
The evocation of auricular confession is especially important in “No worst, there 
is none,” where the sounds of echoing words accentuate the silence around the poet-
speaker, pointing to the presence or absence of an overhearing God. 
No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief, 
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 
Comforter, where, where is your comforting? 
Mary, mother of us, where is your relief? 
My cries heave, herds-long; huddle in a main, a chief- 
Woe, wórld-sorrow; on an áge-old ánvil wínce and síng— 
Then lull, then leave off. Fury had shrieked ‘No ling- 
ering! Let me be fell: force I must be brief.’ 
 
O the mind, mind has mountains; clíffs of fáll 
Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed. Hold them cheap 
May who ne’er hung there. Nor does long our small 
Durance deal with that steep or deep. Here! creep, 
Wretch, under a comfort serves in a whirlwind: all 
Life death does end and each day dies with sleep.238 
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The poet seems to be writing alone from within an echoing cell; here the 
monastery is a location for sounding out despair.  The barrage of echoes continues, with 
“comforter…comforting,” “where…where…where,” “mind…mind.” The echo of “More 
pangs” and “forepangs” reverberates through the lonely cell, but the inversion of order 
(“More pangs” preceding “forepangs”) offers a reminiscence of the unnatural, backwards 
nature in Barrett Browning’s neologism “outbear,” in place of “bear out.” Throughout, 
the internal rhymes (“steep”/“deep”/“creep”) add to the reverberation which evokes a 
confining space, a sort of echo chamber where echoes, alliteration and rhymes proliferate. 
The space may seem busy or crowded, but ultimately the effect highlights Hopkins’ 
solitude. His rhetorical questions hang unanswered. The words and sounds are almost 
suffocating to the point that they fill his “coffin of weakness and dejection”; again, what 
seems like proliferation and plenty actually exposes loneliness and isolation. Hopkins 
must fill in space and sound himself, through the echoing of his own words, to fill a void 
of which he cannot be sure any other being is present. 
The internal echo housed in “ling-/ering,” with the distance and time before the 
echo dramatized by the jarring line break, points again to a moment loaded with the 
question of God’s presence. Does God hear his words? Does God hear his unanswered 
echoes? These moments of silence between echoes leave space for a lapse of faith, a 
moment of spiritual weakness. Whereas Browning’s monologists challenged lyric 
tradition by immodestly unheeding their overhearers and thus flaunting their wrongs, 
Hopkins’ speaker risks the very most at the moment that he assumes no auditor and no 
audience: the insinuation that no one can bear witness or hear his prayer within the space 




of this poem formally creates the space of a godless world. To offer a confession to no 
listener insinuates that one’s faith toward God has flagged. This sonnet conveys a fear 
that God does not hear Hopkins’ call for mercy, a doubt that is staged with each echo that 
succeeds a question, caesura or startling line break.   
Hopkins’ “Terrible Sonnets” thus stand as confessional poems that require God as 
their sole auditor. Here, religious confession becomes spiritually insidious not so much if 
it is overheard, but if it entertains a fear that there is no hearer. Indeed, towards the last 
ten years of Hopkins’ life, as he was stricken with typhoid fever in 1889, he developed an 
increasing sense that his prayers did not reach God. His Jesuit duties also led him to an 
increasing sense of isolation, where his poems found no audience aside from Bridges, 
Patmore and Dixon. The presentiment that God was not hearing his prayers is intensified 
in the sonnet, with the ringing (“wringing”) echoes of silence from this speaker’s cell. 
This effect of the echo specifically creates the effect of the empty cell. 
Hopkins, in his confessional poems, does not “perform” confession to win 
absolution, but solemnly works through lapses in doubt. His religious guilt aligns then 
with a formal preoccupation: he confesses to himself in solitude, in the mode of prayer, 
but with the hope of being overheard. Hopkins’s speaker does have an audience in 
mind—that of God—and it is perhaps this awareness, both as a child of God and as a poet 
attuned to his own formal posturing—that fuels his sense of guilt and doubt. Here, to 
ponder the basic question of any poet—whether his audience is listening—becomes a 
sign of spiritual doubt. This self-consciousness, seen poetically in the echoes, wrings and 
decorative syntax, betrays the “mere eloquence” indicative of any poet, even those 
aspiring to pure lyric or pure confession. Radcliffe’s comical scenes of overhearing 
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demonstrated that true, unstaged confession free of incident and manipulation could not 
be achieved within the context of the novel. The aspects of performance and the anxiety 
of an overhearing audience in Hopkins’ poetry points to the impossibility of achieving 
pure Millian lyric or true confession in poetry, even in the starkest and least “decadent” 
context of religious prayer.  
 
 
LIBERATION IN CONFINEMENT:  INSCAPE IN “THE CAGED SKYLARK” AND CURTAL 
SONNETS  
 
 With an impending sense of death and isolation, Hopkins referred to his room as 
“that coffin of weakness and dejection in which I live.”239 His description of this physical 
living space finds familiar expression in the sonnet form as a cage or prison itself. In 
Chapter Two, Wordsworth and Keats presented the sonnet as a comfortable cage or a 
pleasant plot of land; Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti took up the 
gothic rhetoric of confinement and created sonnets that enacted self-imprisonment 
through further formal innovation.  Hopkins, too, engaged in technical experimentations 
with the sonnet form that offer variations on the themes of spiritual liberation and 
confinement. The desolation of the “Terrible Sonnets” is no doubt intensified by the 
sense of self-punishment and self-flagellation but exacerbated within a Catholic rather 
than a female context. Much like the pent women we have encountered, however, 
Hopkins takes on the role of the broken prisoner, in a religious mode that celebrates 
suffering and servitude to a patriarchal master. He uses the sonnet form to vindicate 
intense, even violent confinement where the body is subjugated and tormented. 
                                                




Crammed with echoes, alliteration and dense compound formulations, Hopkins’ 
sonnets portray a limited, even stifling sense of space that mirrors the confinement of the 
imprisoned soul to the body before transfiguration.  This confinement is exacerbated by 
the threat of darkness, isolation and insomnia, elements that serve as fuel and punishment 
for the speaker’s doubt.  Like the poets discussed in Chapter Two, who capitalize upon 
the sonnet’s thematic connections with imprisonment and punishment, Hopkins offers up 
a metasonnet that takes up the imagery of animal-like captivity. “The Caged Skylark,” an 
explicit meditation on confinement, revisits the message of Wordsworth and Keats’s 
sonnets that such a cage actually “no prison” is. Dated 1877 from St. Beuno’s, Wales, 
this poem uses the skylark as an analogy for the lesson taught in the first exercise of St. 
Ignatius’ Spiritual Exercise, which states that “my soul is imprisoned in this corruptible 
body.”240 The sonnet is housed or caged within a clear abba abba ccd ccd rhyme scheme: 
 
As a dare-gale skylark scanted in a dull cage, 
   Man’s mounting spirit in his bone-house, mean house, dwells— 
   That bird beyond the remembering hís free fells; 
This in drudgery, day-labouring-out life’s age. 
 
Though aloft on turf or perch or poor low stage, 
   Both sing sometímes the sweetest, sweetest spells, 
   Yet both droop deadly sómetimes in their cells 
Or wring their barriers in bursts or fear of rage.241 
 
 
In the first half of the octave, Hopkins compares “Man’s mounting spirit” with a “dare-
gale skylark.” Both are vibrant creatures relegated to “dull,” “mean” spaces—the bird’s 
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cage or man’s skeleton and bodily form.  The skylark, “scanted” in his cage, recalls for us 
Wordsworth’s reference to the sonnet’s “scanty plot of ground.” In lines 3 to 4, Hopkins 
draws a distinction, between “That” bird, which has at least had the memory of freedom 
and flight that are now beyond it (“free fells”), and “This,” man, who has no past memory 
of such freedom, but can only look forward to it. The “drudgery” of “day-labouring” also 
connotes darkness, recalling Milton’s sonnet “On His Blindness,” which asks,  “Doth 
God exact day-labour, light denied?”242  
The following quatrain, in another closed abba unit, does not draw a distinction 
between the plight of the man and the bird, but rather emphasizes union. Now conflated, 
the skylark and poet-man alliteratively “sing sometimes the sweetest, sweetest spells” 
within their confines, as Wordsworth might argue in “Nuns Fret Not.” But for Hopkins, 
they alternately “droop deadly” in their cells, or rear against their cage in fear and anger 
to make their “barriers” “burst.” This duality is encased in the single verb “wring,” which 
denotes throttling and strangling, but also suggests the echoing of a vibrant sound. (The 
word also appears in “Carrion Comfort” and “No Worst, There is None). It is a word that 
both shuts up, with violence and confinement, and homophonously “rings” out, with 
productivity and creativity. As we reach line 8, the “wall” of the octave, we are left with 
the image of a caged animal violently smashing itself against the cage’s walls.  
 So is the bird’s cage, man’s skeleton, or the sonnet’s form ultimately a stimulus 
for sweet singing, or a cell that is confining enough to tranquilize or terrorize its prisoner 
into submission? The sestet is marked by indecisive oscillation between the two 
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prospects, as seen in the alternating conjunction words that begin each line and alter the 
logic of each clause: “Not,” “Why,” “But,” “But,” and “For.”  
 
Not that the sweet-fowl, song-fowl, needs no rest— 
Why, hear him, hear him babble and drop down to his nest, 
   But his own nest, wild nest, no prison. 
 
Man’s spirit will be flesh-bound when found at best, 
But úncúmberèd: meadow-dówn is nót distrèssed 
   For a ráinbow fóoting it nor hé for his bónes rísen.243 
 
If the octave ends by warning against the more sobering constraints of the skylark’s “dull 
cage,” the sestet offers even more in terms of apology. As line 9 insists, the bird requires 
rest, lest he drop from exhaustion. We hear from the repetition—sighing, self-repeating, 
as if from weariness, in “sweet-fowl, song-fowl” and “hear him, hear him”—that the 
skylark needs a respite to function within healthy parameters.  The echo effect in these 
quick repetitions again reminds us of how small the space between these walls may be. 
Line 11 reiterates Wordsworth’s insistence that such a nest or cage “no prison” is. In this 
line, the almost-repetitive “own nest, wild nest” stealthily expands the actuality of a 
single birdcage to the wide purview of nature, just as Wordsworth slowly transitions from 
nuns’ cells to wide, open “furness fells.” This insistence that the nest is at least his own, 
and no prison, echoes Keats’ sonnet as well: “If by dull rhymes our English must be 
chain’d…She will be bound with garlands of her own.”244  
Yet even though lines 7-8 argue for a conservative, constraining bent, describing a 
pitiably defeated and mastered bird, lines 9-10 turn the tables yet again.  Lines 9-10 
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justify the bird’s frustration and exhaustion over its confinement, because, as the speaker 
reminds us, it is not as if birds don’t need a rest too.  Every two lines, Hopkins designs 
yet another turn in logic, arguing the opposite of his previous lines and pivoting around 
the words “Though...Yet…Not that…” A reader of “The Caged Skylark” is subjected to 
constant reframings and repositionings in the case for and against confinement, and the 
octave of the poem is thus conflicted in its final argument. The seemingly repetitive 
sounds of “sweet-fowl” and “song-fowl” only echo the bird’s sweetest spells of line 6, 
now portraying a frustrated and tired creature whose song is mere “babble,” his nest both 
wild and a prison. The final three lines are the culminating reason for Hopkins’ argument 
that the cage and body “no prison is.” Here he describes man in the state of resurrection, 
where though he is “flesh-bound,” (locked within this echoing “f,” “b” pattern in “found 
at best” and “footing…for his bones”), his soul remains “uncumbered.” Here, the word 
“unencumbered” has lost a syllable, as if the poem lacks space to even house the extra 
two letters, allowing no room for waste on unnecessary sounds; this makes the word 
require three stresses (“úncúmberèd”) instead of four (únèncúmberèd). The neologism 
itself sheds its usual spelling and worldly body for a sleeker, more compact form, as man 
does after resurrection. In these ending lines, verticality triumphs, with an upward, 
ascendant motion rebounding against the heavy gravity of things that weigh down: the 
“meadow-down” (in parallel to “flesh-bound”) is not distressed by a rainbow footing it, 
(it does not mind having a rainbow standing on its chest); nor is man distressed for his 
bones having risen.  The heavy weight of “footing” acts like an anchor, as well as the 
“meadow-down,” with down functioning as a space (downs) and as a direction in 
verticality. Despite all the gravity and downward pull of these final lines, this is all a 
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negative construction to counterintuitively argue for the upward pull (of a rainbow, or of 
a soul ascending after death). The argument of salvation and ascendance is always 
couched in the language of heaviness and being bound. 
Although form can seem rigid and taxing in “The Caged Skylark,” Hopkins’ 
additional variations on sonnet form paved the way for both poetic and spiritual 
liberation. As a formal innovator, Hopkins reenvisioned the sonnet and both expanded 
and contracted the poetic form with his “caudated” and “curtal” sonnets. “Pied Beauty,” 
“Peace” and “Ash Boughs” are examples of Hopkins’ truncated curtal sonnets, comprised 
of 10.5 lines each, with “curtal” referring to a horse that had its tail bobbed:  
 
Nos. 13 and 22 are Curtal-Sonnets, that is they are constructed in 
proportions resembling those of the sonnet proper, namely 6 + 4 instead of 
8 + 6, with however a half-line tailpiece (so that the equation is rather 12/2 
+ 9/2 = 21/2 = 10 ½).245 
 
Hopkins first proposed the curtal sonnet as a means of compensating for a discrepancy in 
language: Italian syllables trip off the tongue and elide, so that a pentameter line in the 
Italian sonnet could often house 14 to 15 syllables. An English line of pentameter, 
however, was constrained to a maximum of ten syllables without the help of elisions, 
which made the line too “short, light, tripping and trifling,” an imperfection in Hopkins’ 
eyes.246 As Lois Pitchford writes, “According to Hopkins the sonnet in English of 
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fourteen lines was loose and flabby. He wished to tighten it and make the form compact 
around the idea.”247 Hopkins combated this “flabbiness” by increasing the “pressure” of 
his sonnets to match the pressure of the Italian sonnet, using the analogy of balloons 
filled with air.  The caudated sonnet, on the other hand, expanded the sonnet form by 
appending a six-line “tail” to the end, usually with extra enjambment between lines 14 
and 15 to increase the effect of elongation. “That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire” is written 
as a caudated sonnet. 
Hopkins’ seemingly rigid prosodic techniques are in fact not as exacting as the 
numbers and fractions in his “Author’s Preface” might indicate. Despite his mathematical 
proportions, Hopkins’ delineation of more rules and more formal distinctions can be read 
in a more liberating light when considered within his idea of “inscape,” an object’s 
unique form or shape imbued by God. In a sense, Hopkins can be understood as breaking 
down the sonnet form and celebrating the individuality of its varied reincarnations, 
moving away from conceiving of the sonnet as one solidly demanding form or genre, but 
stopping to appreciate the instress of each different permutation, as he does in “Pied 
Beauty.” Hopkins creates more technical restraints in the form of poems in a way that is 
not only productive but diversifying.  Much in the same way that Christina Rossetti’s 
bouts-rimés in Maude create a proliferation of sonnets portraying girls with distinct 
personalities, Hopkins’ curtal and caudated sonnets do the same by delineating different 
inscapes. In other words, Hopkins multiplies the possibilities of a sonnet’s inscape, 
reveling in the glory of God’s numerous creations as well as his own. There is not one 
sonnet form, but myriad variations that collectively comprise that category. Thus the 
                                                




form of “Peace” and “Ash Boughs” are each their own distinct vessels, uniquely different 
due to the presence of God within them. To apply the idea of inscape to poetic forms 
themselves helps one to understand that the skylark’s cage “no prison” is, in the sense 
that the cage or skeleton is not just a shell, but each a distinct, wild and organic form that 
represents the individuating work of God. 
 
 
“RIDING A RIVER”: STRESS AND “THE WRECK OF THE DEUTSCHLAND” 
 
In Chapter 2, we saw Leigh Hunt responding to Wordsworth’s defense of the 
sonnet form in “Nuns fret not” by calling attention to the “thousands of nuns” who, “no 
doubt, have fretted horribly, and do fret” in their hermitages.248 Hopkins in fact took up 
the question of suffering nuns in “The Wreck of the Deutschland,” the poem that broke 
his seven years’ silence.  With this poem, he presents a new prosody of sprung rhythm 
and justifies a moral world where storm and stress dominate, and the cruel hand of God 
must be read as a sign of his love and power. Hopkins questioned the plight of the five 
women shipwrecked at the mouth of the Thames River. 
 
When in the winter of ’75 the Deutschland was wrecked in the mouth of the 
Thames and five Franciscan nuns, exiles from Germany by the Falk Laws aboard 
of her were drowned I was affected by the account and happening to say so to my 
rector he said that he wished some one would write a poem on the subject.249  
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The resulting ode preoccupies itself with the physical suffering of the innocent nuns at 
the same time that it celebrates God’s hand in such suffering. Very much echoing the 
message of “Nuns Fret Not,” Hopkins’ poem must ultimately argue the gothic lesson that 
the patient forbearance of suffering and pain leads to reward, especially female suffering 
that is endured under the reassurance of a male master. Even more, though, Hopkins 
glorifies the nuns’ suffering and their deaths as proof of God’s presence and power.   
To celebrate suffering and to be transfigured or spiritually refreshed by witnessing 
it ventures into the realm of enthrallment we saw in the gothic mode in Chapter Two. The 
poem’s subtitle indicates not tragedy, but a “happy” occasion: “The Wreck of the 
Deutschland: to the happy memory of five Franciscan nuns, exiles by the Falk Laws, 
drowned between midnight and morning of December 7.”250 As Virginia Ellis describes, 
the poem may seem “alien to some readers, or actually offensive, and even a sympathetic 
reader may sense a kind of coldness, though a fiery coldness at its heart: a failure of 
human sympathy for those who wretchedly, and by lay standards needlessly, suffered and 
died, which results from the poem’s and the poet’s passionate commitment to the concept 
of redemptive suffering.”251 However, Hopkins’ use of stresses (in terms of beatings, 
flagellation, storm, and metric stress) places particular emphasis on the experience of 
suffering through God’s poundings and thrashings through the storm. Part the First, 
which is ten stanzas long, is mostly autobiographical, meditating on when the author 
succumbed to the stresses of God in acknowledgment of his mastery. Part the Second is a 
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longer twenty-five stanzas, creating a 2:5 ratio in the poem as a whole. This second part 
moves outside of the self and narrates the incident of the shipwreck.  Specifically, in 
Stanzas 17 to 19, Hopkins recounts the episode when the tall nun is confronted with the 
stress of God’s power. Throughout, the poem’s speaker recognizes God’s hand and 
presence in the events of this disaster.  A reading of “The Wreck of the Deutschland” 
thus dwells upon the stress and violence imbedded here in “instress” rather than its more 
celebratory representations, as seen in “Pied Beauty” or possibly the “The Caged 
Skylark.” 
While inscape for Hopkins is an object’s form or unique, God-imbued shape, 
instress is the force of being that holds the inscape together.  Instress is also the impulse 
from the inscape that carries its whole into the beholder. It is both the activation energy 
and the kinetic energy necessary to make an object’s beauty perceptible. Usually the 
release or realization of instress is seen as a triumphant moment, as in the recognition of 
God’s hand behind all “dappled things.”252 But there is also a physical and almost violent 
impulse behind instress, which can certainly be seen in “The Wreck.”  Hopkins’ own 
explanation of these terms describes the inscape of a dead tree, as in the following 
passage where he specifies that instress is most usually perceived by a person in solitude: 
 
There is one notable dead tree . . . the inscape markedly holding its 
most simple and beautiful oneness up from the ground through a 
graceful swerve below (I think) the spring of the branches up to 
the tops of the timber. I saw the inscape freshly, as if my mind 
were still growing, though with a companion the eye and the ear 
are for the most part shut and instress cannot come.253 
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It is notable that Hopkins’ example of inscape is a dead object in nature, an otherwise 
negative or gloomy image that can still yield grace, freshness and spring. The tragedy of 
the Deutschland, then, is loss of human life that can redeem those who can “s[ee] the 
inscape freshly.” As Hopkins’ explanation shows, inscape requires active participation to 
be recognized and perceived. This can be seen in stanzas 5 to 6 of “The Wreck of the 
Deutschland,” where the inscape of the storm is recognized through quite violent stresses. 
We see this contrast between inscape and instress, rest and motion, in the steady water 
versus wavering storms in Hopkins’ imagery:  
 
       I kiss my hand 
     To the stars, lovely-asunder 
   Starlight, wafting him out of it; and 
     Glow, glory in thunder; 
  Kiss my hand to the dappled-with-damson west: 
  Since, tho’ he is under the world’s splendour and wonder, 
     His mystery must be instressed, stressed; 
For I greet him the days I meet him, and bless when I understand. 
 
       Not out of his bliss 
     Springs the stress felt 
   Nor first from heaven (and few know this) 
     Swings the stroke dealt — 
  Stroke and a stress that stars and storms deliver, 
  That guilt is hushed by, hearts are flushed by and melt — 
     But it rides time like riding a river 
(And here the faithful waver, the faithless fable and miss).254 
 
 
Here, the “dappled-with-damson west” recalls the beauty of dappled things in “Pied 
Beauty”; yet this recognition of beauty is clearly the calm before the impending storm, as 
mirrored in the grander structure of Part I and Part II. Here, the “stress,” “stroke” and 
“swings the stroke dealt” carry the sense of motion and force through which God’s 
                                                                                                                                            
 




“mystery must be instressed, stressed.” The “hushed” guilt and melting hearts offer a 
sense of nature revealing its underlying form and inscape to the attuned viewer. 
In this sense, instress delivers through action the inscape of both the more 
positive, serene side of nature (stars) and its darker counterparts (storm): we see this in 
the “Stroke and a stress that stars and storms deliver.” To ride the waves of instress and 
feel this push and pull is what it means to be faithful: “the faithful waver, the faithless 
fable and miss.” This line, set off in parentheses, offers a momentary respite for advice: 
those who are faithless “fable”; they believe in easy, false symbolism with easy, 
packaged morals. The faithless learn meanings from stories, without experiencing stress 
of suffering themselves. Here, Hopkins has transformed the noun “fable” into a verb. “To 
fable” is a verb that sounds active and unstable, encompassing meanings that mean 
perhaps “to wobble” or to lie and fib, to tell fables. This stanza makes clear that to 
maintain a strong belief in God is not to stand still, unwavering in faith, but in fact to 
waver and to bend. This jolting and elasticity is not the basis of doubt, as one might 
expect, but the basis of belief. The experience of recognizing God’s imprint in nature and 
on the world is a process and journey, like “riding a river.” 
“Riding a river” serves as an apt metaphor for journeying through the metric 
turbulence of Hopkins’ verse. The difficulty of the poem is not so much that of keeping 
track of the stresses or “counting” his Sprung Rhythm, but of almost violently 
experiencing the stresses and undergoing them line by line, a recreation of experiencing 
God’s presence.255 Furthermore, Hopkins’ more lenient method of counting accentual 
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meter reenacts the practice of keeping faith; or holding one’s unfulfilled expectations 
until the following line to be satisfied. For even in the leniency of liberation across lines, 
things always add up, as Hopkins explains: “It is natural in Sprung Rhythm for the lines 
to be rove over, that is for the scanning of each line immediately to take up that of the one 
before…and in fact the scanning runs on without break from the beginning, say, of a 
stanza to the end and all the stanza is one long strain, though written in lines asunder.”256 
Note that the language of “strain” and “asunder” here is all about the difficulty of 
breaking patterns and pushing them to extremes. As Watt argues in “Hopkins and the 
Gothic Body,” Sprung Rhythm is “nothing more or less than an attempt to liberate feet in 
verse,” emphasizing formal freedom over constraint.257 The essence of Sprung Rhythm is 
that “one stress makes one foot, no matter how many or few the syllables.” In effect, 
then, by seemingly creating more rules and theoretical delineations in his “Author’s 
Preface,” Hopkins actually frees meter of its syllabic chains, opting for accentual meter 
instead.   
 
 
THE FAITHFUL WAVER: “THE WINDHOVER,” “THE WRECK” AND OUR READING PROCESS  
 
 The most compelling readings of “The Wreck of the Deutschland” conceive of the 
poem itself as a practice in enduring the stresses and difficulties that God bestows. Unlike 
the “explained supernatural” of Radcliffe’s gothic, for Hopkins, the eventual reward of 
recognizing God amidst such suffering is not a given, to be revealed to readers at the end 
of the poem.  Instead, Hopkins’ poem demands readers to put in work to arrive at a 
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recognition of God’s presence, both spiritually and in the technical experience of 
understanding the language of his poem, which very much relies on the physicality of 
bodily suffering. Because of both its sprung rhythm and difficult, compound neologisms, 
fully realizing the “inscape” imbedded within a scene of nature or a work of God requires 
active readerly participation.  Even if Hopkins’ poetic language deliberately stages 
imperfect expression and is only an external access point to an inscape beyond it, the 
poetic experience requires work from both sides: inscape “can only be perceived by the 
instressing nature of God and the receptive instress of the reader.”258  
A reader of Hopkins must thus be open to receive the inscape of a poem—both its 
message and its form—just as a gothic reader must be open to suffer the shocks and 
uncertainties of the explained supernatural, and just as Rossetti’s readers must be open to 
the experience of oscillation and shifting perceptions in viewing his framed women. Like 
D.G. Rossetti, Hopkins emphasizes the physical details and textures of an image in a way 
that challenges the response of the reader. In the works of both Rossetti and Hopkins, the 
difficulty or shock in interpretation lies in the mutuality of influence between painting 
and viewer, poem and reader: the release and perception of inscape and instress is a two-
way street, where a reader must be poised to experience fluctuation, doubt and surprise. 
This is the mode of gothic readership that accepts the instability in otherwise seemingly 
grotesque, ambiguous or offensive description. 
That God’s mystery “must be instressed, stressed” provides the central impetus 
behind Hopkins’ argument and his way of making sense of the tragedy. This double 
emphasis of writer and reader, God and believer, highlights the role of language and the 
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challenge of spiritual representation. How do we effectively read God’s imprint on the 
world? Critics such as J. Hillis Miller have read the “Wreck” as a poem about the failure 
of language and its inability to express the mysteries of God: “Language’s failure is never 
to be able to express the inconceivable and unsayable mystery of how something which is 
as unique as a single word—that is, a created soul—may be transformed into the one 
Words, Christ, which is its model, without for all that ceasing to be a unique and 
individual self.”259  This understanding of God and nature’s ineffability, which places an 
almost unbearable pressure on language, also fuels the reading of readers like Rachel 
Salmon, who thinks that the “Wreck” has two different linguistic models operating in a 
perpetual state of mutual tension: metaphorical language versus metonymical language. 
These two conflicting models consistently undermine one another, alluding to 
“something extra or something missing that language cannot embody.”260 When a beacon 
of hope does rise up in the poem, it is no wonder that the nun becomes a locus that is at 
once symbolic, representative, literal and metonymical.  
The famous “tall nun” in “The Wreck of the Deutschland” serves as a vision of a 
“Biblical prophetess crying out warnings from her watch-tower.”261 This is not your 
typical damsel in distress, but at once a towering Christ-like martyr figure and a suffering 
female body. Stanza 17 heralds the arrival of the nun as a strong “lioness” and 
“prophetess” who is “towered in the tumult.” 
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       They fought with God’s cold — 
       And they could not and fell to the deck 
     (Crushed them) or water (and drowned them) or rolled 
       With the sea-romp over the wreck. 
   Night roared, with the heart-break hearing a heart-broke rabble, 
   The woman’s wailing, the crying of the child without check — 
     Till a lioness arose breasting the babble, 
A prophetess towered in the tumult, a virginal tongue told. 
 
       Ah, touched in your bower of bone, 
       Are you! turned for an exquisite smart, 
     Have you! make words break from me here all alone, 
        Do you! – mother of being in me, heart. 
   O unteachably after evil, but uttering truth, 
   Why, tears! is it? tears; such a melting, a madrigal start! 
       Never-eldering revel and river of youth, 
What can it be, this glee? the good you have there of your own? 
 
       Sister, a sister calling 
       A master, her master and mine!— 
     And the inboard seas run swirling and hawling; 
       The rash smart sloggering brine 
   Blinds her; but she that weather sees one thing, one; 
   Has one fetch in her: she rears herself to divine 
     Ears, and the call of the tall nun 
To the men in the tops and the tackle rode over the storm’s brawling.262 
 
 
At the same time that she embodies such powerful symbolism, however, the nun is a 
fleshly woman, whose suffering was what first brought Hopkins’ attention to the 
composition of this poem. According to The London Times on December 11, 1875, “the 
chief sister, a gaunt woman 6 ft. high call[ed] out loudly and often ‘O Christ, come 
quickly!’ till the end came.”263 The verbs in Hopkins’ poem, “crushed,” “drowned,” and 
“roared,” are literal indicators of nature and God’s stresses inflicted upon the nun in 
historical reality. Hopkins wrote, “What refers to myself in the poem is all strict and 
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literally true and did all occur; nothing is added for poetical padding.”264 Just like 
Rossetti’s framed female faces and bodies, Hopkins’ tall nun is both a suffering body and 
a metaphorized symbol of strength and faith. As Virginia Ellis recognizes, the poem 
represents “a fusion of physical and spiritual fact, of inner and outer event”; “the literal 
was recognized by [Hopkins] as metaphorical but ‘metaphor’ in turn reveals a higher 
literalness.”265 At once a woman and an animal, her body is accurately female (a “lioness” 
specifically, not just a lion), which also channels pride, bravery and royalty. 
 This doubly literal and symbolic technique continues in the numerological 
insistence of the following stanzas: 
 
       She was first of a five and came 
       Of a coifèd sisterhood. 
    (O Deutschland, double a desperate name! 
       O world wide of its good! 
  But Gertrude, lily, and Luther, are two of a town, 
  Christ’s lily and beast of the waste wood: 
     From life’s dawn it is drawn down, 
Abel is Cain’s brother and breasts they have sucked the same.) 
 
      Five! the finding and sake  
      And cipher of suffering Christ.  
  Mark, the mark is of man’s make  
      And the word of it Sacrificed...266  
 
 
Like Rossetti’s cup of three, the number “five!” is literal and symbolic, referring to the 
five wounds of Christ, and continuing on in Stanzas 22 and 23. Similarly, the lament for 
the “Deutschland” represents both a physical object, the name of the boat, but also works 
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metonymically, as a critique of Germany, the country of Martin Luther and also 
Bismark’s anti-Catholic Falk Laws. The nun is both a “Sister,” her appellation and title in 
her religious office, but also literally just “a sister calling / A master,” an individual 
sibling in a particular convent and from a particular family.  
Hopkins thus seems to bear out Donald Davie’s view about decadence inasmuch 
as he shows commonalities with Rossetti in his use of both fleshly and symbolic objects 
as loci for meaning and aesthetic value. He “seems to share a great deal with the early 
Pre-Raphaelites who, following Ruskin, attempted to combine an extreme hard-edge 
realism with elaborate symbolism derived ultimately from habits of reading scripture 
common to both Protestants and Catholics.”267 This double commitment to realism and 
symbolism is crucial to readings of “The Windhover,” which is very conspicuously 
dedicated “To Christ our Lord.” Hopkins perhaps wrote this poem based on Psalm 91:4, 
literalizing a metaphor to visualize and stage the comfort and safety of Christ in literal 
terms of nature: “He shall defend thee under his wings, and thou shalt be safe under his 
feathers.”268  
I caught this morning morning’s minion, king- 
   dom of daylight’s dauphin, dapple-dáwn-drawn Falcon, in his riding 
   Of the rólling level úndernéath him steady áir, and stríding 
High there, how he rung upon the rein of a wimpling wing 
In his ecstasy! then off, off forth on swing, 
   As a skate’s heel sweeps smooth on a bow-bend: the hurl and gliding 
   Rebuffed the big wind. My heart in hiding  
Stirred for a bird, — the achieve of, the mastery of the thing! 
 
Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here 
 Buckle! AND the fire that breaks from thee then, a billion 
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Times told lovelier, more dangerous, O my chevalier! 
 
 No wónder of it: shéer plód makes plóugh down síllion 
Shine, and blue-bleak embers, ah my dear, 
 Fall, gáll themsélves, and gásh góld-vermílion.269 
 
 
In this well-known poem, readers are meant to read the windhover both as a sign of 
nature’s beauty, a sign of God’s creation, and as Jesus Christ (“O my chevalier!”). 
However, rather than rest on the simultaneity of both readings, I suggest that a sense of 
oscillation, of flickering back and forth between the two understandings of the image, is 
more fitting to Hopkins’ project and better complements his work in the “Wreck.” The 
“sillion / Shine,” “blue-bleak embers” and “gold-vermillion” offer the example of 
flickering and flames which effect the similar flashing of images that can be staged in the 
reader’s mind. The windhover’s quick flight erupts like fire in the second stanza in a way 
that presents movement and change over the rest and fixity of the first stanza. In essence, 
I propose a reading of Hopkins’ symbolic-realist moments in much the same way that 
viewers of Rossetti’s paintings and poems would experience a quick oscillation of just 
what they are seeing—momentary uncertainty surrounding the fleshly object or the 
idealized symbol.  Hopkins’ verses are trials of perception and revelation, testing readers 
to make sense of the uncanny embers, at once lifeless and meaningless ash, but in another 
moment, flaming and lifelike in our eyes as a symbol of Christ. In terms of Hopkins’ 
poetry, this flashing or fluctuation need not indicate doubt or a lack of faith, but, as in the 
“Wreck,” actually proves an understanding of the active process that is instress, presently 
perceiving the duality of God’s work in whatever inscape opens up before us. 
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 The quick-paced vacillation back and forth between perceiving the object or the 
symbol is important for the staging of spiritual believing and perceiving.  This “work” 
and process of uncertainty is truer to faith than a comfortable acceptance of the 
windhover as both the bird and Christ, at the same time: “the faithless fable and miss.”270 
From his permutations of nouns into verbs, and the recurrence of words that seem to 
reappear within his poems, Hopkins’ poems always feature restlessness over rest.  In 
“The Wreck of the Deutschland,” too, I would insist on a reading that does not simply 
take the nun as a figure that is transformed from a suffering female body into a bodiless 
representation of holy salvation. In fact, the transition throughout this poem is not one-
directional, nor is it one single, final movement. The vertical move from physical pain to 
symbolic transcendence is never meant to be an easy transition for Hopkins, nor even a 
simple process of ascendance. He does not transcend from the physical world of pain to 
the spiritual world of reward to arrive at a state of rest.  Instead, he moves “backwards,” 
focusing first on physical suffering and second on spiritual redemption, spending twice as 
many stanzas on the thrashing “stresses” doled out by God. The fact that Hopkins moves 
from Part I (a psychic battle) to Part II (the pyrotechnics of the storm) shows that his 
suggested process is not so easily one of taking bodily suffering and converting it through 
interpretation into spiritual strength.  
The structure of “The Wreck” paves the way for an uncertain oscillation between 
the lows of enduring the literal stresses exacted as punishment, and the rewards of 
perceiving God’s inscape; and it is this back-and-forth momentum that fuels the poem’s 
tumultuous pace imitating the deadly storm. This rocky perception of the reader is 
                                                




analogous to that of the viewers interpreting Rossetti’s Pre-Raphaelite paintings, who are 
made to focus on the “wriggling” and the “fleshly” rather than so easily coming to rest at 
the implied symbol.  It also mirrors the experience of gothic readers, who turn away, 
falter, faint or waver upon encountering scenes of terror and shock. Such a reading 
supports Hopkins’ conception of arriving at God’s inscape in such a tragedy as a difficult 
process that necessitates work and active participation through the process of instress and 
stress; it also contributes to critics’ sense that this difficult poem resists a linear 
reading.271 To this end, a reader’s experience of the rocky ebbs and flows between object 
and symbol enacts the storm that believers and doubters must undergo. Moreover, this 
experience of vacillation is a bodily response, enduring the physical stresses like the nun 
or the windhover that mirror the fluctuation of one’s progressing faith. And because each 
reader’s experience of the metrical stresses and symbolic fluctuations varies distinctly 
from person to person, this yields a myriad of individuated instress-experiences for each 
poem, not confined or tied to any single inscape of that verse. 
                                                





GOTHIC AND GROTESQUE 
 Returning now to Browning’s Duke of Ferrara and his Madhouse Cells, this 
dissertation has drawn on the gothic as a viable solution to a problem of aesthetics and 
thematics found not only in Browning but in poems by Barrett Browning, D.G. Rossetti, 
Christina Rossetti, and Hopkins as well. In particular, the gothic provides a line of 
influence to help explain the presence of offensive, unwholesome, and discomfiting 
elements in canonical Victorian poetry. Previously, the concept of the grotesque has been 
recruited to account for “a most formidable and estimable insane taste” that exerts “a 
power over us just because of their natural offensiveness.”272 In his 1864 essay on “Pure, 
Ornate and Grotesque Art in Victorian Poetry,” Bagehot identified the grotesque as the 
“unhealthy insane attraction” that forces even honest men “towards some ugly thing.” 
Within nineteenth-century criticism, where the main narrative of literary themes most 
often fall within a discourse of nationalism, Victorian propriety and middle-class values, 
the grotesque has proved to be a useful term for categorizing the alien, the ugly, and the 
unmentionable.  
 This dissertation proposes the gothic as an alternative line of influence, not to 
replace useful theories of the grotesque and their nineteenth-century application as 
expounded upon by Bagehot and Ruskin, but to add an additional perspective of 
accounting for the mad murderers, unholy clerics, and other such examples of the 
“exceptional monstrosity of horrid ugliness” throughout Victorian poetry. More 
importantly, the recognition of familiar gothic tropes accounts for the way in which such 
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unpleasant or insane elements are simultaneously made pleasing.273 This through-line of 
the gothic also offers a unifying contour with which to understand disparate poetic forms 
that are characteristic and definitive of the Victorian era: the dramatic monologue, sonnet 
cycles and sequences, and picture poems each came to full fruition under the auspices of 
nineteenth-century poets. Whereas the grotesque helps particularly in accounting for the 
Victorian preponderance on medieval themes, a gothic connection adds to this by 
attributing strains of influence to a much more recent subgenre of 1790s sensation novels, 
in addition to Arthurian, mythological and medieval themes. 
  
CONVENTION AND CLICHÉ   
  Throughout this dissertation, the argument of each chapter relies on subtle 
reconceptualizations of the roles of theme and form, as well as convention and cliché. 
Themes refer to recurring elements in plots and characters, recognizable across all gothic 
novels, not only those by Radcliffe and Monk. These include damsels in distress and 
menacing villains who actually serve as protectors. Themes can become clichés through 
repetition and overuse, while forms can become conventions through pattern and 
recognition. Scenes of overhearing, or the sudden dispelling of supernatural elements in a 
novel’s last few pages, for example, are formal conventions of the gothic novel because 
they appear so frequently, comprising a sort of “machinery” in gothic compositions.  
 More importantly, however, in my analyses, conventions, clichés, themes and 
forms can bridge over and morph into one another. The thematic cliché of imprisoners as 
protectors, for example, seen throughout in Radcliffe’s novels, becomes enacted and 
rehearsed within the space of Wordsworth and Keats’ sonnets. Here, a theme and a cliché 




become reincarnated as form and convention. In yet another interesting permutation, 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning takes the cliché of injured women’s bodies and reinvents the 
theme of the womb as a prison, recasting it within the formal space of the sonnet. Here, 
theme transfers to form and what was once a cliché becomes a new, innovation model for 
conventions of women’s writing. 
 For much of this project, the term “form” takes on a particular spatial meaning in 
addition to its regular meanings as patterns and structure in verse or prose. In Chapter 
One, I envision the novel as an open space or experimental playing field in which 
Radcliffe experiments with Romantic poetic convention and pushes the limits of lyric. To 
this end, each scene by Radcliffe that I analyze in which lyric song falls flat is at once a 
mockery of Romantic themes and forms, producing humor, and a formal experiment that 
methodically works through case examples of when lyric address works and when it 
doesn’t. In other words, Radcliffe’s episodes of lyric overhearing create a laboratory in 
which the formal and thematic elements of poetry can be staged more objectively in prose 
than they could ever be in poetry itself. The effect of Radcliffe’s scenes of overhearing is 
that they poke fun at formal convention and thematic clichés, only to reveal the 
limitations of poetic convention. Such experiments, pushing the limits of Romantic lyric 
and exchanging a sole, sympathetic audience for the more complicated layering of 
audience an auditor, were precisely the types of experiments that Robert Browning and 
Lord Tennyson later performed through the medium of poetry. The result of their trials 
was the Victorian innovation of the dramatic monologue in 1833. In this sense, Radcliffe 
set a precedent within the space of her novels for the type of Victorian triangulation that 
developed into the dramatic monologue we know and study in Victorian contexts today. 
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 In Chapter Two, the notion of gothic form likewise takes on spatial connotations, 
with tropes of confinement and pleasure figuring as gothic themes associated with poetic 
imagery and structure. In this chapter on the sonnets of Elizabeth Barrett Browning and 
Christina Rossetti, we witness Wordsworth and Keats drawing on thematic clichés of 
bound women and formalizing them, turning these images and tropes into an argument 
for the advantages of sonnet writing. In effect, these poets recruit gothic clichés and 
realize them as poetic convention; they prove that the sonnet is a worthy literary tradition 
to revive, in the same way that even overused imagery of bound feet and distressed 
beauty can appear refreshed when reenvisioned in new sonnets. Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning and Christina Rossetti each respond to this yoking together of the men’s sonnet 
tradition and the gothic tradition of trapped women’s bodies by simultaneously 
participating in these conventions and overturning them. Barrett Browning achieves this 
through themes of embodiment and self-imprisonment in her 1844 Poems, while Rossetti 
achieves this through her flat satire of what readers expect of women’s sonnet writing, 
autobiography and gothic clichés. Considering a sonnet as a cell or prison invites the 
reader to experience a space in which, as we saw, authors and poets could write 
themselves into a gothic narrative that was both formally and thematically confining. We 
can observe authors capitalizing on a gothic curriculum of readers in order to create a 
vivid, recognizable space that is even more intensified in poetic form than in novelistic 
form. 
 Here then, we begin to see nineteenth-century poets cultivating and relying on a 
gothic readership that would be attuned to both the conventions and clichés of such 
gothic allusions in a pointed way that would not have been expected of a pre-1790s, pre-
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Radcliffean reading audience. To read these Victorian sonnets without a vivid sense of 
the plight of gothic heroines, the warning message of patriarchal villains, or the 
disposability of abject bodies, would be to miss much of the thematic play at work in 
Wordsworth, Keats, Barrett Browning and Rossetti’s sonnets. Most of all, it is this 
experience of the reader, well-versed in gothic traditions, that can parse through the 
subtle transformations of cliché into convention, theme into form, and that can follow the 
pyrotechnics that poets like Keats and Rossetti perform in their formalization of tropes, as 
seen in their sonnets and bouts-rimés.   
 
GOTHIC READERSHIP 
 Such examples of thematic content becoming transfigured within the space and 
form of poetry showcase a complex mode of literary influence that no doubt placed great 
demands on a reading audience. Without recognizing the gothic themes of pained 
motherhood or infant burial in Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “The Prisoner,” for instance, 
most of the formal meta-commentary of the poem would be lost upon a reader. As 
Chapters Three and Four continue to show, Victorian poets were cultivating a distinctly 
gothic readership that placed specific demands on its audience: these authors relied on 
readers who were sufficiently familiar with gothic tropes and clichés in order for their 
new poetic innovations to succeed and be understood. One can argue, then, that the 
Victorian poets recognized the readers of their poetry as readers well versed in the gothic, 
and that they actively contributed to cultivating what might be labeled an evolving sense 
of gothic readership. 
 The exploration of gothic influence upon Victorian poetic forms raises the question 
of what it means to have cultivated a gothic readership from the 1790s and into the first 
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half of the nineteenth century. Put in painstakingly simple terms, it is important to 
remember that readers of gothic novels were not an isolated breed of Grub Street addicts 
devouring penny dreadfuls under their covers and reading little else. As a genre that 
reached all classes, gothic novels cultivated the readership that would become the 
audience of the Brownings, the Rossettis and Hopkins. What would it mean, then, to 
define practices of gothic reading that could apply to poetry and other mainstream 
subgenres? Each chapter of the dissertation has demonstrated a distinct mode of influence 
that illuminates new methods of conceiving of gothic readership and gothic authorship 
more broadly.  
 My conception of gothic readership includes four defining features, including guilty 
participation, forbearance of cliché, embodiment, and acceptance of discomfort in the 
reading experience. To begin, Victorian poets were able to capitalize on exciting new 
frontiers of composition by relying on their readers’ willful participation in a suspicious 
literary subgenre. To be a reader of dramatic monologues, for instance, consistently 
places one in a position of collusion similar to that of reading gothic novels, where 
accusation and incrimination triangulate the speaker, audience and auditor on a dangerous 
but thrilling playing field. The seasoned gothic reader also exercises a special 
understanding and tolerance of gothic cliché, agreeing to participate in the kinds of self-
reflexive, mocking or ironic uses of heavy-handed tropes: the elegiac sonneteer, the 
distressed, melancholy poet-heroine, the villain as protector, for instance. The gothic 
reader willingly accepts these tropes and patiently awaits to see how these themes are 
reimagined by transformed by authors, rather than passing off such repetitive elements as 
failure or weakness in style. Finally, the gothic reader surrenders herself to the shocks 
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and turns of surprise by almost physically experiencing such changes in plot or 
perspective. Gothic twists elicit visceral reactions of fright or shock by staging spatial and 
physical swaps. Encountering a live body in the place of a corpse, for example, or petty 
criminals in the place of supernatural revenants, for example, the gothic reader willingly 
succumbs to such jarring shifts in perspective and bodily discomfort as she navigates 
first-hand each upsetting change. This sense of embodiment is important and essential to 
formal innovations in poetry especially, as seen in the sonnets by Keats, Barrett 
Browning and Christina Rossetti and in the poems and paintings by D.G. Rossetti. It is a 
shocking and punishing reading experience, but an experience that readers of the gothic 
no doubt consent to as they read on to the end of the lengthy, often circuitous tome.  
 One can carry over these elements of the gothic reading experience even when 
reading texts that are not gothic in the strict, traditional sense. As I have argued, many 
innovations of Victorian poetry are best appreciated when read with the skills of a “gothic 
reader” or experienced through this gothic lens. This conception of gothic readership 
refashions a perspective in which gothic readers are not of a niche breed with fewer or 
lower expectations of literary texts, but rather an evolving audience upon which authors 
could place specific demands. As compared to a generic reading audience, gothic readers 
tolerate and forbear scandal, cliché, repetition and heavy-handed shock in a way that 
makes room for formal innovation, rather than condemning these gothic elements as 
stylistic weakness or unoriginality.  
  To be a gothic reader, then, is to partake in an unspoken contract, subjecting 
oneself to a perilous world view in which there very well may be no God, where literary 
clichés abound, where convention is flaunted, and where the reading experience is a 
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series of brutal shocks, sudden surprises and thwarted expectations. The gothic world, 
after all—dark, subterranean, and flaunting rules of literary convention—presents a 
challenge of survival and lucidness. The gothic trappings that make up sensation novels 
purposefully engineer ambiguity and confusion. Readers, like characters, are tossed and 
turned while navigating amidst what might be dead or alive, real or fake, natural or 
supernatural, holy or unholy. Fears are built up, only to be dispelled, only to be revived 
again. This jostling pattern of expectation and surprise, embedded within layers of yet 
more repetition, cliché and predictability, comprises an unspoken code between gothic 
reader and author: the audience enters the reading experience with the good faith of 
relinquishing all control. Symbols or images shrouded in mystery may or may not be 
demystified. The gothic invokes a distinct fear that threatens an absence of faith; but it is 
the experience of wading through outlasting the twists and turns, in a world alternatingly 
bereft of god, symbols or meaning, that makes up this poetic faith.  
 As the Hopkins chapter reminds us, the genre of the gothic is, ultimately, centered 
around fear. For the gothic author, this means cultivating fear and extending it over the 
course of many pages, while for the gothic reader, it is a matter of expertly navigating 
through the heavy-handed conventions, reversals, and confusions inherent to the genre. 
Our notions of Victorian poetry and Victorian experimentations with poetry become 
increasingly broadened as we consider the way in which gothic themes unraveled in 
disparate formal, poetic directions, and how gothic reading allowed for this formal 
innovation to be appreciated by nineteenth-century audiences.  
 The Duke of Ferrara, ultimately, gestures toward a myriad of directions in just this 
way, pointing toward the different ways in which a gothic influence enriched the many 
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formal innovations of Victorian poetry, and encompassing the formal elements discussed 
in each of the dissertation’s four chapters.  In this famous dramatic monologue, 
culminating as the dual villain and hero, the victim and accuser in a Gothic-Victorian 
marriage, the Duke addresses the envoy but also us readers, enacting the triangulation 
rehearsed in Radcliffe’s prose scenes of lyric experimentation. He subtly plays upon his 
audience’s understanding of gothic conventions, capitalizing upon the literary cliché of 
murdered wives as a means to both invoke fear and pass of cruelty as pedestrian and 
mundane. Within the space of a few lines, the framed image of a woman’s face, 
artistically objectified, comes to represent the corpse of a real woman. In just another 
moment, we are led to liken this body dead body with the breathing body of his future 
wife, who soon after risks becoming yet another dispensable female object. The line 
between fictional figures, literary tropes, women’s bodies and actual human life all 
become blurred. All throughout, the Duke conjures up a sense of fear for both the envoy 
and his listening audience, drawing on a sense of fear, threat and collusion. The elements 
of playful coyness, expectation and surprise, threat and accusation all converge in a 
masterful show of gothic poetics. Drawing on the formal elements of overhearing, 
soliloquy, accusation, framing, sudden swaps, and literary cliché, Browning’s Duke 
dexterously extracts machinery from his gothic bag of tricks, applying these elements to 
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